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I his research attempts to thro~'n Iight on the need to study the factors that influence 
Students Choice o1 higher education institutes especial l\ management education In light Of 
comnlcrclap/ation of the I rid ustr\ 
he mana~iiers of the countr\ tuda\ need a hii.h standard of training, and skills. I'he 
success of the nation depend, largel\ on the <lualit\ and the moti\ation of its human 
resources and especially of those at the higher end of the pyramid. name]\ the managers. 
These managers have the responsibility of motivating the entire work force under their 
pur\ ie\\ \tihich firms the entire \\ork force of the nation. If the managers are properly 
trained and moti\ated then one\ can the\ keep the morale of the entire ork tierce. and in 
turn the entire collntr\ . high. During economic downturns it is these managers that collie 
ftr\\ard in response to, crises and hrin,i hack the econom\ on its track and in turn, the 
country hack on its feet. .\ large number Of \cn►th toda\ conic forward to enroll in 
management programs that are a\actable in order to equip themselves to he effective 
Inanagers and in turn also stake their own career graphs grow exponentially in a quest forr 
personnel excellence and set factuali,ation. 
India has come a long wa> in its offering to such aspirants and today there is a vide 
\ ariety of choice of management institutes to choose from. hhe choice ranges from very 
high aspiration level Institutes. (Premier Institutes with tough entrance criterion) on the 
one end of the spectrum. to lo\\ aspiration level (small Pri\ate Management Institutes 
Q\hich are easy to enroll in at the other end of the spectrum. The variety of' choices 
available is quite wide tpufa\ Compared to a couple of decades ago. \Nhen just a handful of 
such higher education institutes \\ere a\ailahle. O ing to this. aspirants are finding it 
increasingl\ challenging to make an informed choice about the most appropriate institute 
matthidi their needs. 
•A fe%\ decades ago the a\ailahilit\ of seats in management institutes was \er' limited and 
institutes were managed directl\ or indirecil\ h\ the Go\ernment. ('hoice was easier for 
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aspirants since options were fir\+ and the filtering process a.k.a. the entrance examination 
decided their fates. 
luring the last couple of decades the Government constituted various policies allov%ing 
the entr\ of private hla\ cr, ill the management education industry. l he word indusn_► was 
seldom used for manatcm nt education as long as there were only state players in this 
field. but with the ad\ent of private players, management education turned into a 
profitable and co\eted industn. N1an an industrial house that had the funds to 
incorporate management institutes, and a read\ market fior managers that were products 
of these management institutes readil\ entered this indlustr\. I hey were equally supported 
h\ (;o\ernment policies in terms of subsidies. concessional land allotments, tax benefits 
and recognition. 
the phenomenon of mushrooming of priv ate institutes started about two decades ago and 
today the situation has changed from an era of shortage to one of Surplus. despite the fact 
that the number of' aspirants have also grown exponentially over the decades. The 
management education industr\ has graduall\ but tirml\ transformed from a seller's 
market to a buyer's market and the Institute, are no competing against each other to vie 
the aspirant". I ronl almost negligible marketing done h\ management institutes a couple 
of decades ago. Coda these institute- arc spending a sizeable amount of resources on 
promotional acti\ ities. I he promotional acti\ its ranges from advertisements in the print 
media, electronic media, the c\her space and seminars, public relations, corporate 
communication etc. N.lan institutes are also using celebrities as brand ambassadors. 
Social networking is also being used affectivel) to attract these aspirants. Availability of 
suitable pa \ meat options, study loans and scholarships is also being affecti\ely used to 
positively influence enrolment. Many a private university is also awarding recognition to 
pri\ ate institutes in a hid to capital lie their status equity to attract enrolment. Provision of 
facilities like hoarding. lodging, transportation. library. cons enience stores. banking. 
sports. recreation and fast food outlets etc. has become a norm with pri\ate institutes and 
has worked like a magnet far 'oung aspirants. 
~.:rder normal circumstances salaries offered and job offers should Iogicall\ he the prime 
motivating factor bUr as aspirant to choose the most appropriate management institute. It 
is h. no means suggested that these are the only motivating factors. In reality factors like 
brand of the institute. its recognition, placement record and its location also play an 
important role in helping, the aspirants choose the most suitable management institutes 
apart from other factors like the influence of parents. siblings, peers. teachers academia. 
social status and personal it\ of the aspirant. This stud \ is aimed at exploring the 
influence and significance of the above mentioned factors \N hile the aspirants are making 
a choice about the management institute that best suit their needs and discovering which 
factors indeed make the most difT rence. 
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(1I P'L'ER 1- INTRODI'("1'1ON 
1 his chapter provides an introduction to the education sector in India From historic times. 
the British rule and to the present day \\ ith \ arious (,overnnlent policies and programs. It 
also give` an introduction to education being treated as a service and prl\atl vat ion and 
totmettlalRatgon of education, especialll management education. 
I \i'ROl)t ("1'IO\ "TO 1'I I F, \\ Olfl.l) OF EI)l'('. TION 
I he %\ord education i; deri\ed from the I reach ord 'education' hich in turn i, derived 
from the Latin \vorci 'educationenm' ormgmnall\ lllealling 'education in social codes and 
manners'. ( www.et~molog online.com, 2012) 
'1 oda\ the \\orc1 is defined in Dictionarv.conl (2012) as: 
• the act or process of imparting or acgguiri nE general kno (edge. dc \ eloping the 
p o\wers of reasoning and judgment. and general l\ of preparing oneself or others 
intellectual I' for mature lilt. 
• the act or process of imparting or acquiring particular knowledge or skills, as for a 
profession. 
• ;I degree. le el. or kind of schooling: a tini\ersit education. 
• the result produced h\ instruction, training, or studs : to sho%N one's education 
• the science or art of teaching: pedagogic. 
Keeping in line \\ith the above definitions, this stud} will focus on education as it 
pertains to 'I/k' iwt or J)roc•e'.' of i/)t/)tlI'l/flg or ticgiiii'inc.,  know /edge or .gkill.s, us for el 
1.1 I:1)t CATION, l3:AC'K(:IZOt NU IN INDIA- IIISTOR'\ 
.According to the I pres; \e s s Set'% ice. in Carp 2UO I India population I igure stood at 
1. 027. 015. 247 reelecting a gros1h of 181 million people since 1991 and this has risen to 
1.21 U. 93.422 as per the 2O1 1 census of India. While the countr\'s share in global 
population rose hX I6.7°o. its groth rate actuafl\ 	itnessed a decline of' 2.52%. The 
gender ratio became 944 females to 1t)0O males. a noteworthy increment from 1991. 
The \es Ser\ice also reports that iltiterac\ first began to decline in 001 in over 0 
ears.:\S per the data published h\ 2011 census 82.14% of males In India and 65.46% of 
females are literate. \\hich reflects narro\\ing oi the gap between male and female 
literac\. However, major regional differences still remain in literacy: Kerala has a literacy 
rate of 9)3.9)"o. \\ bile Bihar reports a literac\ rate of just 63.8°%%, as per Census of India 
2011. 
Ioday. India accounts for nearly one-fifth of' the vvorld Population and is the largest 
democrac% glohallk. Out of a total''.orld population of approximatek 7 billion people. 
1.22 billion reside in India. India also has the \\orld's larest educational s\stem and it 
ser'es the entire population \%ith limited resources and boundless demands. 
1.2 EVOLl TION OF EDl'(ATION IN INDIA 
1.2.1 Historic Period 
It i helie\ed by Illan 	scholars. that the v orid's first ever uunixersit\ \\as set up in 
I akshila in India no a district near Ka al11iucu In Pakistan) in 700 IR.('. I his center tar 
higher learning, attracted around 10. 500 students who studied pearl 60 different subjects 
Also the .\'aluncla t'niversit\. ruins ut''\Itich remain near the cit\ of Patna in Bihar. is 
another example x\hich reflects India's historical status in education. Bet een the ti~tn-th 
and fifth centuries C.L. its he\da\. the university had around 1O. 000 pupils enrolled and 
2. 000 teachers. hailing, from dil'Icrcnt regions of the world. Some noted names amongst 
these \Here. /lic'lIll I.1'Ur1,. the famed ('hinese traveler-scholar. who studied and taught at 
Val nda L'1i1ersur'. Two \cry famous professors who taught at the university were. 
\crrltrjtrltu, a .1luhutultcr philosopher and I)i zn[l gcr. the thunder of the school of logic. 
King IIc!l'chm1'w•clhc1. a famous patron. built numerous vtulms in the name of' Buddha 
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and also promoted all and literature and made numerous endo\\Illents to the University at 
:\dlanclu around 636 CE. 
With the course of time. these educational standards and knu\\ledge development that 
had reached an epitome of excellence slo\\ I) \ anguished in the face of social and 
political changes. 
The current Indian educational system \\as tornlulated over centuries through empirical 
methods. and attempted to integrate with societ\'s day-to-da} needs. 1`he organization of 
the educational system remained the same among all sects. he it Risck1hi.el. ,luin.c or Vedic 
people. I-he\ all agreed that self-realization, and not mere wage-earning, should he the 
true aim of higher education. A common curriculum as established at the centers of 
learning, and the studs of' the I 'cc/a.\. l jpcmishucls. clurshan.s (different schools of 
phl(losoph\ ). .~h(I.11r((.s. logic, and rhetoric 	as compuIsur\. Proficiency in graniniar, 
oration, and debating were !.'I\en Importance in Order to encourage all round de\olopnlent 
of a student. The s\stenl particular( enlphasized on education through regional language 
at the elementar\' level. As education was tree, even the poorest students could always get 
admission into a temple school. muiha or gurukulu. the scholars were taught through 
preaching. teaching. discoursing and lecturing. 
During that time. higher education was not the monopoly of' the rich as it later became. 
the rulers did not inter \ ene in the administration. though they. along with the nobles and 
wealthy merchants. contributed liberally for the cause of education. "I he local temple 
committee that managed the affairs of the temple. mathu or agruh(n•a vas also 
responsible fr education and its super \ ision. I.carning came the hard way and 
e\er\ hod %. including the student. 	as a\\are of the Importance of personal effort in 
acquiring kno\\ledge. Discipline as the core requirement in all educational institutions. 
In comparison to modern standards a student's Ii  was austere and joyless. The same was 
also true fur tile teachers and the gurus. I he\ kept distance ti'om material comforts and 
publicity and were highly respected in the societ\. Even the rulers and administrators 
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paid their respects to them and sought advice on social and religious platters. An ideal 
uchcp_ar or preceptor spent his entire life in ltudn i11i,, teaching and dispensing kilo ledge. 
1.2.2 British Rule Period 
Since education was an intc ral hart oI'the social s\stenl of the times. each individual had 
a niche, and was allowed to master skills in a specific vocation, as specified h\ his birth 
caste. this 	as a self-supporting s)stcnl to help the local people become self-reliant. 
Toda\'s democratic and choice-oriented set LI developed long after that era. 
I nemplo\merit as negligible in India before the collapse of' the system under foreign 
rule. Slo l . the culture of primar\ schools started getting popular. Along with 
wcatiunal training, due importance as also given to education. 
During the British rule, some of the surve\ors of' the Government tried to assess the 
qualifications of teachers and their certificates. They searched fur a school library. 
teaching,: aids. a playground. etc.. as per western norms, but did not find an\. These 
standard modes of assessment failed to capture the indigenous methods of imparting 
education, which were self supporting in their own capacity. Nonetheless. G. L. 
Prendergast. councilor to the then Governor of Bombay. was one of the few persons "ho 
assessed the situation correctl\ and had reported in 1 R 17. that there was rarel\ a village. 
where there %\asn't at least one school \here wung kids were taught how to read and 
\\rite and at so basic arithmetic, and all that the schoolmasters were paid. \ ar) ing from a 
rupee a month, to a handful of grains, depending upon the ahilit\ of parents to pa\. 
1-lo e\er. most of the reports sent to the then Go ernor (leneral were incomplete and 
hence no grants were made tier native Indian institutions. I heretore under the British rule. 
just as in other resources. the Indians grew poorer in literacy as \\ell. 
I lowever. in order to run Indian adnlinistrati e affairs. the British administration needed a 
big force of trained hands. Thus. serious thought was gi\en to providing education to 
Indians in the British wa . The progressi\ e approach of William &-'; ninc•k. the then 
(lo ernor General of India. and . Iacaulao a reformist and educationist. along with Indian 
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leaders such as Raja Ram Mohan Roy helped introduce the \estern system of education 
in India. .\s a result. nlissionar' and private English schools started coming up in large 
numbers. but their education was expensive. Schools became lever and atfdrdahle only 
h\ 	 ell-to-do drnmlBeti. I hlus. its a consequence. the population in general grew more 
illiterate than ever. 
1.2.3 Modern Period 
India. toda\ . has about I . 300. ()0O educational institutions throughout the nation. having 
an enrollment of around 850 million students. l'he Indian elementary education system 
stands as the second largest in the orld. constituting of 368 million children of 6-14 
years of age and 3.8 million teachers. 
1.2.4 The Current Education PolieN in India. 
1.2.4.1 Pros ision for Education in the Indian Constitution 
the legal and constitutional foundation of India',, national polic\ on education is laid in 
its constitution and its Uirecti'c Principles of' State Polic\. Article 45 of the Directive 
Principle as amended 111 1O5() makes it mandator\ that:- 
'the State shall endeavor to provide within a period of ten years from the 
commencement of this Constitution. tier free and conlpulsor\ education for all children 
until they complete the ague of I urteen y ears." 
the national education polic\ has ev ol cd in man\ \\a\ s since the I 950s. and India has 
follo ed a %\ell designed process ol'social and national development, by adoption of fi'e-
ear plans. 
In 1968. in it resolution on the National folic on I.ducation (NPI'.). fresh emphasis was 
laid on expansion and quality of education. especially that for girls. lido ever, the actual 
Polic\ was not devised until 1986. It was later updated in 1992 with a comprehensive 
pOlic\ lranle~\ork. the Plan kit' .\ction. la \ ing do\\n the main responsibilities for 
organizing. executing. and financing various educational proposals. 
Keeping in Tine with the policy objectives of the plan. the goals for the Ninth Live Year 
Plan 'sere fixed under three broad parameters (planningcommission.nic.in 2(112):- 
• Wn1i\ersal access. 
• uni\crsal retention. and 
• Lllll\ ersal aChie elllent 
While education comes under the concurrent list of the national constitution, the state 
(io ernnlents have a sienilicant role in the hlanniru and dcli\cr\ of education. 
articular in the primar\ and secondar\ sector's (stateunkersith.com, 2011). 
1.2.4.ii National Policy of Education (N.P.E.) 
he following few paragraphs describe the current state of the national policy on 
Education of India. l he text \kas horro ed from I'(~(' and the Fire Year Plans from India 
and from N('I'R I \vehsite. 
The main objective elf the \ational folic of Education of 1986 was to establish a 
national systenl of education so that all students irrespecti\ e of caste. creed. gender. and 
religion get access to education of equitable <lualit\ . I he ohjecti' es \\ere divided into 
different aspects. 
I.2.4.iii Elementary Education 
• l niv ersal access and enrolment 
• l'niversal retention of' children up t0 14 vears of age and 
• sustainable Inlpro enient in the quality education to enable all children to 
achie\ e essential le\ CIs of learning. 
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1.2.4.iv Secondary Education 
Stress on the lfllhru t►11CIll of the llllalit\ of scco 11!!1'\ education and an effort to he made 
to pro\ ide Computer Ilterac\ in as secondar\ le cl institutions. 
1.2.4.% lIhigher Education. 
I here i' an emphasis to pro \ ide people \v ith an opportunity to reflect on the critical 
Social, economic, cultural, moral and spiritual issues 
Thus, the basic objectives of the National Policy of Education of 1986 emphasized that 
education pla\ a positive and interventionist role in correcting social and regional 
imbalance. empowering women. and in securing rightful place for the disadvantaged and 
the minorities. 
The educational polic\ as highlighted in the X.P.L. also emphasized on enhancing and 
promoting the vocal ionalisation cif educan(nn. adult education. education for the mentally 
and ph \ sicall\ challenged persons, non-formal education. open universities, distance 
learning, rural universit\. and earls childhood care and education. Delinking degrees 
from job was also one of the basic objectives of National Policy of [duration of 1986. 
The National Polic\ on Education was adopted h\ the Indian Parliament in May 1986. 
NPI.-1986 recognised the challenge of lo n\ investment in the sector and understood that 
more funds were needed in order to implement the programs laid down in the policy. The 
polio ensured that tile Guth\ (,n education \\as raised for the 8th live-Year Plan and 
thenceforth it would unifurnml\ exceed 6°0 of the national income as per University 
Grants Commission report of 1`)8(x. In the tenth Five year Plan, the central Go\csWWient 
of India allocated an expenditure of 	(Rs. 287, 500 million) to elementary 
education 01' its total budget on education of' Rs. 438. 250 million: 9.9% (Rs. 43. 250 
million) to secondary education: 2.9% (Rs. 12. 500 million) to adult education: 9.5% (Rs. 
41. 765 million) to higher education: 10.7% (Rs. 47. 000 million) to technical education 
and the remaining 1 .4% '% (Rs. 6. 235 million) to various other education schemes. 
// 
Table 1.1: Education Outla% in 10'" Five Year plan 
Head Budget Outlay Percentage 	of 	Total 
Expenditure 
Total Expenditure Rs. 438.250 million 104 
Elementary Education Rs. 287. 500 million 65.6 
Secondary Education Rs. 43, 250 million 9.9 
Adult Education Rs. 12. 500 million 2.9 
Higher Education Rs. 41, 76 	million 9.5 
Technical Education Rs. 47. 000 million  10.7 
Other Schemes... Rs. 6. 235 million 1.4 
As per the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), 
despite this increase, the /vine/ public expenditure per student takes place in India on 
higher education. 
1.3 ECONOMICS OF EDUCATION INDUSTRY IN INDIA 
1.3.1 Demand and Supply of Higher Education 
The gap in demand and supply lays in the fact that India's massive higher education 
system. W hick still remains insul ilcient to accommodate such huge number of students, is 
churning out many more graduates than can find appropriate employment. This can be 
due to factors like limited availability of viable employment opportunities and an inherent 
mismatch between the degrees of the students and the nature of jobs available in the 
market. Thus, there co-exists lack of skilled manpower in important sectors and acute 
oversupply of unemployed graduates (.Apeejay Siva Education Research Foundation, 
n.d. ). 
1.3.2 Commercialization of Education 
Owing to the gap in demand and supply of skit led manpower. the education sector slowly 
succumbed to commercialization. Ming, (2010) in a paper titled 1n.slinrlinnul Ecrclurw 
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1n1111 01cmt. Stucic nt\' ('allege ( 'Twice' 1)eci.ciurr in .1lulm.cia. posits that intense 
competition in the higher education sector has forced Man\ universities to become 
"entrepreneurs" and implement marketing strategies in recruiting students both locally 
and abroad. A Similar phenomenon has been itnessed in India as \\ell. 
It is a \\ell kno n fact that education and training in India today is highly 
commercialized. I he tertiar' education and career oriented institutes are splashing the 
print media and the electronic media %N ith advertisements. They are sponsoring events. 
IV programs. and vying for mind share in the prospective students, their customers. An 
example of this is the news that many prl\ ate l "niversities are planning to set up their 
own 24 hour I \' channel. 
W\ ith around 54°o of our population belo\\ 25 \cars of age (Kapur, 2007), the 
opportunities of educating the nation and to prepare them file the next decade. are 
immense. the education industry is growing with leaps and hounds and the are «filling 
to spend big bucks to attract the youngsters to career training courses that they offs r 
In India and world over, the mindset of educators. which traditionally used to he 
'\\eltare' oriented, is transforming. Recently the tIM's and the Il l 's hiked their tuition 
tees ('l'he Economic Times, 2008) h\ a considerable amount. All this is effecting a 
transformation of the Education Industry from a 'el tare organization to a business 
organization and educators are constantly looking at different aNenues to attract students 
to their institutes. 
kapur and \lchta (2008) examined the political cconom\ of Indian higher education. In 
their paper. the authors first pro\ ide an empirical account of Indian higher education and 
demonstrate that higher education in India is being privatized on a massive scale. The 
authors argue that this privatization has resulted from a collapse of the state education 
s\stem and an exit of Indian upper class from public institutions to both private sector 
institutions within India and also to foreign countries. Private philanthropy in higher 
education. \\hich 	as initially VerA supporti\ e ot'public institutions, is also withdrawing 
its support. As a result, the education s%steni remains poised het\\cen ewer-regulation by 
y 
the state on one side, and discretionary privatization that is not able to mcohiliie private 
capital in fruitful and efficient ways on the other. This has resulted in a sub-optimal 
structuring Of higher education. the most compelling outcome (if this is a secession of 
the middle class. ironicall\ the \er\ class whose interests these institutions \\'ere 
supposed to sere. from a stake in public institution,. 
1.4 IIl(;lIl•:R I:1)t ('.% TIO\ 11 1\I)I. 
1.4.1 Structure and Scale of Indian higher Education 
I liher education is termed as education past the school years. also referred to as tertiary 
education. 
In 1998. according to the then Hunan Resource Development Minster of India, Mr. 
Joshi, the quantum of 6o\ ernnmcnt expenditure on higher education rose from Rs. 172 
million in 1950-1951 to Rs. 41. 035 million in 1996-1907. however. this increase was 
subdued h\ inflation and increases in the population. fhe trends ittmph that higher 
education had an impressive onset during the 195()s \\ ith a growth rate of' 7.5% per 
annum, and v itnessed its _,olden period during the 1960x. \\ ith the real expenditure on 
higher education increasing at a \early ,`ro\\th rate of 11%. It under\\ent a significant 
slo\\do\\n during the I970s. \\ith the rate of growth reducing: to just 3.4°ro. The sector 
recovered during the 1980s. with the overall growth rate rising: to 7.3%. 0. I lowever. the 
growth in expenditure was quite erratic in nature. The; 1990s again witnessed a downturn 
and higher education suffered greatly. 
As mentioned above, the higher education sector in India has witnessed a tremendous 
increase in its institutional capacity in the \ears since independence. The number of 
nl\er'slties j nl\'tr'tilt\ le el institutions has increased 18 times from 27 in 1950 to 504 
in 2009. l coda \. India's higher education s\ stem is the largest in the world in terms of 
number of institutions. In 2010. it included 5(►4 universities. 25. 951 colleges. 13.6 
million students, and 0.59 million teachers ( \11111), 2009-10). This includes 42 Central 
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3 universities.   243 State universities. 	St ate 1 ri\ ate uni\ ersltles, 1 _~0 Deemed 
unixersitie.. 3 Institutions of National Importance (established under :1cts of 
Parliament) and ti << Institutions (established under 'arious State IeUislationsl. I he 
number of institutes has also seen a massive increase from just 578 in 1951) to more than 
30. 000 in 2011. 
Tahlel.2: The Number and 'h hes of Institutions in India 
1 \ Ipes of Institutions 
State l ~ni\ersitics 
State Private I niversities 
Central t'ni\ersities 
Deemed l ni\ ersities 
I :ni's ersities of National Importance 
Institutions Established by State Legislative 
Source: .111 JRL) .1 nnirul Report 2OO9-2O1(1 
Number (Total 50.1) 
24 
— 	 f 40 -- 
130 
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I lo e\er. there still is a gap in demand and supply in the Indian higher education sector. 
t urrentl\ , neark 1 2.4°,ii students are able to k0 for bier education in the county\ . In 
order for this ti}. ore to more than double t0 at least 30°, then India needs another 80O to 
1000 universities and over 40. 000 colleges is the next ten \ears. ((;upta & Gupta, 2012) 
1.4.2 Higher I:ducatir►n Degrees in India 
I he hiher education in India in\ oR es three le\ cls: 
- 	bachelor or graduate. 
- 	master's or post-graduate level, and 
doctoral and pre-doctoral level. 
Diploma courses are offered both at the graduate and postgraduate le\cls. Bachelor's 
degrees in sciences. arts and commerce. invol e 3 \ears Of education after having 
completed 12 \ears of primar\ and secondary school education. In selective disciplines, 
the universities also offer honors and special courses to students. A professional 
bachelor's degree needs fur \ears of education in agriculture, veterinary medicine. 
technolog\. dentistr\. pharmacl and engineering. ti 	ears in architecture and five and a 
half ' Cars in medicine 
Apart from these disciplines, degrees are offered in library science, education and 
journalism. etc. A bachelor's degree in la \\ can he pursued either as an integrated degree 
for ti\e \cars or as a three-year Course as a second degree. :\ master's degree. inclusive 
Or exclusl\e of research \\ork. requires two \ears for completion. Engineering. 
technolog . and medicine students are required to clear Stipulated entrance examinations. 
A pre-doctoral program known as `caster of Philosoph\ N. Phil.) is taken after 
completion of the master's degree. After that. students \\filling to pursue an academic 
career can take up Ph.!). I1o\\e\er. no \1. Phil. is not it necessar\ prerequisite for Ph.D. 
since there are universities which direct\\ enroll students into Ph.D. programs after 
Masters' Degree. Students are expected to take tip independent research and write an 
original dissertation to acquire doctoral or Ph.l ). degrees. 
1.4.3 Vri atiiati►►n of Iligher Education 
I he decade of I99Os \ritnessed important de\elobmeefs in the higher education Sector in 
India. 
In 1992. high fees charging private colleges were banned by the Supreme Court on the 
grounds that capitation fees are 'potentiallv unreasonahl%. unfair and unjust'. I lowever. in 
1991 this judgment as re\ersed Under the name of allowing self financing colleges. I his 
led to reckless growth in the number of engineering, management and other colleges 
hick in turn led to deterioration in the glualit\ of education. 
In 1 9)997. the (j0\ CI'nment of India proposed that higher education should he given the 
status of a 'non-merit good'. while elementar\ education should he continued as a 'merit 
good'. I lo\\e\ cr. later it reclassified higher education as a 'merit ;good 2'. \\hich need not 
he necessaril\ suhsidi,ed b\ the State. cqui\alent to a 'nierit good'. 
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I'ri%ate higher education colleges institutes ha %e been classified into two t> pes: aiclecl and 
anai(l ecl. The aided colleges institutes can get up to 95° o of the teachers' salary bill 
reimbursed h\ the Government. I Ile unaided ones cannot access the Government funds 
and therefore the run their institutions can higher tuition fees and grants and donations. 
In 2005. the \linistl'\ Of I' ducat ion in India iiitroduced it hill called 'The Private 
Prot'ssional I ducation Institution" (Regulation ut :\d 	& Fixation of Fee) Bill'. 
All deemed universities and professional colleges (aided and unaided) affiliated to a 
ulliversit\ mole under the purview of this bill. [he Bill further defines, any institution 
duly accredited under a foreign la\\ and reported as an institution deemed to he university 
h the Central (io' ernment, as it 'Foreign E:ducator Provider NO foreign institution was 
allowed to operate in the country it' it was not a Foreign l':ducation Provider. [he Bill also 
called for the control of the admission process of these professional institutions. 
A tcw private hither education institutions have alreadN been given the status of virtual 
uni\ ersities h\ being recognized as ' Deemed I'nit ersities'. Apart from this, there have 
been man \ instances J\here the Government has tried to intervene in the \,\crking of even 
the unaided colleges. not complying \1 Itll the Article !O of the Constitution which 
pros ides for the fundamental right to "establish and administer educational institutions of 
their choice". I his interference also led to some legal battles and landmark cases in the 
Supreme Court gi' en helo :- 
• I hill Krishnan case 1993: Supreme Court which as re x ie~\ed in 2002 by Full 
bench of Supreme Court. 
In 1993 t ~nni Krishnan's case the Supreme Court held that privately unaided colleges 
were legall obliged to make available heat ilv Subsidized profi ssional education to 
students \\ho lluallfv Common I•:ntrance Tests ((TT). It further mentioned that top 
ranking students \\ullld hit\c the pro\ isioon of' getting admission at it lO\\ tuition tee. 
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• I .\I.:\. Pat foundation %s. State of Karnataka and others Supreme (Curt 2002 
l a rticichase.com, 2012 ) 
In this case. the Supreme Court ruled against the pre\alent practice of State 
(io ernnlents. I he common practice at that time \gas ol'appropriatingg more than 60-85°~, 
of the seats available in the privatel\ promoted and unaided 327 medical and 1345 
engineering colleges across the county . These seats were then allotted to students 
topping common Entrance Tests. 
It is theretllre clear that there I~ still it lot «t' anlhiguit'. among "chat an aided and unaided 
institution could or could not do in terms of charging tees or allotting seats to students. It 
is theref re Inlherati\ e that. \v ith .`;ro\\ ing local demand and rapid globalization. the 
Indian higher education system Must ensures a gradual integration of its laws. regulations 
and certifications Ith the emerging emmplo\ment market scenarios. 
5 (;OV ER\\lf•.N AND I11(11{'.1Z 1'1)1 CATION 
I the central Government of India regulates the functioning ot, and funds policies and 
programs relating to higher education in the country. Operating through the University 
(rants Commission (L'C;C) and several other institutions like All India Council of 
Icchnical Education (A IC I f.). the Government supports higher education to help willing  
and deser ing students achie\ e national and international ackno\\ ledgenlent and address 
the count r\'5 muItiftceted needs. 
fhe i'GC as established in 19%G and has the Gnus of' determination, coordination. and 
Maintenance of standards of teaching. research and examination. It also serves as a 
crucial linkage het\%een the institutions of higher learning and the %arioLts di\isiotls of 
Government and monitors ad \ ances in the field of college and university education, pays 
out grants to the institutions. gi\es advice to central and state Governments on the actions 
necessary tier the betterment of university education, and frames regulatory framework to 
ensure progressive growth of the institutions. 
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Other than UGC. there are a number of professional councils responsible for granting 
recognition to courses, encouraging professional institutions, and for providing grants to 
undergraduate programs. All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE). the Indian 
Council ]or Agriculture Research. the Rehahilitation Council of fndia the Distance 
Education Council- the Central Council of Homeopaths. the Medical Council of India. 
the Bar Council of India. the Dentist Council of India. the Pharmacy Council of India, the 
National Council for Teacher Education, the Indian Nursing Council- and the Central 
Council of Indian Medicine are some of the statutory councils involved in the 
de' elopment and promotion of higher education. 
Description and functioning of these councils is given below:- 
I5.1 Professional Councils 
The UGC has set up various Professional Councils to regulate the Professional Degree 
Courses in India. Professional councils arc accountable for recognition of courses. 
providing grants to undergraduate programs and promotion of professional institutions. 
The statutory professional councils in India are:- 
• All India Council of Technical Fdueation (AICTE) 
• National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) 
• Indian Council for Agricultural Research (ICAR) 
• Central Council for Indian Medicine (CCMM) 
• Dental Council ofIndia (DCI) 
• Indian Nursing Council (INC) 
• Medical Council of India (MCI) 
• Pharmacy Council of India (PCI) 
• Central Council of Homeopathy (CCH) 
• par Council of India (F( 'I) 
• Distance Education Council (UEC) 
• National Council lur Rural Institutes (NC RI) 
• Rehabilitation Council (RC) 
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• Council of Architecture (Co:\► 
• 'tate ('councils of I ligher Education (S(' Ill - ) 
• National :\ccreditatioon and :\ssestinlenl ('ouncil 	:\AC ) and, 'rational Board of 
\ccreditation (NH.\) 
1.5.1.i All India Council of Technical Education (AICTE) 
Al(' 11: %%a> set up under the AICTE Act. 1987. I he council is sanctioned to take all steps 
for harmonized and integrated progress of technical education in India and for ensuring 
maintenance of. standards and accountability in the institutions. l he Council ma\, 
amongst other thinggs: - 
• %\ork for the development of technical education in the country at all levels: 
• Lt \ don norms and specifications ti)r courses. curricula. physical and instructional 
1;icilities. staff eligihilit\ quality instruction, assessment methods and examinations: 
• ensure accountability in the technical institutions. 
• ,-,rant approval for setting up new technical institutes and for introduction of ne\% 
Course or programs in consultation with the concerned institutions. 
1.5.1.ii Medical Council of India (\1('I) 
I he \1edical COMM]n 	of India as established h% the Indian \ledical CounciI .-\ct. 1956 
and later amended in 199;. t he council has the poi\er to prescribe minimum standards 
for medical education required for granting medical qualifications h\ universities or 
medical colleges in India. The Council can also make regulations relating to:- 
• prescribe minimum requirements for medical students. essential for attaining 
qua! itication,, by universities or medical colleges in India 
• make regulations in relation to the subjects to he included in the curriculum, period of 
stud\ and examinations, the subjects of examination, the course and period of stud 
• make regulations regarding the qualifications of staff, accommodation. equipment. 
tr:uning for medical education 
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The Council also makes recommendations to the Central Government regarding 
introduction of nc\\ courses o1 study, introducing nevv courses. raising the intake capacity 
cif existin'_ colleges and establishing nee% medical colleges.• 
I..1.111 Indian Council for Agricultural Research (I( AR) 
I('.AR has established man\ research centers for agricultural research and education 
requirements of the nation. It is dvnar111call rr1\olved in human resource development 
and conception of a trained \vnrktiirce in the area of agricultural sciences. It also provides 
financial assistance to one Central t niversity. around thirt\ State Agricultural 
I*ni\ersities. and se era! Deemed ['ni\ersities. Out of the 26,000 scientists appointed in 
these universities for teachin~z, research and extension education. over 600() scientists are 
emplo\ed in the 1(':\R supported projects (Indian Council for Agricultural Research, 
2012). 
1.5.1.i National Council for Teacher U ducatiun (\("l'I, 
Set up as a statutor\ hod" under the National C ouncil ttlr leacher Education (NCTI~I 
Act. 1 ')~) ~. l he main ohjecti\ c of National Council tier leacher Fducatiun is to facilitate 
planned and coordinated development of the teachers in the country, and regulate and 
maintain the norms established for the teacher education system. the teacher education 
programs that come under the pill- \ ic of* N(' I I: are research and training of individuals 
to prepare them to teach at pre-primary. primar\. secondary and senior secondary stages 
in schools. non-1 rural education. part-time education. adult education and distance 
learning courses. -I he Council has the tollo'\ing responsihilities:- 
• to monitor teacher education and its progress in the countr\ 
• -,peci k guidelines \\ith respect t0 minimum qualifications required fir a person to he 
► teacher 
• sped l\ guidelines regarding introduction of ne\\ courses and training programs 
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• la\ do \\n standards for conducting examinations, examine and periodical) evaluate 
the execution and compliance of the norms and guidelines specified h\ the Council 
The Council has the po%\er to grant recognition to institutions oliering courses or training 
in teacher education (National Council for Technical Education, 2012). 
1.5.1.v Dentists ('ouncil of India (1)('1) 
I)c mists Council of India %\as created under the Dentists Act of' 1948. to regulate dental 
education and the profession of' I) ntistry in the countrv. I he Council is authorized to 
recognise the dental degrees offered h\ \ arious uni\ crsities and also for maintaining 
hornor'eneous standards of dental education across India. It also lays down minimum 
essential requirements for staff and int'a;tructure arrangements in colleges and fixes the 
s\ Ilahu, and the 1~>rmat of examinations (Dentists Council of India, 2012). 
1.5.1.i Pharmac' Council of India (P('i) 
The Pharmac\ ('ounciI of India 	as constituted lender the Pharmacy Act. 1948. It 
regulates pharmac\ education and profession in India up to graduate level. the Council 
lays down norms tr the tollowing:- 
• the equipments and other infrastructural facilities to he made available to students 
stud\ ing dentistry 
• the type and period of studs of practical training to he undertaken before admission to 
an L \amlrlatlon 
• the subjects ot'examination and the minimum criterion to he achieved 
P( 'I maintains a state-\r ise database of' institutions that are appro\ ed h the Council for 
Degree and Diploma Programs (Pharmac% Council of India, 2012). 
1.S.1.vii Indian Nursing ('ouncil (I\(') 
I he Indian Nursine_ ('ounciI 	as constituted under the Indian \tnrsirtg ('uunciI Act of 
19-17. l he ('uuncil has the re;hunsihilit\ of regulating and maintaining consistent 
standard,, of'traininu for mid i'es. nurses. auxiliar\ nurse-mid ives (.A1ti\-1s) and health 
isitor;. I he ('ouncil is eillpu\,ered t0 design regulations 1i)r:- 
• conditions fir admission to aho e course, 
• the standard curricula t<)r the training of mid i\ es. nurses, and health visitors 
• the standards t* examination and other essential requirements to he fulfilled for 
securing recognition (,\linistr~' of Health and Farnil % elfare, 2011). 
1.5.1.' iii Bar Council of India (B('I ) 
I he Bar C ounciI Of India \\as established under the Ad\ocates Act of I96I. and is 
cmpm%ered to make rules regarding guidelines fr professional behavior ith reference 
to standards of professional conduct and decorum to he maintained h\ advocates. It also 
Ia\, dt,\\n the rules for the cl;l,; or catei,or\ of person entitled to he enrolled as ad\ocate. 
I he Bar ('otnlciI of India can also specik- the terms. subject to \\hick an advocate can 
have the right to practice in an Indian court (Bar Council of India, 2012). 
1.5.1.i Central Council of IlotneopathN (CCII) 
l atahlished under the I {onleohath\ ('entral Act. 1971. the Council lay." down and grants 
recognition to homeopathic medicine qualifications. An\ uni'ersity or medical college 
that \\ fishes to offer a medical degree in homeopath \ is obligated to apply to the Council 
first. Also, it is mandator\ ti►r all hoards of medical institutes and universities in India to 
pros ide all information concerning their courses of study and examination to the Council 
(Central Council of IlonneoIath , 2011). 
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1.S1.x Central Council for Indian Medicine (('(I\1) 
('('l\i %\a established under the Indian Medical Central Council Act. 1970. the ('euncil 
lays down the essential standards of education in the three systems of Indian Schools of 
medicine. namely. ,ciddha. C'nani Tihh and .ft'urved a. This Council imposes minimum 
standard, of education in Indian Systems of Medicine. I he Council has the po\\er to 
appoint medical inspectors to observe the conduct of examinations, and Visitors to inspect 
facilities in colleges. hospitals and other institutions imparting instruction in Indian 
n'iedicinc. 1 he ('otuncil s duties incorporate framing regulations and standards 	ith 
respect to: 
• professional conduct. code of conduct and etiquette and code of ethics to he complied 
hk the medical practitioners 
• the courses and duration of study, practical training to be undertaken, the subject of 
c\aminations. and the criterion of competence therein to he obtained in any board. 
universit\ or medical institution for receiving recognized medical qualifications 
• the conduct of professional assessments and examinations. etc. (Central Council for 
Indian Medicine. 2O1 1 ). 
I .I.\i. Council of architecture 
I he (ou►ncil tit' ;\ rchitectrurc (('O.\) \\ as established under the provisions of Architects 
Act. 197'. 1 he Act provides for registration of architects, setting standards of education 
in the field of Architecture. grant recognition to qualifications offered by various 
institutions and set standards of practice to he fulfilled h all practicing architects. Any 
Person who wishes to practice the profession of' 'architect' must get registered Faith the 
Council ((ouncil of Architecture, 2011 ). 
1.5.1 .ii Distance F.ducatir►n Council 
L)istancc I ducaatR►n Council "as established in 1 985. under statute 28. e\c►I\ing from 
Section 25 of the Indira (_►andhi National Ohen I'ni'ersity Act. 19x5 (l(jNOU). The 
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Distance Education Council (l)l'.(') is responsible for the development and organization 
of the Open tni ersitv and distance learning education system. The I)E:(' lays down 
academic guidelines to uphold excellence, encourage use of inventive technologies and 
methods. enables junction of all S\ stems. collaboration and sharing of resources through 
shared net'~rkin (ICAOl . 21112). 
.5.1.xiii Rehabilitation ('ouncil 
l he Rehabilitation Council of India (R(I) was initially set up as a registered society in 
1986 and the Rehabilitation Council of India Act was enacted in 1992 and RCI became a 
statutury hod v in June 1991. Later in 2UOU. the R('I Act vvas amended to make it more 
broad based. The Act prescribes that if a person lacking qualitications recognized h\ 
RU I. delisers services to people with disahilit . he or she could he prosecuted h\ la\\. 
[hits the Council has the twin llahilit\ of homogenizing and regulating the training of 
persMtiilt•l and professional in the area of Rehabilitation and Special Education 
(Rehabilitation (ouncil, 2011). 
1.5.1.. k National Council for Rural Institutes 
National Council of Rural Institutes is an independent society fully sponsored by the 
Ministry of Human Resource Development. (iclmernnlent of' India. It was set up in 1995 
with the main aim of promotin.`, Rural Ili~2her I-.ducation and for developing rural 
livelihood options using the instrument of education inspired from Mahatma Gandhi's 
avant-,garde concept of' .\'ur 7alinr. Other than this. the Council is involved in training 
teachers. carrying out research h\ interacting with pulic\ making bodies such as AICTE. 
t'(IC and research organizations like ('SIR etc. (National Council for Rural Institutes, 
2011). 
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l5.l.x State Councils of Higher Education 
In line %%Ith the National Polic% on Education. each state Government has established 
State Council of I ligher Education (SCI 1E). These councils make organized programs for 
deg elopment and promotion of higher education in each state. Some of these Councils 
are :- 
• Tamil Nadu State Council for I lieher Education 
• \ndhra Pradesh State ('council tier Eli gher Education 
• ( l' State Council for I tither Education etc. 
1.5.1 .vi National Council of Education Research (10ERT) 
I he National Council of I.docational Research and training (N('LR"I )'gas established in 
1961 and serves as a resource base in the field of school education and teacher education. 
1 he council undertakes programs related to research. development. training_, extension, 
and dissemination of educational innovations through various sub-departments at the 
headquarters in Ne Delhi and 11 field ot'fices all O\er the country. Publication of school 
textbooks and other educational materials, such as guides or manuals for teachers, is its 
major function. It also takes up time-hound projects relating to pre-school education. 
education for girls and education tier the hack\\ard communities. N('I'.lZ I has four 
constituent units in the field. narnel\:- 
• RIE at E3huhaneswar. Ajmer. M\sore. Bhopal and Shillong 
• Central Institute of Education I'echnolog (CIG 1 ) 
• \ational Institute of Education (NIL). and 
• P55 Central Institute of'V'ocational Education (PSSCIV'E-:) 
1.5.1.\%ii National Accreditation and Assessment Council (NAA(') & National 
Board of Accreditation (NBA) 
National Accreditation and :\ssessmUent Council (\:\AO has been designed h\ l!GC'. in 
order to assess the performance of' an institution and brine ans~serahility into the s\stem 
as a means of accreditation. ibis is done by an independent Council under the purview of 
(i('. NA.\(' has de\ised a methodology for \aluation of institutions \hich involves 
self-appraisal by each university college followed h\ an assessment of its performance 
h an expert corn nlittee. 
A similar hod has been established particularly for technical education and it is called 
the National Board of Accreditation (NBA). NBA has also taken up a thorough exercise 
for bench marking the performance of institutions for assessment purposes. 
1.5.2 Model ('urriculum for \I BA Laid flow n b-* l'(:(' 
I he t '(i( hay laid out a \1odcl ('urriculunl for most Degree programs reco4gniicd h\ it. 
and the current model NI BA curriculum is gi\en on the l (i(' ehsite. 
1.6 ('ENTERS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN I\I)I.A 
It also becomes necessar\ to describe some of' the centers that are important to higher 
education in India. These are described below from ►nlorillat►on retrieved from either 
their respective portals of from I'(r(' portal. I hese include:- 
1. 	Central I. iniversities 
'. 	Specialiied Institutes & Research Centers 
3. 	lnter-t 'niv ersit\ ('enters 
I'hese are described as given helm :- 
1.6.1 ('entral Universities 
I hese are uni\ ersities that come under the statutory control of the central Government 
and sere directly under the President of India. The President is the Visitor of all ('entral 
Universities, and thus nominates sonic members to the Board of Management, the 
Executive ('onlnlittee. and the Court and Selection Committees of' the university. 
Secretariat ser% ice for appointment of' Executive Committee nominees, the Vice- 
('hancellor. Selection C ommittee nominees. Court nominees, and so forth is given by the 
Department of I::ducation.:A brief overvie« of these central universities is as 1i~lfov s:- 
1.6.1.1 Indira (sandhi National Open I ni%ersity (1(:NOl 
1(1 N( 	v as c tahlished in I 	as an Ohcn I. ni\crsit for the promotion of the distance 
education s\stenl and began h\ offering t\~o academic pragranls in 1987. i.e.. Diploma in 
Management and f )iploma in f )istance f. aucation. \v ith strength of 4. 528 students. The 
initial number of students registered tier \arious programs as 1h;. 000. 1 odda\. it serves 
the educational aspirations of over 4 1111111011 Students in India and 36 other countries 
through 21 Schools of' Studies and a net\\ork of 67 regional centers, around 3. 000 
support centers and 67 o'erseas centers. The .'niversity offers about 490 certificate. 
diploma, degree and doctoral pr'ogranls. with strength of nearly 420 faculty members and 
academic stalT at the headquarters and regional centers and about 36. 000 academic 
counselors from conventional institutions of higher learning. professional organizations. 
and indu,tr\ among others. l( N( 	programs are also telecast on the State I V \etork. 
I)oordarshan. six days a \\cek (I(:NOt . 2012). 
1.6.1.11 ( niN ersitN Of HN derahad 
lfle I. tll\ erslt\ of' Ihhderahad Is also called 'The (olden Chreshold'. as it 	as the 
residence of the late Smt. Sarojini Naidu. It functions as the cit\ campus for promotion of 
Masters teaching and research. The university has eight schools and a ('enter for Distance 
Lducation which otters post-graduate diplomas in five fields. 
1.6.1 .iii ( niversit Of' Delhi 
ni\crsit\ of Delhi 	as established in l ehruary 1")22 as a residential unixcrsit\. and is 
one of the premier centers that facilitate provision of higher education in a "ide range of' 
streams like arts, commerce. la . science, and management. 1 lie tarultv of' interest for 
this stud \ is the I'acult\ of \lanagenlcnt Studies also referred to as the I \lS. 
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1.6.1 .k Mahatma (sandhi Antarrashtri,-a Hindi \ ish avidNalaNa 
~.a established in 1 97 under the \Vardha \Iahatnla Gandhi Antarrashtri\a 
Iiindi \ish avidvala a Act. 1996. four schools elf learning \\ere proposed \\erc 
established under this unix ersity . These are Language School, School of Letters. Culture 
School and School of franslation and Interpretation. 
1.6.1.% Bahasaheh 13hirnran .~nlhedkar l niv ersit- 
i hi 	I cstahhshed .1: a state urn \ ersit\ in I uCk110%\ in 1994 and later recoiniied as a 
('entral t 'ni' crsit\ in 1996. f;ahasaheh f3hinlrau Anihedkar I ni\ ersit\ aims to provide 
research faCilities In upcoming and leading edge areas of learning. Presently it has three 
schools and three centers nanlel\ School for Information Science and Technology. the 
School of A111hedkar Studies. School for Environmental Studies. ('enter for Ilunlan 
Rights. (enter for Vocational Studies, and Center for Rural I echnology. 
.6.1.v i Pondicherry Unis ersit% (Pt 
PouLtichcrr\ I. niversit has the 1. pion l crritory alt' Pondicherr\ and the Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands under its pur\ ie%\. It as cstahlished in 1985 in the form of a teaching- 
CLI111-aftlllatirlg university. It has 6 schools. 1 h departments and a community college 
under its pur\ie\\. Apart from these there are se\eral other institutions alliIiated to PU 
(1 are in Pondicherr\. 2 in \lahe. I in Karaikal. ? in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
and I in Yanam 1. 
1.6.1.-. ii \ isN a 13harati 
\i  a 13harti was found h\ Rabindranath I agure and later as a ('entral University b\ the 
\'is\a Bharati Act. 1951. Its purvie\\ is limited to Santiniketan in the Birhhum district of' 
West Bengal. ftc university's exclusive feature is its inclusion of all levels of education. 
right from primary to post graduate and doctorate level. that too in a residential 
1'ranle\%ork. It has 12 institutes: 3 at Sriniketan. h at Santiniketan. and I in Kolkata. 
1.6.1.viii .lamia \lillia Iklanlia 
I:aahli•hed as a Deemed l uker;it\ in I%'. it became a ('entral I nkersit\ in 1988 b~ 
irtue of an act of parliament. I he unkersit\ has 8 centers. 6 faculties and 5 schools. The 
.\J. Kid\\ai `lass Communication Research ('enter imparts training in mass 
communication at masters le' cl and produces educational material for INSAT Program 
(a space program oilndial and the l (i('. 
1.6.1.ix Aligarh Muslim I niversit (; \1t ) 
A\1l.' is a leading residential institution \\ ith 92 departments, centers and institutions 
assembled under I I faculties. It was established in 1920. It also maintains six 
engineering.:. medical and dental colleges. ft ur hospitals and two polytechnic institutes. It 
also otters diploma courses in six disciplines solely tier \\omen. 
1.6.1.x Banaras Hindu I ni%ersith OUR 
BI It \\a• established in 1916 as a residential uni\cr;it in Varanasi. It comprises of three 
institutes: the Institute Of .\iricultura] Sciences. Institute of \ledical Sciences and 
Institute of I echnulog\. I he I nipersit\ has 121 departments and 4 interdisciplinary 
schools. Apart from these, it has taken the responsibility of a \'lahila Mahavidvala\a. 3 
schools and an Av ow ethic modern hospital. 
1.6.1 .xi .Jaw ahar Lal Nehru l ni\crsih (J\l ) 
4stahli'phut \pith an aim to promote and de\elop hither education and research. i\1' is 
based in \e\\ I)elhi. It has 7 schools comprising of 24 centers of studies and a separate 
center tier hiotechnolug~ . 
1.6.1 .ii \laulana AAzad National l rdu I niNersity 
Fatahlished in 1998. Nlaulana :\gad National 1'rdu l 'nix ersit\ has its head administrative 
office in Ilvderahad and three regional offices in Bangalore. Delhi and Patna. Its main 
aim is to %\cork for the promotion and de\elopnlent of' t1'rdu language. I he l'nixersitv 
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ilso Imparts technical and \ ocational education in l *rdu language. The t ni\ ersit\ uses 
loth traditional and distance learning methods of education deliver. 
1.6.1.xiii :Assam t'niversit,- 
-\ssam 1. niversit\ 'as established in 1994. as a teaching-cum-aftiIiating institution. the 
jistricts of C'achar. harimgan,j. Ilailakandi and Karhi in Assam come under the 
jurisdiction of Assam t'ni\ersity. 	It consists of fifiv three affiliated colleges, eight 
schools of studies. three centers of studies and 24 departments. 
1.6.1.xi% Nagaland t ni%crsit\ 
Serving the entire state of Nagaland. the l niversit\ 	as established in 1994 as a 
teaching-cum-aftiliating institution. It comprises of 39 affiliated colleges 	ith various 
campuses in 1.umami.. Kohima. and \ledi.iphema. 
1.6.1.x% "Tezpur l niv ersit~ 
It is a non-affiliating unitar\ Central l ni\ersit\ in Assam which as established in 1994. 
Tezpur l~ni\ersit\ looks to make available interdisciplinary and employment-oriented 
courses. mostly at the post graduate Ie\ el. the L niversit comprises of 4 schools of 
studies. 6 center, of studies and I I departments. 
l.6.1.xvi \rrrth-Iastern Hill l ni%ersitN (\IIIl ) 
NI:HL \\ as established in 1 97 3 	ith a campus at Aii al and a center in 'l ura and 
headquartered in Shillong. NEHII has jurisdiction over three states of North East, 
namel\. Mleghalaya. Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh. 	It has 58 affiliated under- 
graduate colleges, six schools of studies and four centers of studies for post-graduate 
education and eight professional colleges. I he l niv crsity is also affiliated with the North 
I-astern Regional Institute ot' science and lechnolog\ (NIF:RItiI ). 
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(1 /)(!!'bill or ,L'1Kll'(li[lll 1, 17(111 /)►'nl•i(lc' 0/lf)0l'tllnitic'.S for education to his child or. u.c the 
cct.%c llhll he. /a/ trU►'c/ hetu cell (lie UgCS 0/ ./V 10 /01111c'cll ICI'.'., 
Also. .Article 46 of the Indian ('constitution holds that 
l he .State' %hall pro/note. with S/)rc•ic1l ccll'C. the ('(Ibccitinr7 anti economic interests of the 
%•faker .sec'tion.c o1' thc people. (111(1 in particular 01 the Scheduled C 'ante's and Scheduled 
iiihe%. cl►lc/ %hc11117rotccc't (fit',,, 11'(1111 .social i?lj1t.slic•l' c111(1 all Jo►'nls of Social e.V/)1oitalioll. 
1..2 India's I•;ducatiOn PolieN 
he \atiR)nal Potic 	ut' I.ducation I c)Rh and Program of Action 1992 specit\ the 
oh.lecti\es and features o1'Indian education polic' 'shich consists of': 
• Advancement of International cooperation and harmonious coexistence through 
education. 
• Promotion ot'equalit\ b\ providing equal access and condition of success to children. 
• :\ uniform educational structure (10-2 :1 throughout India. 
• lo use education as an instrument to improve the status of' women in the Indian 
society. 
• I rin_-, about equalization of Scheduled Caste 1S(') population in line with others in 
the field of education, h incentiv izing parents who send their kids to schools, providing 
financial assistance to S( students fir hii.her studies. reser\ation of' seats filr them in 
institutions of' higher studies in India and recruitment ot'S(' teachers. 
• Spread education in the tribal areas and promoting education in tribal people. 
)ev clop the curriculum and studs material in the local language of tribal people. for 
ensuring better transmission of kno\s lecl`„e. 
• Particular emphasis to be laid on the education of minorities. 
• \\ ork on Adult education - ('ommencement of the National literacy Mission. for 
educating illiterate people in the age group of 15-35 and making them more assare of the 
da\ -to-via\ happeninus. 
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• Particular emphasis on earls childhood care and learning by establishing day care 
centers and child tilcused programs. 
• I:nhancine the scope of Operation Blackboard to strengthen the base of' primary 
edrlcation in India. 
• Secondar% education curriculum should bring about exposure of the students in 
\er'itied roles of' science, social science and humanities. 
• Redesigning and updating courses of higher education to meet the changing and 
ctn rint`. demand of professional km. 
• "'upportin<g research oriented work in t'niversities to relate the earliest Indian 
Lim ledge with the contemporary realism. 
• Setting up Open I'lliversities and Distance I'ear'ning centers of education to put 
forward the goal of education as a lifelong learning, process and spreading education to 
ever \ nook and corner of the cowltr\ 
• Pro\ isle minimum exposure to computers and technical training in all disciplines. l'he 
All India Council for Technical Education l:\l(' I l:) to he responsible for prescr\ation of 
standards and norms. f'unding. accreditation. and Supervision of' technical and 
management education in the coun1tr'\. 
• I eachers to he responsible for a multitude of tasks like teaching. enhancement of 
learning resource (Material, research. augmentation and management of the institution. 
• l'i'ce iding teachers the initiatives to make Indian education system work in an 
appropriate wa~. as teachers are the backbone of the education system. 
• Progressive de elopment of various Indian languages. 
• Insure eas\ accessibility of hooks at least possible costs to all sections of students. 
• Strengthening science education ('or the incidence of spirit of inquiry and enhanced 
ohiectiv i1\ in the minds of students. 
• I he purpose of examination to bring about qualitative improvement in education. 
Plain nlenlorii.ation to he discouraged at all le \ els. 
• Ilave reCO211i/CLI procedures of teacher recruitment in order to bring about credibility 
and ohjectivit\ in the entire s\ stem. 
• Overhauling the structure of teacher education and setting, up of District Institutes of 
duration and I rainine ( f )I1 I I to arrange courses liar elenlentar\ school teachers. 
• Re\ ie\\ ing of educational developments by the Central Ad\ lsor\ Board of' Education 
(':\131:). 
• ln\ ol\ ement of local communities ti)r school improvement programs. 
• Monitoring the implementation of various policies every five \ears. 
• Strengthening the base of pyramid of Indian population for ensuring suitable 
de \ elopm nt of the Indian education S\ steal. 
National Potic\ of I'.dueation specified than\ aims and objectives for the progressive 
de\clopnlent of the Indian education stem. It specific,, that the current examination 
syste ll should discourage the practice of nlenlorl/Inc but this practice is still \videly 
prevalent. I he education s\ stern in India appears to be encouraging kno\\ ledge-based 
learning instead of promoting questioning, and experimentation. Also. issues in 
assessment continues to exist as different State Boards have \er-\ different standards of 
evaluation. 
In Spite of issues between the Ohject]\es and their execution, the Indian education s\ stem 
has come a long \\ay and is anticipated to continue to improve in the future 
1.7.3 Right 1'o 1':ducation (R'l'F:) Bill 
I he present act goes hack to the time \ hen the Indian constitution as being drafted at 
the time of Independence. but is nloi'e eNplicitl\ associated to the ('onstitutional 
:Amendment that incorporated article 21:\ of the Indian constitution making I'ducation a 
fundamental Right. This amendment, however, specifled that there was a need for a 
legislation to la \ do n the mode of implementation of this right, which called for the 
drafting of a separate Education Bill. I'he rough draft of the hill was prepared in 2005 
%\ith a contro\ersial pros Isb n to pro ide 250 „ reser\atlon for disadvantaged children in 
private schools. I his provision as believed to he a significant precondition for creating 
a democratic and egalitarian societ\. Ilo e er, the ( iovernnlent drafting this legislation 
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lost the elections, and the next Government came up %%ith its own 'ersion. passed in 2009 
and after recei\ ing the President's assent. became a Ia\\ on Sept ttft) as I he Children's 
Right to Free and U'orlmpulsor' Education :\ct (WIT. Act). 
I he R 11 Act makes education it Fundamental right of' e\ er\ child in India in the age 
group of 6-14 and specities the minimum norms in Government schools. It lays down the 
rule for reservation of 2-5')o seats in private schools fier children coming from 
ecnnomicall 	\seak families. poor families, prohibits the practice of unrecognized 
schools. and specifies that no donation or capitation and no inter\ ie of the child or 
parent should he taken for admission. The Bill invited criticism for tailing to maintain a 
standardized equitable qualit\ for all schools and for not including children less than 6 
ears of ague in the hill. 
I yen toda\ ate\\ \ears since the hill is passed into an act. there is a lot that the 
(io\ ernment can do to enforce the act since compliance is a major issue. 
1.8 PROFESSIONAL ('Ot BSES IN INDIA 
1 his section discusses the professional courses a\ ailahle in India under \ arious programs. 
the word 'professional has been defined h'. Collins F nglish Dictionary as follows: 
professional (adjective) 
- 	ut. relating to. suitable fir, or engaged in as a profession 
- engaging in an activity for fain or as a means of livelihood 
- 	extremel\ Competent in a doh. etc. 
- undertaken or performed tier gain or h\ people who are paid 
professional (nroun) 
- (Business Processions) a person who belongs to or engages in one of the processions 
- a person vho engages for his livelihood in some activity also pursued by amateurs 
- a person \ ho engages in an activity \\ ith great competence 
1(ieneral Sporting lcrnls) an expert pla\er of a game \\ho (lives instruction. 
especiall\ to members cat a club h whom he is hired 
Thus. professional courses can he defined as those which train you. leading to a 
1i\clihood h\ engaging ill an acti\ity of great competence. In order to stud \ Management 
Institutes, there is a need to understand professional courses in India. 
1.8.1 Classification of Professional ('nurses 
Professional courses a'ailahle in India Can he clubbed under the fi►Ilu\\ing four 
categories: 
1.8.1.i Certificate and Diploma ('ourses 
I hese are nun-degree offerings usually in technical and vocational fields of study. 'I"hey 
are specifically designed for immediate employment in an occupational field. Example: 
Certificate course in Office Administration. Book keeping. Library management. 
Certificate in Automotive lechnolo v, etc. 
1.8.1.11 Bachelor's !)egree 
l hi, degree general l\  require' ; to 5 ' ears of tud\ . I he Bachelor of' Arts ( B.A.) and 
Bachelor of Science (f3.Sc.) are the most common bachelor's degrees. and both include 
general education courses and electi\es. The B.S. is more likely to he aarded in the 
sciences and for technical or professional fields of study. B.A. degrees are often awarded 
in humanities and arts. ()ther de.rees include Bachelor of Commerce t B.('om. ). 
Bachelor of I echnolog B. I ech. r and Bachelor 01' Engineering ( B.L. etc. 
1.R.1.iii Mlaster's Degree 
Master of Arts (M.A.), Master of Science (M. Sc). Master of Science (M.S.) and Master 
of Business Administration (NI. B..\.) are some of the popular Masters programs in India. 
Most master's degrees require to academic years of stud\ after a bachelors decree is 
completed and include research ork in the lrnl of a dissertation. ( )ther degrees include 
Master of , Commerce (N1.( unl. ). Master of I echnolog 1 NI. I cell. ) and Masters in 
Engineering (N1.E-:.) etc. 
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.K. I .iv Doctorate Degree 
I he I )octor c1l , PhiIosoph\ Ph. I). is a\\arded in man\ of the disciplines of humanities. 
arts. and sciences. or can he a aided In other fields also, such as the Doctor of Education 
(F.d.l).) and I )octor cal• Public I Iealth (I ),I'.I I. ). Doctoral programs usually consist of some 
amount ut course work and independent research concluding in a dissertation or any 
other kind of formal presentation of the findings of the independent study. Student must 
have already received a minimum of masters de2ree. 
In the next section '~e limit Our discussion to higher education in management resulting 
in a'card of \I ft\ of P( ii )\I deirees. 
1.9 HI(;III•:IR I'Ut'(':ATIO\ IN \RN. (;li\II NA, 
1.9.1 The \IB. and the P(;I)M1 Programs 
\1 B:\ and P(ii)\I pr erams are tvvo ol'the Most poprll it cuur es in the pruiessional career 
options a\ailahle in India. 
I'he Al('TI: recognizes management courses in India that are Masters in Business 
\dniinistration or the MBA and Post-Graduate Diploma in Management or PGDM. The 
main difference between the two programs is as under:- 
\I B:\ is conferred c)nl\ h\ l ni\crsities and (ulle`_c> affiliated to 1'ni\ersitics under the 
t 1 G(' Act. 11)5(,, I'he Act states that (('hapter IV. Section 22):- 
••J/ ri,g/il uJ con/erring of gr crrttinc,' c/c t,'rrc shin/ he c.vei-ei.sea' on/l hl' a I •nivervity 
c.1uhlichcd or ir7ceorpu/-Oh ! In' or rntcher a ('entrul .lct. a Provincial tlC! or a State Act 
or an in.srinbion deemed to he it I ctive isiiv u nd er \ecticm 3 or an imatillriion pecialiv 
c'1)l/)(ll1'C ri,'c/ ht an .-lc[ 01 Parlicingn! Icy confer ur• ,runt cIegcec,\ 
Institutes \\hich are not affiliated to an 1. ni\ersit\ or colleges which have not registered 
the course with the University are empowered to confer unl\ PGDM degrees after 
recognition by the AIC'FE.. 
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A two year toll time I'(i[)\1 I)Iploma and a t o year full time MBA program are 
equivalent in mans respects. especiall\ when it comes to the private corporate sector. 
Both the MBA and eclui\ alent PGDM-1 have a higher \ aloe \cith prior work experience. 
I,ike an other professional course. it P(►1)\1 from it premium institute has more value 
o\cr an \1 BA from an a\crage institute. For example some premier institutes offering 
NII)\I courses. Iike Indian Institute of I:oreign Irate (Ill- 11. Indian Institute of 
\lanaienlent II\l) etc. are 'alued much hwher than the \I R:\ degrees offered by math 
other management institutes. 
Premier Institutes purported) . deliher•atel avoid recognition from Universities so that 
the can ha \ e full control o\ er course content and examinations. This allows them to 
adopt the latest techniques and subjects. instead of waiting for approval from a University 
it is affiliated with. 
1.9.2 higher l' ducation as a Scr ice 
I here ha►%c been \.noes discussions in the last rearcting the nature of higher education. 
Is it a marketable comnto(tit . is it a public good or is it it service'.' I his question was 
even looked into in it report by the World trade Organization 1998. While the 
t'ni\ersitics and the others in the academic Con1►11u► itN consider higher education to he a 
public good. the W 1O secretariat sax\ higher education in the same light as 'pri\ate 
consumption' as it (lirectl% benefits the takers h 	a\ of higher income. 
\rticle 3 of \I TO lays do\~n the definition of Service. The rule defines that only those 
ser\ ices are to he excluded, which are supplied neither on a commercial basis nor in 
competition ith any other supplier-. I bus. 'education service' is mentioned as one of 
the 12 sectors defined h\ the \\1O as c n ice 
Sakthk el and Raju (2006) published a paper titled ".fir In ti - iinu nt /'n' 1I a\u►•ing 
/.lt,rIred i,t(1 l.,it~~ (Mr o t Uu i/;rt front .",•Itrclert1.s' /'c'► spec live' in I he Oualit\ Management 
Journal, in which they state that higher education is increasingly recognizing that it is a 
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ser\ ice industr\ . and as a sector it is placing emphasis on meeting the expectations and 
needs of its customers. that is. the students. 
I bus u\ er tittle there has been increa ins T►ceLept;ince to the \ iC\\ that higher education is 
a commercial service and in accordance to these papers. this stud\ is treating 
Management Institutes as a ser\ ice industry 
The next section describes the state of ser\ ice industry in India. since education industry 
is considered a part of the ser\ ice sector. 
1.111 SF:IO I('F I\I)l S l Rl• IN INDIA 
I he Cr\lie sector also referred to as the 'tertlar\ 'ector toda\ Includes a whole range Of 
acti\ities like trading. banking & finance. real estate. transportation. insurance. securit\. 
management. Infotainment and mans others. the \ arious sectors that together constitute 




4. Other I ransport & Storage 
5. Business Sep\ ices 
6. Banking 
7. C otl111ll1lUt\ Services 
8. Communication ( Post. I e lecom 
r~. Personal Services 
10. I late l s and Restaurants 
1 1. D\~ellinus. Real Estate 
12. Public Administration 
13. Defense and 
14. Other Sep\ ices 
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he ser\ ice industry forms the basis of economic and social growth of a country . 	It has 
emerged as the largest and fastest-growing sector in the `global economy. The service 
sector has \\ itnessed a growth rate hi~iher than that in a~uriculturc and manufacturing 
sectors. Ibis sector includes a number of activities, such as transportation. trading. 
eeHltllttt titlon. financial. real estate and business tier ices, health and education. 
In India. between the \cars 2002-03 and 2006-07. the services sector contributed around 
( .6° 0 to the o\ era{{ a\ erage growth in (;rosy f )onlestic Product (i;f){' ). The most 
important ser\ ices for India ha\ c been health and e(/rrrc 1101r sectors which are the two 
major and most demanding sectors determining countr\'s overall progress. O er the 
\ ears a lot of progress has been achieved in these sectors. However, the task is not 
complete yet and a lot remains to he done. 
With economic liberalization and swift gro\\th of' the ser\ice industr\. India is 
undcrgoinu a change from agriculture-based economy to a knowledge based economy. A 
kno\\ledge-based econom\ creates. disseminates, and uses knowledge to augment its 
growth and de\elopment. ()ne of the major functional pillars of this economy is 
knowledge and Information I echnolozv (Ii) and I I -enabled services (l l eS) industry. IT 
continues to be the dominating sector in terms of the overall growth of the Indian 
industry. followed by retail services. It has been one of the s\N iftest growing sectors both 
in terms of turnover and enlplo\ nient. 
Fhe service sector embraces enormous potential to accelerate the growth of the economy 
and ele\ ate general well-being of the people. I he ser\ ice sector offers numerous business 
opportunities tar the in' estors and career opportunities to the young \\orktorce. Without 
the service sector the Indian economy would not ha \ e acquired a strong and dominating 
position on the World platform. 
there \\as striking rise in ser\ ices sector growth in the eighties and nineties. particularly 
in the nineties. I he share of service sector in India's ( it)P rose h\ 21% between 19~() and 
2000. of which nearly 40% happened in the nineties. Most of this rise was accounted for 
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h\ communications, hotels and restaurants. Nanking. trade. business services and 
communit\ ser\ ices. :A major reason for this sudden surge in set•\ ice sector growth as 
liberalisation in the regulator\ structure \+hick led to innovation and higher exports from 
the services sector. 
fhe fact that the service sector now accounts for more than half' the (;DP. marks a 
defining moment in the evlU1tiot1 of the Indian economy, and takes it closer to the 
fundamentals and development le\els of a de \ eloped econonl' (%%ikipedia.org, 2012). 
Ilov.ever. it is believed that the growth in the services sector has been comparativelk 
'jobless in nature. the gro th in ser\ices' share in country's GDI' has not been 
accompanied h% a balanced increase in the sector's contribution to national employment. 
S me economist-, are also of the view that service sector growth must he sustained by 
proportionate growth in the industrial sector as \\ell. otherwise the service sector growth 
achieved so far %\itI not last for long. 
1.10.1 Importance of the Services Sector 
I'he importance of the services sector can he gauged by looking at its contributions to 
difierervt aspects of the econonl\. 1 his is described in the following sections. 
1.10.2 Ser-, ices (:1)I' 
I here 	as a rise in Ser\ice'' share of India', (i1)1) at factor cost at current prices) from 
3.5°o in l 5()_ Si to 56.4°„ in 2010-11. If construction is also included, the service 
sector's share further increases to 63.10, in 2(110-1 1 and 64.4°„ in 201 1-12. trade, hotels. 
and restaurants as a group form the largest contributors to (GI)P with a 16.9% share. It is 
followed by insurance, financing, real estate, and business services with a 16.4% share. 
The hike of the overall growth rate ('ompounci .\nnual (irowth Rate (('A(iR) of the 
Indian econonly from 7% in the l )Os to 8.60 0 during the period 2004-05 to 2009-10 
vas 1. ,► large mcasure due to the acceleration of' the gro\\th rate (t AcR) in the ser\ices 
a. 
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sector from 7.5° in the l 9991 ►s to I (L° o in 2004- 05 to 2009-1 0. The ser% ices sector 
groth as signiticantl' faster than the 6.6°'o for the combined agriculture and industry 
sectors annual output ;_,rO \\th during the same period. In 2009-10. services growth was 
1O.1 I.,O and in 1'O10- l 1 it had decelerated to 7.7°. India's services Gf)P growth has been 
continuousl\ aho\ c overall ( il)P ;1ro\0th. pulling up the latter since 1997- 98. 
I he Indian (io' t. has progressi\eI\ included an increastngl number of services under the 
service tax' re~_inle as sho\\n in the Annexure-A. 
I {once, understanding the importance of the service sector, it can he witnessed from the in 
Annexure-:1 that the Govt. of India has been including increasingly more number of 
ser\ ices in the tax net which has been gro\\ ing over the \ ears at a rapid pace and as a 
result the re \ enues collected by the Govt. has also shown a eery rapid growth. 
1.10.3 Employment in Services Sector in India 
Although agriculture is the dominant enihl„\ er tllo\\ed h\ the ser\ ices sector, the share 
of ser\ ices has been increasing o\ er the \ ear's while that of' agriculture has been 
decreasing. Between 1 99 3-94 and 2004-05. there as a sharp fall in the share of' the 
primar\ sector in employment. The consequent rise in share of employment of the other 
two sectors was almost equally divided between the secondary and tertiary sectors as 
indicated by the ?ASS() report on L:nlplovnlent and ( Tnemplo\ment Situation in India 
2009-1 0. ( )ut of every 1000 people employed in rural and urban India. 679 and 75 people 
are emmplo\cd in the agriculture sector respecti\cly, 241 and 63 in services sector 
(including construction). and 80 and 242 in the industrial sector, respectively. 
10.4 Foreign Direct Investment (F DI) in Ser% ices in India 
Oper the last decade. expansion of the cr\ icc sector \g as instrumental in integrating 
emerging economies into the global financial s\stem. bringing ne\\ levels of efliciencv 
and stahilit\ to host countries financial systems. However, the global economic and 
financial crisis had a dampening effect on overall l Ul flows. I' I)I in ser\ ices, which 
accounted for the hulk of the decline in FDI flows due to the crisis, continued on its 
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do\\n\\ard path in 2010. l 1)1 in all main service industries (business services. finance. 
transport and CornIll11r11Catiolls. and utilities) fell, in its share from 33% to 30% in this 
period. Business services declined by K% compared to pre-crisis levels. FDI in the 
financial industry experienced the sharpest decline and is expected to remain sluggish in 
the medium terns. 
1.10.5 Trade in Services 
Global trade in services has more or less mirrored the trend in merchandise trade and 
international demand. \World exports of ser\ ices has e sho\\ n consistent rise in the 2000s 
decade \\ ith a health a\ eraue annual growth of around 9.5%. except in 2001 and 2009 
\\hich \sere periods of global slo\\do\\n and economic crises. 
While world trade in services is dominated by the developed countries, emerging 
economies like China and India are no playing an increasing role. India is the most 
dynamic exporter of services and ranked seventh in the world in both exports and 
Imports. 
1.10.6 (:ro th in Education tier-* ices 
\\ ith this Shift in education paradigm. education institutions are moving into a state of 
increasing financial autonnOu1\ and mans of them are also aiming to collaborate \pith the 
uldustr\ and their mission statements include:- 
.1 eut!Y11H1lI to nice! th ltcc(l.\ of i1OUN11-Y. hu.sine.s.s. the /irofc.s.sion omci t{tc' ititler 
communith." and to ' provide c'nosultcnrcl . and training .~eri.icc'. of the highest (/11(1111% 
ones relevance to the comhcunilh -. industry and commerce.'"(.Jones & h1arris, 1995). 
India has been consistently gro \ing economically at a steady and health \ pace. \pith 
aggregate employment figures also gro\s ing. Of late the toeus has shifted from just text 
hook learning to deg eloping .l knots ledge based econ<rm' ss uh extensive emphasis on 
skill training and job-oriented or career-oriented training. \Ian\ institutes have been 
established t0 cater t0 the sudden surge in demand tier skilled labor. 
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1.11 PERIsP1:('"I'llVF OF III(IIII•:R 11)1 ( : TIO\ SF (I OR 
Sheshbalar a l2(1O5) anal\ i.es the trends irl India's higher education Sector. I he 1950s' 
higher education policy of India bore fruitful results because of a Locus on Schools of 
~ciCnce and technolog'. It led to establishment of III s. II Ms. Schools of Medicine. 
Schools of Science. Schools of Art and Commerce. Schools of Law and se\eral training 
and research institutions. 
The author claims that doctors and scientists trained in India have been serving in I'S. 
t'K and many other de \ eloped countries tier \car,, no . but the major breakthrough came 
in 1990s \ ith the dotcum boom and mam III entinecrs hroukht great recognition and 
testimun to India's pool of , talent and competence and are gi\en the credit fir generating 
1-S0. 000 jobs and $8O billion in market capitalization. 
the author howwe\er sa\s that a lot remains to he learnt and a lot needs to he achieved. 
I'S ecortomv. the undisputed economic leader since the Second \\ orld War u\\es much of 
its success to its \\ell established educational system- particularly higher learning and 
research centers. 
The author says that a positive development that has taken place is that. after the initial 
phase of brain drain, the trend is re \ ersing and calls it re \ erne brain drain. the IIT 
raduates increasin,1ly prefer to return to their home countr\ or remain in the country. 
India is thereti~rc. not just at the Itmer end ot'the I l research business. but is in a leading 
position of the scientific and financial research resolution. vvhich has become a major 
engine of growh. 
1.12 (;RO\1T11 OF PROFESSIONAL. C'Ol RSEs IN INDIA 
As discussed previotrsl\. there are a number of' universities and institutes uttering 
increasingl\ more professional courses in multiple disciplines. One such very prominent 
area Of study is management s discussed in this section. 
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1.12.1 Yrohlems of (:row th 
I he Outburst in the number of universities and colleges offering management courses in 
India is tremendous. ( On the one hand India has still it lot to do to educate its huge 
population. and the Constitution does pros ide for fine and compulsory education up to 
the age of 1.1 as per the recentl\ introduce Right t0 I'ducation :\ct (RI I:) and on the other 
hand. Indian c\lprimeni ith de \ eloping its institutions of higher learning has paid oft' 
\kell. 
For the past CC%\ %car. India's gro th has been fuelled h\ the service sector. Service 
sector is a skill-intensive sector and thus needs a good human resource base to sustain its 
growth momentum. India has recognized the same and is no moving up the \clue chain, 
which require~ greater research and development initiatives and a larger pool of 
kno ledge workers as against a \workforce of manual workers. 
I bus, the ne\1I\ upcoming services sector needs a stead\ supply of highly skilled 
manpo\~er. \\hick is possible only if' there is a strong higher education s\stelll. Thus, Seen 
from this perspecti\e, pro\ision of ,good quality higher education, is not just the concern 
of the \1inistr\ of I ducation. but a lot of other ministries \\ ith operations in titlance, 
technology. CoHlmunicaticms, human resources. etc. It is only "Ith this holistic approach, 
that it is possible to reach on the torefront of a kno ledge economy . 
Iligher education provisioning is a er\ capital intensive process. It is felt that higher 
education contributes more to an individual's career rather than being of' the nature of a 
public good in a short terns \ ie\\. It is also understood that in the long run, individuals 
\\ith glualit higher education \ill f r'mmm the human resource base for the overall economic 
development of the nation. Now. India has ventured into the knowledge sector boom \\ith 
much background \\ork left to he done. I here is still it huge gap in facilitating primary 
and secondary education access to the masses. With such it scenario, private funding of' 
higher education is greatly desired and \\ ill acct as it support s\ stem to the Cio' ernment. 
Since. higher education. especlall% in management, is quite expensive, there is a need for 
simple and affordable loan programs in order to encourage deser inr students to 
complete their education. I hose. 	ho cannot at lord it due to a poor economic 
hack~.:round. should not be left out of this kno%%Ied~te based uro th 
Therefore, at the policy making end, strategic initiatives need to he taken to encourage 
higher education and skill de \ elopment. It i, extremely necessar\ to have our research 
institutions flourish, and also provide a supportive environment for the multinationals to 
:et up their R&D units in India. and appropriately training our arm.\ of \oung 
professionals. 
1.13 I)I:I.I\ lltV \t Th01)ti OF F,I)t (':DTIO\ 
[he ne\1 'ectlon Co\er the methods h\ ''iiic11 luelier education Is deli ered or made  
available to the consumers i.e. students SirN anci (1996 
1.1 i.1 Fulltime Classroom Teaching and Learning 
\lajority of courses availahle in higher education are available to study on a full time 
basis. This system involves face to face interaction of' the students with the teachers 
%\hereby it \yell structured tinge-table is ti~llo\~ed and lectures and interactive sessions are 
scheduled t r all programs. The course structure in of es rigorous course \tiork 
accompanied by time to time assignments and periodic examinations. 
In the recent \cars the trend of hay ink(, lull time residential programs is getting popular 
\\ith management Institutions. [he student,, are expected to hi  on the college campus. 
during the program. which is expected to inculcate a better o\ erall personality 
de \ elopnlent of the individual. 
This studs covers only some programs that are either lull time residential or full time 
da\ -scholar programs. 
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1.13.2 Part-Time (ampus-Based Programs 
anrcnzcnt education i• C 	dercd an ;added advantage these da\s. 1 hu'. nlan% 
experienced and mid- career professionals also wish to take up management education 
just to jtiv e a kick to their current career. I lowwe\ er. due to their hus\ schedules it is not 
possible for them to Let enrolled in a full time course. I heretore. there are several 
institutes uttering part-time programs. which give tlexihilit to prospective students to 
fulfill their course requirements e\en with limited time a ailahilit\. I ducation is imparted 
via a balanced combination of classroom teachin:., and online tutorials. Some of the 
institutes uttering Full time courses also offer part time courses as well, to cater to 
deti~and. 
1.13.3 Open and Distance Learning (01)1.) tivstem 
This is a s\ stem of imparting education "herein teachers and learners need not 
necessaril\ he present either at same place or same time and is flexible in regard to the 
course structure and timing of teaching, and learning, fhe admission criteria also give 
prospecti\e students immense tlexihilit\ '. ithout cumpromisin 	on the quality of 
education. 
In India. the 01)l. system consists of State Open IIniversities (S01's). Institutions and 
l'niversities offering education and includes Correspondence Course Institutes (CCIs) in 
conventional dual mode universities. This system has gained immense significance for 
continuing education, skill updating in service personnel and for quality education for 
learners located at educationall\ disad\antageous location,, ( \111RI), 2012). 
India is \\ itnessinu a fast rate of adoption of (.)Dl .. I his market for distance -education 
has been driven h\ two very crucial factors. namely inadequate ph\sical infrastructure for 
a huge population 0F 230 million potential students and the ever improving technology 
and the rising use of' internet (The l;cononmist. 2(110). 
Almost 40°„ of potential students Opt to study through ODI. after completing their 
secondar\ level education. ( )UL institutions offer all levels of' courses fir self-motivated 
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students through their multi discipline programs. Students are expected to work on their 
n on the course material supplied in print or digital h rm and with occasional learner 
support from the mentor \ ia e-mail or telephone. Indira (iandhi National Open t'ni'sersity 
is one of the earliest trendsetters pro\ iding a whole array of distance learning programs in 
India and abroad. While print media is the mainstream mode of delivery for distance 
learning programs. adoption of multimedia technologies has brought about its 
convergence '\ith the more conventional classroom teaching and learning process 
(Ansari. 20(12). 
1.1 i.4 Patrons of Distance Learning in India 
I.13.4.i Indira (sandhi National Open t niversith (I(:VOl') 
I(.\( )1. 	as established in I't85. in order to improve access to higher education through 
distance mode and to specify. maintain and promote the standards in distance learning 
education systems. fhe I(i\Ol Act specifies the t(~llowing provisions tier the I'niversitN 
to fulfill the follo\\ ing:- 
• ot'ter degree. diploma and certificate programs to students in order to develop an 
educated labor fierce relevant for the economic development of the country: 
• promote inno ation. research and up-gradation cif kno\\ ledge: 
• make special effort to provide opportunities for higher education to a large section of 
the population. particularly the disadvantaged segments of society: 
• encourage development of an innovative system of university level education which 
is flexible in terms of age of entry. eligibility for enrolment. conduct of examinations and 
credit requirements and the methods adopted for imparting kno ledge: 
• assessing and ensuring accountahilit Of institutions and programs offered by (SDI. 
s\stem in order to ensure dualit\ and pre\cnt institutions from offering sub-standard 
courses and programs. 
The University uses a multitude of modes like print materials, audio-video. tapes. radio 
broadcast. teleconferencing. %ideo conferencing. educational TV channels and face to 
face counseling for imparting education. 
1.13.4.ii The Distance Education Council (DEC') 
It 	as established in 1992. is one of the authorities of IGNOU responsible for 
coordination, promotion and maintenance of standards of distance education. it provides 
technical and financial support to open and distance learning institutions in the country. 
1.13.4.iii Commonwealth of Learning (COL) 
It was established In 1988, through a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Governments of Commonwealth nations. in order to develop and share open and distance 
learning education, technologies and resources. COL is voluntarily funded by the 
member countries and India is the third largest donor after UK and Canada. 
1.13.4.iii State Open Universities 
State Open Universities are the ones which operate in single mode. i,e, they imply 
education only through distance mode. Currently there are 13 such universities in India. 
1.14 CONCLUSION 
This chapter discussed the background of education sector in India It broaches the 
evolution of education in India from historic times going to the British rule and on to the 
present times including the current education policy of the Government of India and 
related statistics. It goes on to discuss the role of Government in education, the rules and 
regulations governing education. The Right to Education bill 2009 is also briefly 
discussed. It also discussed the expansion and growth of the services sector and the 
inclusion of education in the services sector. 
The various bodies regulating higher education in India including the various councils set 
up by the Government is also discussed. It briefl y broaches the topic of 
commercialization and privatization higher education in India and especially 
management education. It broaches the topic of delivery methods in education and 
includin!c classroom, part time and distance learning in management education. 
he next . hahtcr re\ iC\\ literature pertaining to the topic of thi; studs i.e. decision 
theory and hrietl\ describes various studies that hay e been conducted regarding college 
choice models and some established tools to measure respondent personality and socio-
economic classification, and service quatit\ in education. 
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('III.tI'"I F:R 2- REVIF:\\ OF LI'FF:RATI RI 
l'his chapter looks at \ arious studies related to the topic of this research. It also chronicles 
the use of \arious measuring instruments fir some factors like Socio-l'conomic class and 
respondent personalit\. Studies related to demographic variables and choice models have 
also been recorded. 
The chapter has been arranged in the follo ins manner. Firstly it is established that 
ethicutldn indeed is a .service and theories of consumer behavior can he used to study 
education as a service. Then various papers have been referred that have studied Selection 
or choice of institute and a process model for selection of institute at graduation or post-
graduation lc v Cl. I he findings of these papers ham e been arranged in order of tactors as 
described helo\\ :- 
1. Influence of Promotion and Advertising 
2. Effect of Financial ('onsiderations 
3. Influence of family Members 
4. lntluence of Reference groups and peer groups 
5. Influence of teachers Academia 
6. Considerations based on Location of the Institute 
7. Effect of Media reports and Brand Reputation of the institute 
S. 	(;ender influence on choice 
Q. 	Intlucncc of' the lltcchncn( Record oI the ll1stltUle 
Il). 	F.Itect of Socio-economic Status of' the Student 
1. 	Student Personalit\ 
'These factors have been listed separate) in the follo ing section alongWithauthors that 
have emphasized their importance. Some factors have more authors ratifying their 
importance as compared to others. These factors not necessarily in the order of 
importance. that pla\ a role in effecting choice of institute. 
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then various papers ha%e been referred that discuss decision theory and especiall\ 
decision evaluation in the education sector. 
.astl\ some important papers ratil\ing some scales that have been used III the stud\ have 
been discussed and explained %%hick include the l ll'I persunalit\ measurement scale as 
\yell as the ne 	Socio- I conlonllc Scale \%hick is \al id tier both rural and urban 
respondents i.e. the ne\\ S-.(' scale. 
2.1 I•:1)t ( 	I'IO\ .S A SI RVI( 
in order to research the topic. it is first established that education or pros iiding education 
to students is indeed a .service. It is alread\ mentioned in the previous chapter that \VTO 
recognized education as a service. Also the toIIthving papers have confirmed and 
considered education as a service. in one form or the other. 
Rushton and (arson (1989) defined service characteristics in education h\ an article 
titled '.11cirkeiins,' of .service'.. 	1111111(lt111 ,' the inlaing>ih/e.'. in the I:tu'opeatl Journal of 
\larkctin. this studs establishes that intan ihiIit is the single most Important difference 
het\\een goods and ser\ ices. especiall\' education serA ices. As per this stud\. intangibility 
makes it difficult tier potential clients to assess the glualit of education as a service. 
except h\ looking at the tangible elements associated with it. \\hether it is tidiness and 
cleanliness of'dusthins or examination results and student heha\ for in schools. 
('owell (1994) was the first to have suggested the above 7 Ps of marketing as pertaining 
to education services In an article titled '.1hirketin ,' ."'ert iee.s and other authors later used 
these 7 P's tor studies conducted in the education services market 
I Iar,, v% (1996) pub! ished a paper titled '.Ilcrrkc~lill,t; schools urnl e()f7.%mlfc'v c'hoic'e 
published in the Imcfratiorna I Journal of Educational Management. I his stud\ mentions 
`education as a service' to customers or clients. 1 his dud\ states that the concept of 
marketing is regarded %\ ith suspicion h\ ntan in education because of its commercial 
implications: ho\\e\er. marketing, can he beneficial it' properly understood and used. and 
nia\ he I►llperati\ e tier schools and colleges wishing to attract Students and to offer them 
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the most role ant provision. It also goes ahead and describes the seven I's for satisfied 
school clients. \V ith the 4 P's - product. place. promotion and price - of' the original 
market nil.\ as \%ell as additional 3 P's i.e. /k'crple. proccc.vs and the ph.ivical ei•1c/erne of 
proe/uction. ti~rm the 7 P's tier ('ducanonal Institutes as first described by ('owell (1994). 
Sakthivel and Raju (2006) in a paper titled "An Instrument for Measuring Engineering 
Education UUaIiiI /r'irnr .S'1rtc/en(s' Pershective" establish that higher education is 
increasingly recognizing that it is a service induct v. and as a sector it is placing emphasis 
on meeting the expectations and need; of its customers. that is. the students. l his study 
establishes education as a service and students as its consumers Or customers. 
In accordance to the above papers. 'education' has been treated in this research as a 
scr\ ice and students as its consumers and the researcher has studied the choice of institute 
ht sirrclenrm in light of established consumer theories as described in the following 
sections. 
2.2 II l M AN ('APITAI. T11l OR\ 
human ( aprtarl IIk'orn relates institute choice decision %%ith utlllt\ function and cost-
benefit analysis. tirc►nl the point of'view of economic model. of \shether or not to invest in 
human capital formation in the firm of higher education, and consequently which 
institute to attend. That is. prospeeti\c students treat +hcther or not and \here to go to 
college as an investment-making decision (Ilossler, Schmit, & Vesper (1999), Paulsen 
(1990) and Schultz (1982)). f fence. as per these papers. choosing an institute is similar to 
mal.ine an ins estment decision h\ consumers. 
2.3 III(;lI•:R 1•;1)t (':ATIO\ AND MARKETING 
Nicholls, Harris, Morgan, ('larke and Sims (1995) in their paper 'Marketing higher 
tidua!//nlp I/h .1113.1 c.i7rcrrc,rcc discuss the increasing competition in higher education. 
especlallk management education. I he% enl/lhasl7e the need to pay more attention to 
marketing issues. and discuss the c rrstcrnrc r err is rricrricrn of management institutes. It 
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discusses whether management institutes take into account decision processes of the 
"hu\ers" i.e. the students. 
('huraman (1992) states in his stud\ that "/ligher education can he wen a.c invice tment 
a. tiCCli er\ cr.cimhle con.S11mrr LOO(/". .lust Iike it is important for the Education Industry to 
plan out their courses. it is also important that individuals seeking career options and 
spending their hard earned money and a \ er\ scarce resource. 'time' to pursue one of the 
career options are able to make informed decisions about \0hich institute to attend. 
Although it may be impossible to predict hoc the selection of an institute ma \ affect the 
students in the future. and this study is aimed to find out what factors play a role in 
institute choices and the perceived future of the students. 
2.4 DECISION TIII OR1 :~l l l.111) TO El)l (Ai'lON* 
Kotler and Fox (1985) describe the entire decision process a consumer adopts when 
making it purchase. :Arl\ organization makes a marketing effort keeping in mind its 
'consumer'. the student \\ ho in turn has his own perspective on the buying process, which 
starts het re the actual purchase and can have consequences long after the purchase. As 
per the authors_ a normal hu ing process in\ol\es ti c stages:- 
• Need Arousal: What needs and ants lead to the interest in consuming a product or 
buying a program.) 
• Information (;athering: What steps does the consumer take in order to gather 
information rele\ant to the Iddt need'.' 
• Decision Evaluation: 1Io does the consumer evaluate the various decision 
alte'n,lti c a\ ailahlc \s itlt hint'.' 
• Decision Execution: Ho\\ is the purchase carried out h\ the consumer? 
• Post-decision Assessment: After the purchase is made. ho g\ does the consumer's 
experience with the product or program affect his subsequent attitude towards it" 
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As per Kotler & Fox (1985), consumers take different amount of time to go through 
these tagcs. onle ma \ even skip certain stages. limiting our discussion to college 
choice. the decision process can he rewritten as follows 
Need arousal would refer to why a student wants to take up a particular career. \here 
did he real about it. What the factors involved are and who are the people in\ oh cd. 
hether Ilia parents. Pee or counselor. etc. 
• Information gathering rcti`rs to the stage \\here students collect information about 
hrospccti\e institutes the\ could enroll in and this Iutornlation search can he \ ia college 
publications. campus visits. V ord of mouth. web sources. etc. 
• Decision a aluation \could inv►►1\c an assessment of various tactors like reputation 
Of the institute. its curriculum, placements. distance tram home. cost. thtcultv and many 
other factors. 
• Decision execution %\ould he the process of actual enrolment after finally deciding in 
favor of a particular institute and would involve paying the fees, filling out forms. etc. 
• Post decision assessment would involve experience in the orientation period, 
interaction with the seniors and post admission communication with the institute as a 
whole. At this stage some students may choose to change to a certain institute and drop 
another. 
~laringe (2006) in another paper discusses \ arious stages in university choice as:- 
• Pre-search behavior: As per the author, this is an earl\ stage where students 
passl\el\ seek Illlortllation about higher education. 
• Search behavior: At this stage, students have short listed potential colleges and rely 
on \ arious sources of information to help make up their minds while looking for data 
relating to a wide range of decision criteria. 
• :application stage: Students at this stage submit their applications to the selected 
Institutions. 
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• ('hoice decision: 1 his stage is concerned \\ith acceptance of the college otter by the 
student because acceptance is often non-contractual in education. students tend to 
take up multiple otters. 
• Registration: I his is the final stage and the student applicant goes for registration. 
and some students turn the otter do ii after ate\\ da\s in the institution when they 
have after thoughts. I his equates \\ Ith the post purchase behavior of applicants at the 
time of conlnlltting themselves to the institution. 
Based on the above papers. the investigator has conducted this research in terms of the 
stages that ha \e been identified. while choosing a higher education institute. 
2.5 I'RO('I:sti \101)1.1. OF ('AREI:R IW('ISIO\ \1. KIM; 
\lilhal, Sorce & ('omte (1984) proposed this model in an article titled '.AI /'rocc.s.\ ,/ode/ 
)t lhiry IJiari ( art•ci 	i. iour .IlakiiiL-'. In this Model a theoretical process model of 
career decision making, is presented. I he article discusses the complex interaction of 
roles, role expectations. search. and c\aluation procedures \\ ith the environment in the 
modei. 
the model describes the stages of career choice which is quite. if not almost similar to 
the process described h\ Kotler et al. (1985). These stages are:- 
• Problem Recognition 
• Strategy\' t'ornlulation 
• Intornlation Search 
• I \ aluation and ('hoice 
• I ransition: Plans. I .darts. and ( )utconles 
2.6 ('110051 \(; HI(;IlI R I:I)t (':A"I ION INS11"1'l TI' 
1'his section talks about the \arious papers that have spoken about selection of an institute 
of higher education. Later, some of these papers have been arranged in terms of the 
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factors that have been identified as the important factors that playa ro e in choosing an 
educational institute. 
Krampf and Heinlein (1981) tried to determine the needs of a prospect!' e student and 
their choice''. I he authors found that the prospecti\e students took into consideration. the 
appearance of the college. lcu»il t 1'crc,»1»lc'»clutic,l1.,. In-o ',•c»,t .s1, trc ttrl r. inlol'lltative 
carpus visits. uni\ersit\ t•aa!ogne\. ctchY'r11.1il1•L'. clfic»irc' 1rt'mt home and amiable 
campm ettmo.cI,lrere. ' hile deciding hich unix e rsit to enroll in. 
Jackson (1982) and Litten (1982) suggested a second t\ pe of model, a sociological one, 
in %%hich the Student lee i"ion to attend college, also knomi as 'college aspirations*. \\as 
mainl\ influenced h\ factors like his 'oc•ioeconomic vatu.c. hi.s academic ahiliti. gentler 
and the influence of other j eople. 
Hossler, Braxton, & Coopersmith (1989) in their paper titled ( 'ncler.~luncling Student 
rret e t Ifomr suetiested an econometric model, which surmises that a student \\could 
select a particular Institution it• the percei\ed benefits of attendance out\reighed the 
rercei\ed benefits ol'nonaittindance or attendance at another institution. 
Soutar & Turner (2002) also identified a number of factors that students consider when 
making It uni\s'r-,it\ decision. these factors \\ere identified as t\pe and structure of 
['Ot17- ST'. the ryptrtc,bcfll of 111L tliGtlllrtio ll. the o'Ulllptf.d e;!virollmenl. the ofealitl• of Ilse 
teaching Fla/J, and tiw tt pe of u river itv. I he studs also Uncovered an additional set of 
factors such as distance from home, family influence, and friends influence. 
(:rav, Fam & Lianes (2003) highlighted the reputation of the university and campus lire 
as the pi\ otal factors for an indi\ ideal's decision in deciding which college to go to. 
I looleN & I. -, nch (1981) studied the decision making Processes in umNtirsft\ choice and 
identified .i\ intlucntial factors as academic l'eputtriionz cot»'\e .cUiIUhilitt. onivercity 
location. cli.stc»tce . from ho»rc'. title of urbernesiit (,lnclt'en clo), and cu/vice from parents 
and teac•her.c. 
\lenun (2004) in another important paper. uses degree cif inti~rmation search to assess the 
rattonallt\ in student choice of higher education. I he author uses in/orraatunl .search as 
an indication of indi% ideal rltionalit\ in order to Implement an economic approach to 
explain human behavior. Hi,, findings indicated that the degree of in1aormelio,1 search 
acquired h\ students %\hilc looking, 1c~r a private higher education institute "as less than 
expected in traditional economic theory. The propensity to engage in information search 
depends on factors like the .~ocio-economic stutrr.s of the students and the extent they 
perceived this decision to he important to. the author concludes that it is important to 
take into consideration both economic and non-economic factors when explaining human 
behavior. 
(,ao (2008) in another important paper. insestigatcs ho\s ec•orrumic. cultural, and .racial 
capitari, shapes the college-choice process including \shether or "here to attend college. 
The author posits that shale proxies for economic cab iai (e.g.. familv income). social 
capital (e.g.. parent-student ins olsement). and hahitu.s (e.g.. occupational expectations) 
have been shossn to have direct. positisc effects on college outcomes, the variables often 
used to measure cultural capital (e.g.. involvement in arts) have not. 
Irw in (2008) in another important paper has posited that choosing a college is a complex 
and multi-t tceted process that is influenced h\ mans factors like the institutional 
c hcu crc trri s1ic 01 colleges. parental e►tc•cutu,t. cnlen( and level of cvhle•aIk/n. 
Ming (2010), an important author on the subject. identified Independent variables that 
influence students' college choice decisions as location. academic l)l'u,lgl'cl/n. college 
'e'WiIcUi0If. vcllrc'cNiurlu1 Ia( Aviv s, cost. availcrhilifl' W !aiiaraeecn Grid. emMcli'menI 
ohhort1117itic'5. crvh c rtisIrtL'. rclg c ~c 'rtcrta c of 1►t.sfdtrtinnzs and campus s•isit. 
. bou-Massif (2011) in his paper. states that an increasing number of enrolments in 
colleges makes it imperative that the different stakeholders. like students. parents. 
schools, universities, and education officials. understand ghat influences the decision of a 
student to choose a specific college. Ills study showed that the factors contributing to 
selection of college. in order of importance are as follows: parents. family income, cost of' 
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college. _1riern/c in/luence, loc•crtiun, religion, and gender. Furthermore, his studs tested 
the influence of demographic data like gentler. level of parents' education on the choice. 
The stud\ results sho%~ed that parents. /rie'ncls. and financial considerniion.s are the main 
factor; aliecting student decisions. 
Furukaisa (21111) in another important paper investigated the factors of college choice of 
high-achie\ing student,. I us findings sere consistent s~ith the previous literature on the 
areas that impact college choice. The studs identified institutional characteristics. coat of 
ydrcafioI. in titirtional lit. in.slitulional c'On1mun1c'uUU!7 and Jumili as important factors 
structuring a student's college choice decision. 
Redd,. (2011) in another significant paper states that graduate students are being looked 
upon as a ;Lro\\th opportunity by many business schools in India and there is a need for 
business schools to understand \\hat determines a student's business school preference so 
the can tine tune marketing et tort. In this stud\. students from colleges in India were 
asked to rate the importance ot arious factors when deciding %\hich business school to 
attend, or apply fi,r. [he stud\ uncovers six important factors which explained 58.25/o of 
the total \ ariance like .1 u.viliarl .1 i ade mir .1crii'itie'.s. .'I fferin»1c-nt Yardsticks. Pure 
.-lc'crclearic O11ering.s. f'htsiccrl y'ertiIific.s. Personal and Locations and finally 
l rnknetnicnt Ratibcertinn. 
2.7 !\1PO1f l.N"I' F A('TOBS FOR ('IIO1('b: OF INST ITIAT 
From the review of literature above, several important factors have been identified as 
listed below. This section attempts to list the factors separately and also mention the 
papers \shich have ratitied these factors in order. 
2.7.1 Influence of l romo tion and Ad%ertising 
his section looks at papers that hale stud led at the influence 0f' allvtrri.sh1ti arni 
promotion as cr 1uc'tor \ ariahle on choice decision, of management institution selection. 
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Krampf and ifcinlein (1981) and Ilossler, Bean & Associates (1990) state in their 
stud % that aS colleges ha\e turned into enterprises and for-profit organizations. marketing 
through the media has grown significantly . .I(Iverti.'.imrg through electronic media 
(television and radio) advertising has been shown to he particularly significant in adding 
to institutional image and \ isihility. 
ding (2010) identified advertising is an important factor that contributes to students 
choice o1, college as stated above. 
2.7.2 Influence of Financial Factors 
This section looks at papers that have studied the influence of fInwirical /ircvor.\ variable 
on choice decisions of institution selection. 
Ilouston (1979) disco\erecl that cost of a college program was not so significant. \\hereas 
\1 ebb (1993) and Joseph & Joseph (1998) stated that they are one of the most important 
factors. 
Jackson (1986) also hypothesizes that cost is a significant predictor that influences 
college ho, ice decision. His studs concluded that price has a negative influence on 
college choice \\hile financial aid (that helps reduce cost) has a positive influence. 
(;ao (2008) chronicles the effect of economic cajnlal on the college-choice process 
including hether or where to attend college. fhe author posits that proxies for economic 
capital (e.g.. tamil\ income) have been sho\\n to have direct. positi\c et'fects on college 
choice outcomes. 
Ming (2010) discusses cost and availability of financial aid of the institute has also been 
identified as a variable contributing to the students' choice of college. 
Hut-wit, (2011) confirms that the influence of institutional grant and aid on the 
enrollment behavior of college students has been the focal point of several empirical 
studies during the past decade the author finds that additional institutional grwrt said 
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ax~arded h\ the typical sampled college increases the probability that the student \\i1I 
choose that collece. 
.Abou-\assif (2011) concludes that financial considerations are one of the main factors 
affectin_e student decisions about \0hich colleie to enroll in. 
2.7.3 Influence of FamilN Members 
this section looks at studies that ha\c chronicled the influence of /milt' members 
variable on choice decisions of institution selection. 
krampf and Heinlein (1981) in an earl\ stud\ contributed to the topic of marketing of 
uni\ ersities and tried to determine the needs of' prospective student. The study concluded 
that prospecti\ c students rated the influence of lamilt• as an important factor that plight 
influence their preferences to enroll in a university. 
Hourigan (2011) suggests that the sources of information students consult about colleges 
include par.'nt\ and this also influences urban college choice. 
.• I ou-\assif (2t)1 1) states that an increasing number of enrollments in colleges makes it 
imperati\ e that the different stakeholders. like ..tudenis. parents. .schools. universities. 
and education o/ficiul.s. understand what influences the decision of a student to choose a 
specific college. This stud'. shos'.ed that the most important factor contributing to 
selection of college was parents influence. 
Some other papers that ret'er to parents influence on college choice behavior are as 
fi~llows:- 
Iloole: & I.~ nch (1981) studied the decision making processes in unit ersity choice and 
i de 1) 11 ttied ad\ ice Irvin parent c as all important attribute. 
Soutar & Turner (20112) also identified family influence as a major factor that students 
con•idcr Ms hen making a utli'. ersit\ decision. 
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I%N (2(H) 1) al, co say s that / arc ,lus pros ide the ti~rnlaI platform tier ad v ice to students about 
higher education choices and decisions. 
Kact nski (2011) explored how students follow a sibling to college. This studs indicates 
that all aspects of the college choice process vvere influenced h' the older sibling. The 
stud\ established that the influence of siblings on the students' decision to attend college 
\gas that it reinlbrced predispositions that already existed and increased knowledge about 
the older sibling's institution drew the student to attend that institution over other options. 
regardless of whether the experiences were ;good or had. 0 erall. the results of the studs 
indicated that sihling.s pla\ an important role in the college choice process. 
Ilourioan (2011) also suggests that the sources of' infarnlation students consult about 
colleges IIICIUde IJ(1'e0tis and college gce puhlic•aliclns. among oilier... 
2.7.4 Influence of Friends and Peers (Reference Groups) 
I his section looks at papers that have studied the influence of lriencss and peers as a 
factor variable on choice decisions Of institution Selection. 
:Ahou-\assif (20 II) in his paper posits that lric'rlcls play an important role in which 
college it student selects fir higher education. 
Soutar & Turner (2002) tlld\ also concluded that the universit\ that . friends are 
planning to attend is it major factor that students consider when deriding which unixersity 
to attend. 
2.7.5 Influence of Professor/Academia 
This section looks at papers that have studied the influence of professors and academia 
ciA it factor variable on choice decisions of institution selection. 
I1c►c►le\ & I. nch (1981) studied the decision making pmee„es in unit ersity choice and 
idcntItied ad\ ice from IcLrc. /errs as an influential attribute. 
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Soutar & Turner (2002) stud\ also identified, the qualit} of the teaching slat? as a factor 
that students consider "hen making it uun11\ersIt\ decision. 
I%N 
 
(2001 ) .II.o sa\s that reacher\ and careers guidance pros isle the formal platform fi►r 
ad\ ice to students about higher education choices and decisions. 
2.7.6 Influence of Location of the Institute 
This section looks at papers that have studied the influence of location and geogr•alrht a.c 
a /acwur variable on choice decisions of institution selection. 
Kuhn, \Ianski & `lundel (1976) posited that one of the important factors for students to 
attend ,l ctrlfe I the c/usc 1uv1Wllll' ui the institution to home. 
fkrampf & Heinlein (1981) tried to determine the needs of prospective students. The 
.tud% e(1I►c I uded that prospective students rated the attractiveness of closc'nes,i to home as 
an important factor that might Influence their preferences to enroll in it univversit\. 
Floole\ & L\ nch (1981) studied the decision making processes in university choice and 
identified cli.siaiice Iron, home as an important attribute. 
tiev ier (1986) also posited that college or university location is a major factor for 
potential 'student's decision to enroll. 
Ilussler & Gallagher (1987) also concluded that the / 1 ).vinhi!l t the institution or 
ednthus does ,tf ,lect ct'Ilee attendance rates. I he studs h\ pothesizes that location has a 
significant influence on college choice decision. 
rev ier (1994) and .- fisher & ('ra ford (1996) posited that students may he attracted to 
enroll in an Institution C/o e to h1o►11e rn lror'k for reasons of convenience and 
accessihilit\ 
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Soutar & Turner (2002) also concludes that distance from home or in other words 
locution of the institute is a major factor that students consider when making a university 
decision. 
filing (2010) also identities location ot'the institute as an important variable contributing 
to students* choice of collesIc. 
Ahou-Nassif (21111) states that residence location is an important factor affecting student 
decisions about cc►Ilee choice 
Redd N (2011) states that iraduate students are being looked upon as a gro\\th 
opportunity by many business schools and there is a need for business school's to 
understand what determines a student's business school preference so they can fine tune 
marketing effort. The studs uncovers some important factors which explained students' 
preference for a college and location is termed as one of the important factors. 
Ilour•ihan (2011) in a paper titled 'Thr role of location in the college choice process" 
su,gests that ;get.erar}chic lncalum plays an important role as an important factor in 
college choice. particularly ti►r urban institutions. It states that several location related 
factors e1ra\ Iirms, residents. and eniplo\ecs to cities and regions hence location becomes 
an important tactor. 
2.7.7 Effect of Reputation of the Institute 
I his section looks at papers that have studied the influence of reputation as cr factor 
variable can choice decisions of institution selection. 
l,a\ & 'Slahuire (1981 ) and Keling (21106) state that B-School re/nitalion and image has 
a great effect on college choice and has a significant influence on prospective student 
enrolment. 
IIcruleN & I neh (1 981) tudiecd the decision makin`.; processes in universit\ choice and 
identified academic relmitui m as an influential attribute. 
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Soutar & Turner (2002) also identified a number of factors that students consider when 
niAML' a Un\ ersit\ decision and one of the important factors identified was the 
reInua!u►►t of the institution. 
(:ray et al. (2003) highlighted the reputation of the university as a main factor for choice 
of a um \ ersit\ h\ proshecti\ c students. 
Keling, Krishnan and \urtjahj.a (2007) also said in a paper that reputation of the 
mMIU111en \\ as cane of the most influential factors in choice of institution -vas. 
Ming (2010) also identilied college reputation as a variable that contributes to student's 
coIi  e Choice decision. 
Redd N (2011) uncovers some important factors that affect student choice and 
c II /( i' t I,rrIII ratification is termed as one of them. This can be react as a filiation and 
hranclint. 
2.7.8 (:ender Influence of the Student 
I his section looks at papers that have studied the influence of gender as a factor variable 
on choice decisions of institution selection. 
I% (2001 ) found that gender appears to have significantly different responses to the key 
sources of ad \ ice about higher education. 
h oskett and 11ensleN -1 ro%% n (21101) ;ay that ,gem/er ha v e significant different responses 
to ad ice about Higher Education from parents. teachers and careers guidance. The 
author sa\s that male students regarded all three sources as relati\cly unimportant 
compared to females. I he author also confirms that males demonstrated greater 
independence in decision making than females. 
Abou-Nassif (2011) the author states that demographics like gender is an important 
factor t r Choice of . college. 
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2.7.9 Influence of the Placement Record of the Institute 
I his section looks at papers that have studied at the influence of /)Iac'c'nrc'ni re-'c•orcl us a 
Iat eor \ ariahie on choice decisions of management institution selection. 
Ming (201 0' identified cm/)/u►- mw►u o/)/)ortinhIic % as a factor contributing to the students' 
ch< o1 c1k i e. 
Redd (2011) also confirms in her studs that em/)!o mew o/)/nurtunities is an important 
Iictor lit determininu students choice of institute. 
2.7.10 Socio-Iconomic Status of the Student 
his section looks at papers that have studied the influence of _soda-economic status as a 
factor variable on choice decisions of institution selection. 
Hossler et al. (1 989) and Irwin (2008) have posited that choosing a college is a complex 
and multi-faceted process that is influenced h\ man\ factors including .soda-economic 
SfuttIs. 
(:ao (2008) In\estitgates boss economics shape the college-choice process including 
's hether or \\here to attend college. l he author posits that proxies for economic capital 
(e.g.. family income) hale been shown to hase direct, positive effects on college 
outcomes. 
Ilurwitz (2011) finds that college choice elasticit\ varies by student socioeconomic 
status. ssith the lo\sest-income students nearly three times more sensitive to financial aid 
than high-income students. 
khou-\assif (2011) also confirms that /im il►• income is an important factor in choice of 
college. 
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2.7.11 Influence of Respondent Pcrsunalit~ 
I his section looks at papers that ha %e studied the Influence of IVAI)O dcni peronaIThl uc u 
factor variable on choice decisions of institution selection. 
Boone. \\"oodh & Roijakkers (2004) in their study focused on selection with regard to 
personality trait because Of its firm conceptual and empirical relevance in both content 
and process of choice. I he <tudk found strong support for personality predicted specific 
stud\ choices and /& 	w,,/ti predicted different levels of rationality in the choice 
process 
(,'olden (21109) posits that college choice process requires the subject to gather and 
s\nthesizc large amounts of lWt(1('nlatN)1t. I he reconcile canlpeting, personal and f tmilial 
goals. and manage a range of' emotions. I hi, decision process represents a major 
developmental crisis with which the subject Must cope. The purpose of this stud\ was to 
ascertain the nature 0t the relationship between personality preferences and college 
search related coping behaviors. I he study showed significant differences between 
different persona/ii' types on disengagement coping. and between judging and 
perceiving college choice prefi:rcnces. 
Rita (2009) explored the relationship hct ecn consumer personality and brand 
fpct nalit 	as measured h\ construct, reflecting I he Rig l i'e (personality traits) 
dimensions. The findings of the studs sho\\ that some dimensions of' the 13i_1 Five 
Personality constructs are significantly related to preferences on particular dimensions of 
brand personal it . It was tund that consumers v ho exhibit a Conscientious personality 
demonstrate preferences toss ards 'Trusted' brands. In contrast, those saho are 1.xtro\ert in 
nature are motivated h\ 'Sociable' brands. l he idea of introducing this reference here is to 
demonstrate that consume behavior is effected by their personalities, and hence the 
tollussing objectives is introduced in college choice process. 
Smith (2011) Studied differences among college majors and their personality factors as 
measured h\ the Sixteen Personalit\ Questionnaire. 5"' I":dition (16PF-5). Significant 
differences among personality factors across major groups were found. Meaning there is 
a relation het''.een personalit\ and education related choices. 
2.8 PERSUN.~I.I FI \1I St Rf:11ENT 
In this section an attempt is made to stud\ personal it\ ul the resp(xndentti. As mentioned 
in the section ahu'.e. personalit\ is an important factor in the choice of an institute. 
Keeping this in mind, it is important to measure the personalit\ of the respondents. In 
order to do so. some papers ha'. e been referred as mentioned helo' :- 
Gosling. Rentfrow and Swann Jr. (2003) in their paper. discuss personalit} measure in 
much detail. Since se'. oral researchers t'ace a dilemma about which scale to use for 
measurinu the respondent personality hrietl\. especially when the measure of personality 
is just it part of a larger stud\ and time is .► limited resource. In such cases researchers 
seek established scales that ha\ e been dc'. eloped h\ other researchers in a hid to shorten 
the research time also he able to capture the'.ariahles of a respondent's personality. One 
such measure has been ti and h\ the in'. estigator \'. hich has been referred to in various 
texts as the 1 en Item Personalit> Inventor\ (I IN ). '.'.hich el'fccti\el\ and con'. incingly 
measures I he Big Five personal it\ dimensions 01 the respondent. 
This description of the personality construct or I'he Rig Five is drawn from Goldberg 
(1992), and ,John & Srivasta-, a (1999). 
I I1'1 is a \alidfated ' calc for measuring the personality of the student respondents used in 
this stud\. Althou~h. iiPI hay been tested to he understandably. mar.tittall less effective 
than the multi-item Instruments. but the instruments reached adequate Icy cisin terms of:- 
1. con'.ergence with ww'idel\ used Big-H'. measures in'.arious reports. 
2. test retest reliahilit\. 
3. patterns of predicted L \teT n,►I CO ITCl:►tc,. ,►nil 
4. convergence between self' and ohser'. er ratings. 
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On the basis Of' this studs published h% the authors. I0-item measure o1 the Big-Five 
dimensions are used for situations \here %er\ brief pleasures are required. and where 
personality pleasuring is not the prime topic of the stud\ . Since this is the case with this 
studs, the investigator has opted to use this TIPI scale for pleasuring psychometric 
properties that are commonly associated With Such er\ brie!' personality pleasures. 
Details of the I IPI scale are given below:- 
2.S. I I IPI- Ten Item Personalith In' entorn 
the I IPI pleasures the live Factor I heor\ of Personality. These five factors being 
pleasured are:- 
• traNersion - I'his factor is characterized h\ talkativeness. assertiveness. and 
e11Lrg\ 1111I Iti St1111etnne' referred to as .si rgt,11 1 . 
• .\hrecahleness - this factor can also he seen as a combination of n•iencdlire..v and 
co1uphancc and is also characterized h\ ,good-nattreefpcss, coo/)erulivene s. and 
Irlot. 
• Conscientiousness - I his factor is characterized h\ order/mess. reshonsihililh. and 
J(j) ,r&ilhrlrl1. 
• Openness - I his factor pleasures traits characterized h\ orI,t'irtufii1. c'uriosiiv. and 
iin,mriti and is also sometimes nehirred to as culture because it emphasizes 
ui!ellerlttcrli.sni. polish. and iltcic'/lc rtcic'!u e and also measures intelligence. 
~uf)hi1 ti('(Iliult, and rellecfion. 
• \euroticism - I'his factor is characterized h\ ulpselahility and is the (iiagonally 
opposite to emotional stability. 
2.8.2 'Fen-Item Personalih Inventors (TIPI) Scale 
I he scale pleasure I he Rig I i\c personallt\ dimension of the subject. l he scale consists 
of ten questions or item` marked on a Likert scale. 
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The questions in the measure have been adopted in this study and as used in the loot for 
data collection_ The respondents arc asked to nark the fallowing items on the 5 point 
hiker[ scale. The clucetion is given as under: 
Table 2.1: Questions for Measuring the TIP[ Scale 
S. No. Question: I see myself as someone Personality Trait 
who.... 
1 	,..,is reserved 	 Extraversion 
2 ... is generally trusting 
3 ....tends to be lazy 
4 is relaxed, handles stress well 
....has few artistic interests 
6 ....is outgoing. sociable 
7 ....tends to find faults with others 
8 does a thorough job  
9 	. _.gets nervous easily 
10 
 


















The scale shown in Table 2.1 above has been used in this study to determine the 
personality traits of the respondents. 
2.8.3 The New Socio-Economic Classification (SEC) 
The new SEC system is used to classify households in India_ Ifs based on two %ariables: 
• Education of chief wag earner (or patriarch) 
• Number of'constuner durables Worn a predefined list) owned by the family. 
The list has II items, ranging from 'electricity connection' and 'agricultural land'-to cars 
and air conditioners. there are 12 grades in the new SEC system, ranging from At to E3 
as shown in Table 2.2 below:- 
ME 
Table 2.2: The tie SF:( System (:rid 
Chief Earner: Education (Q2) 
Litecate Some but no College Graduate/ 
Graduate/ 
No. of formal School• 5 (incl a Post Post 
Durables Illiterate 	schooling to 9 years 
SSC/HSC Diploma) Graduate: Graduate: 
(TRANSFER 
School- but not General Profession 
at up to 4 FROM Qi) years Grad 
1 C 	. 













-  -' 
	A. A_ 
q - 
(uurtcs\ : mruc.net (2012 
2.8.3.1 :1dhantages of the ne%% SE(' 
I . A sintzle system for t 'rhan and Rural India 
. Less subjectivity since it does not use occupation of the respondent 
. Simplicity and case of administration 
4. 1 he ne\\ SR system is able to reduce heterogeneity within social grade-and 
stretch the differences h\ grade. hence the social grades created are more 
hoamGog,enous. 
the above reasons make the ne\\ Sl.(' s\stem better than the current urban system. and 
the current rural system since it combines the mo. 
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Ihe researcher used this s\ steal because the respondents. i.e. the students of management 
institutes could he from rural origin as \\ell as urban origin. 
More details about the nc\ 	I-(' and a comparison to the old SI.(' are gi%en on at 
mruc.net (2012). 
2.9 SL R\'I('E QUALITY IN EDUCATION 
It is also important to mention that qualit y in education has been studied h' man\ an 
authors and sonic common Concepts in 
('Ioutier & Richards (1994) and Quinn, LemaN, Larsen & Johnson (2009) state in 
their paper that quality of education services hcinti pros ided in the higher education 
sector has been a major concern \\ ith educators and its consumers. Quality experts 
helie\e that measuring customer satisfaction at an educational establishment is 
considered to he one of the greatest challenges of the quality movement. The authors 
classify three ke\ areas for quality specification in the higher education sector, namely. 
administrative, academic and auxiliary functions. 
2.9.1 ('ommon Qualit-, Improvement Methodologies in Education 
• I otal Oualit\ \tanacnncnt ( I QM 
• Oualitv Function I )eplov meat ((11.1) 
• Si\ tiienla (6(1) 
• KO 9001 
2.9.1.i ...utal Qu.tlit% Management (TQM). 
Hu and \s earn (1995) defined 1 Q\I as 'a \\a\ of managing to improve the 
effectiveness. efficiency, cohesiveness. flexibility, and competitiveness of 'a business as a 
whole.' I he authors also mentioned commitment. leadership. successive improvement, 
total invol enlent. kno ledge base. training. re ard. flaky pre\ention and team \Mork as 
the ke\ features of I Q\-1 successful implementation. 
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2.9.1.ii Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 
Sahne,*, Ban%%ct & Karunes (2004) defined QFI) as a technique used to translate and 
reflect customer expectations and requirements into product or service yualith and 
attributes. I he first step in ol es establishing the requirements of the customer (the 
\\hats►. \ext step is to design strategies to f'ultill these requirements (the ho\%s). Lastly. 
the team tindls relationships heteen the '\\hats* and the •ho~\s' and assigns value points 
to each using a matrix called the •house of quallt\'. 
2.9.1.111 Six Sigma (6a) 
Schroeder (2007) describe Six Sigma as a s\ stemic approach for qualit\ improvement 
and outline the most commonly accepted Six Sigma steps as foIlovvs:- 
• I)etjnjn_, the process. 
• \(easorimg quality \ariahles as \alued h\ customers and setting improvement goals 
• \aess causes of current root problems and find alternati\e methods to handle issues. 
• ( heck and inlpro\ e the process 
• Quality control and monitoring, over time. 
2.9.1.i\ ISO 9001 
Schroeder (2007) describes ISO 9001 as an international gtualit\ standard and certifies a 
process rather than a product or service. The author says that ISO provides a stipulated 
set of 20 standards for process inlpro\ enlent including identification of its key processes. 
defining roles and responsibilities and managing the documentation requirements. 
ISO 9 )O I also covers the importance of*:- 
• understanding & meeting customer requirements. 
• efficient t\~O-\1 a\ commlLll]Calloll. 
• It'l urce rellllirenlents. 
• training. 
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• product & process planning. 
• dcsigning processes. 
• Monitoring and measurement of products & processes. 
• customer satisfaction. 
• internal audit. 
• management re\ le\\. and 
• continuous inl)lr►►\ement processes (iso.r►rg. 2012) 
2.9.2 SFRVQ( :Al, in Education 
I'arasurarnan, Zeithaml, & Berr\ (1988) de \ eloped a method termed Sl IRVQ1: Al. to 
pleasure hcrcei\ eat ser\ ice pert'ornlance and compare it to customer expectations for the 
same ser\ ice. 
Sahne-* et al. (2004) state that over the years SI:1Z\'Qt JAI. has become the most idely 
used technique tier measuring ser\ ice quality . 'l he authors of SERVV'QE'AL. 
I'arasuraman. Zeithaml & BerrN (1988) had outlined several areas for measurement of' 
yualIt\ perception. some of \\hich are a. tollows: 
• 1'.rn0ibles: physical facilities. equipments and appearance of personnel: 
• Assurance: kno\\Iedge and courtes\ of enllllo\ces and their ahilit\ to inspire trust 
;Ind c II I -Idellce ill the S\ stenl: 
• Responsiveness: willingness to respond to customers and provide immediate service: 
• Reliability ahility to perform and complete the promised service dependahly and 
• I'1nipathy : caring. indi\ idualired attention the firm provides to each of its customers. 
('uok and Thompson (201111) said in their paper that by measuring both customer 
expectations and per'cel\ed performance. the SF:RVQI'AL method identities gaps that 
exist and can be targeted for impro\ ement. It has also been adapted to form LihQl Al.. 
Which is used tl►r measuring academic lihrar\ service Rlualit\ 
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2.11) ('O\('I.I*SIONS 
I he rc IC\\ o1 literature thro s Iight on the fact that a several Studies ha %e been 
conducted reewrdin, choice cif institute or college. Whereas sonic authors have 
enlhhasiied the importance of econonmetrics, others ha\'e emphasized the importance of 
sociological factors including socio-economic status, tanlil\ background. influence of 
reference ,routes and peers etc. It also discusses in brief the quality of ser\ ice ill 
education. 
I he basic framework principal concepts of Consumer behavior that have been used in 
this studs are described in the till 	ink(, chapter. These concepts are \\ idely accepted and 
\videl\ followed and have been used in accordance to the previous literature found on the 
subject. 
llie next chapter also outlines the need Ir the shuts, the research questions. and 
objectives of the research, research design and methodo)og, v 
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('II. l 1 I;R 3 — RIISEAR('II \1F1 Iit)I)Ol.O(;\ 
3.1 NEED FOR TIIE ST )N 
the re%ie\\ of literature has thro\\n light on the need to studs the factors influencing 
Students Choice to join institutes of higher education and esheciall> management 
education in liliht of the commercialization of the industr\ 
fhe managers of the countr\ toda\ need a high standard of training and skills. These 
nnan.rwer, ha \e the responsihilit\ of rlmoti\atin the entire \\ork force under their purvie\~ 
\\hich forms the entire \\curl. farce of the nation. Duringconomic downturns it is these 
managers that conic 	ard in response to crises and bring hack the economy on its 
track and in turn, the country hack on its feet. A large number of youth today come 
forward to enroll in management programs that are available in order to equip themselves 
to be effective managers and in turn also make the career graphs grow exponentially in 
their quest for personnel excellence and self actualization. 
I hcse aspirants seek out the best management institute suiting their eligibility and 
aspiration level. from a %\ide \ariet\ of choice of management institutes. These Institutes 
range from very high aspiration le el. (those seeking admission in Premier Institutes \Kith 
\er\ tough entrance criterion) can the one end of the spectrum. to lo\\ aspiration level 
(those seeking admission in small Private Management Institutes which are easy to enroll 
in) at the other end of the spectrum. O inr to this. aspirants are finding it increasingly 
challengin to make an informed choice about the most appropriate institute matching 
their needs. 
I he management education industry has gradually but firmly transformed from a seller 
market to a hu er's market and the institutes are no competing against each other to vii 
the aspirant. 
nder normal circumstances salaries offered and career growth should logically he th. 
hrir»e mot i\;rtin factor tier as aspirant to choose the most appropriate managemen 
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institute. It is h\ no means suggested that these are the onl\ motivating factors. In reality 
factors like brand of the institute. its recognition, placement record and its location also 
pla\ an important role in helping the aspirants choose the most suitable management 
institutes apart from other factors like the influence of parents. siblings, peers. 
teachers academia. social status and personalith of the aspirant. Ibis study is aimed at 
exploring the influence and significance of' the aho\e mentioned factors \\bile the 
aspirants are making a choice about the management institute that best suit their needs. 
f hough there are a few studies done in \arious countries like USA. Lebanon. Malaysia. 
I K etc.. on similar lines, though not speciticall\ for management institutes. It was 
therefore imperative to conduct a similar studs here in India and ascertain the factors that 
nla\ he responsible for choice of management institute in India. 
3.2 S"I .M I•:\IF\ I' OF "FI1F: llOI3tE\1 
"/•actor.% Influencing the Choice of :Hiinemint Iivsinutie,,.s in India — .•1 Marketing 
t pproacli - 11 ith a Special Reference to Delhi" 
3.3 RESI•:AR('1I ou.JI-:(' I'IvF;s 
• l o identity the factors influencing youngsters opting for management as a career. 
• I o determine the institute preferences of modern day youth and to ascertain the 
influence of ad \ ertising and promotion on these \ outh. 
• I o find the degree of' influence of' various individuals influencing, the choice of 
management as a career for \ outh. 
• I o ascertain the degree of importance of \ arious demographic parameters like socio-
economic-status, native state and language. gender. age. migrant status on the choice 
of management institute ttlr \011111. 
• I o ascertain significance of brand. recognition, affiliation and media coverage of 
management institute and the institute choice made h\ the youth. 
• I o determine the degree of effectiveness and influence of the above factors on the 
\ outh's choice of management institute. 
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• to suggest measures fir management institutes for attracting youth towards 
management education and evolve affective measures and policies to attract 
enrolment. 
3.4 II1 1'U'I HI;SES .%I) DT: ANALYSIS 
his section is the main section o1' the research. Data anal%sis was pertormed in parts 
using \ticroso1i I xeel 20(1 and 113 1 	I 	' crsion 21 .0. I he first part presents the 
profiles of the sample respondent's independent %ariahies like the demographic variables 
and cross tabulation of' age. gender. migrant status. socio-economic class. education 
background. domicile, mother tongue. parents education background. etc. are listed. The 
next part presents the descriptive statistics Iullov ed by test of significance of the various 
variables factors being tested. The variables were initially tested for normalit> and 
accordingl\ appropriate test were used. If' the distribution was found to he not normal 
then non-parametric test like Kruskal-\\ allis ..\\OVA. and Mann-W hitne\ \\ere applied 
instead of' .\\ lOV.\ and I -1 c't. lie null and the sup hypothesis are as lllus:- 
II pothesis li(l i „ to IlO ir: Promotion and :\d1\ertising (including sup-factory like 
advertisements, seminars and email marketing. etc.) ha \e no impact on the choice of 
management institute for students. 
Hypothesis 110,„ to IIO2d: Financial Considerations ( including sup-factors like cost of the 
program and a\ailabilit\ cif study loans etc.) has no impact on students while choosing a 
management Institute. 
I' potheSis li(1 3 , to II(1, : Famil\ members ( including sub-factors like parents and 
siblings) pla\ no role \\pile students choose a management institute. 
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11% 1othesis H11,,, to II04f: Reference groups (including sub-factors like peers. alumni) 
hla\ no role \\hilc choosing a management institute. 
11h pothesis 	H()cA to 	H(1;1: 	I eachers Academia 	( including 	sub-factors 	like 
prafessors t•eeult\ ) pla% s no role in choosing a management institute. 
I  pothesis 110,, to H0: Location oi•the institute (including sub-factors like closeness to 
home and local employability 1 has no role in choosing a management institute. 
I1h tiothesis H(1-,, to HO-,: Brand Reputation (including sub-factors like AIC FE 
recognition. brand, and L ill\erslt) affiliation and media reports) of' the institute has no 
impact on students choosing a management institute. 
I1% pothesis HOs;, to HO,: I he gender oF the respondent pla\ s no role while choosing a 
\lanagelnient institute. 
Hypothesis HU, to I109f: Placement record salaries offered play no role while choosing 
the nlana~-'enlent institute. 
11%pothesis H(l l ,,;, to HIM,,: fhc Socio-l -cononlie Status of the respondent plays no role 
in eholec H A 1ltla~!cillc'lll 1rlHlIite. 
11k pothesis Iii, 	 to Hll l I ,,: Personalit\ pia\ s no role in the choice of• Management 
Institute. ( lncIudini. the l;ii. lie hersonalit traits) 
3.5 RESEAR(•11 :A1'I'ROACH AND DESI(;N 
Ibis stud\ k e\plorator\ as \\ell as descriptive in design and intent. The study made use 
of , both close-ended as well as open-ended questions and statements. In most cases close 
ended questions ha \e been used in respect of issues \0 herein the tohoffgraph\ of the 
research problem has been determined on the basis of literature re \ iew. I lowtie\er issues 
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where the topography of the problems was not yet clear, open-ended questions have been 
used. The analysis of close-ended questions has been done using standard statistical 
procedures and established methods. The final version of the questionnaire is available in 
Annexure-D. 
3.5.1 Data Sources 
This study used both primary and secondary data Sources. The primary data was directly 
obtained from respondents whereas seenndar data was obtained from scholarly journals. 
published hook,, news articles as cell as 'online data sources. 
Primary data was collected from students of management institutes i.c.. MBA as well as 
PGDM institutes spread over the entire geography of Delhi state. This data was collected 
using the scheduletquestionnaire directly from the respondents. I he final version of the 
questionnaire was obtained after few rounds of pilot testing and interviews of the 
respondents. 
Secondan data was sourced and collected as mentioned above from various publish 
sources that were consulted. Following institutions libraries were scanned for collecting 
secondary data 
• Management Development Institute Library. in Gurgaon. Delhi NCR. 
• All India Management Association Library. (ALMA) at New Delhi. 
• New Delhi Institute of Management Libras. New Delhi. 
• American Center Library. New Delhi. 
3.5.2 Sampling Plan 
The population for the current study comprised of 383 students currently enrolled in 
management institutes in Delhi further stratified into three groups namely Premier 
institutes. University departments and Private ntanagentent institutes with 46, 48 and 289 
student respondents respectively. Among the 383 student respondents 140 were female 
gender and 243 were male. Care was taken to ascertain that both female and male 
respondents v+rre represented in a realistic ratio The sample was drawn from a list of 
management institutes obtained from the AICTE office with the current list of approved 
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institutes in Delhi. The University Grants Commission data was also scanned for a list of 
approved universities in Delhi oflcring management courses. A lot of private data bases 
including ALMA. Pagalguy.com, and MBAuniverse.com etc. were also referred but it was 
decided to limit the study to the AICTF data only, since the other data was found 
repetitive and unauthenticated. A total of 84 institutes approved by AICTE and 2 
university departments recognized by UGC formed a part of the universe. There were two 
institutes identified as Premier Government Institutes in Delhi namely LIFT and DlvlS-IIT 
Delhi as these were the only institutes that figured in the top 50 rankings in various 
puhlications. FMS features in the list of k ni ersity departments. the list of institutes 
including all the three mentioned categories is also available with ALMA (2012). 
Sampling was done using random number generation in MS Excel. An average of I to 
20 respondents per institute was chosen as the appropriate sample size. In the final list of 
institutes there are two premier institutes. three university departments and 84 private 
management institutes. Some of the institutes that came up in the random number 
generation were found to be special institutes catering to the hvspitttlity and tourism 
industry and hence were dropped from the sample list. Some of the institutes in the final 
sample plan were associated with a university and hence offering a degree program 
leading to a master in Business Administration (MBA) whereas the remaining were 
AICTE approved and hence oflering post graduate diplomas in management (PGDM). 
Table 3,1: Total Management Institutes and Enrolment in India 
S. No. All India Delhi Vu of Total 
I 	Management Seats in India 







Table 3.2: Sampling Plan 
ti. ('la.sification-I 	of 	\o. 	Of "/. 	of 
\~►. Institute 	 Institute. Population Sample Population 
(io\ t. 	Pre1111er 	Institute 
((il l\) ?r); 46 I 5.59% 
2 I'ni\ersit\ 	Department - 
(rNDI:) 56O 48 8.57% 
Pri\ ate 	\tanau)ement 	17 
Institute (P\-IIN) 4571 289  6.32°n  
- 
l otal 	 22 5426 383 7.05% 
3.6 OPFRIO IONAI. 'FI~.R\1S 
Affiliation: tic\eral hri\ate in,,titute ha%e been conferred the right to after degree on 
behalf ola recognized uni\ersit\ and are considered affiliated to these universities. 
Pcrsunalit : 1 his stud\ is limited to stud\ ink, the persunalit< of the respondents as per 
the Big-S personalit\ traits namely extrasersion. agreeableness. co nscientiuusness, 
neurutism and openness. These ti\ e traits have been measured using,: the 1Ii'I ( Fen Item 
Personalit\ Inventory ) \vhich is a validated and a reliable scale used widel\ in research 
papers worldwide. (Refer section 2.8) 
I-.ducatiun Sers ices: 1-.ducation has been recognized recently' h\ management gurus as a 
service though It IS Still Unclear who the consumers of this service are. Some debate that 
the consumers are the academia 'shereas others debate that the consumers are the parents 
and \et another group debates that the consumers are the students themselves. In this 
studs the investigator has limited our consumer definition to students only since this is 
the most idelk accepted definition t<~r consumers of the education services. 
:'onsumcr choice: I he stud\ has been conducted considering the definition of 
:onsumer's choice. especially with retcrence to management institutes comprising of ti~'e 
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steps. naniel\ need arousal. intrmation collection. decision taking, and finallk post-
decision heha\ for defined h\ Kotler & Fox (1985). 
Socio-I conomic Classification (SE('): traditionally the researchers have used various 
scales for socio-economic classitications oti the respondents of a studs but most of the 
scales have either been found al id and reliable for either urban settin~U, or rural settinzs. 
In the context of our studs the respondents are largel\ migrants to Delhi and have moved 
from their nati\e places \\hich range From big cities to towns to villages and to small 
habitations. Since this stud\ 	as aimed at establishing a common scale f or all the 
respondents \\Ith their native places falling in the classification of both urban and rural 
areas. a common scale for socio-economic classification was used which has been 
\ alidated and ti)umd reliable fi►r both urban and rural settings. (Refer section 2.8 
son-traditional age: In the context of this stud\ as described by some researchers 
earlier, the \\ord traditional age has been used for the respondents \\ho are below 2 years 
of age. Since a modal number of aspirants of management education fall in the range of 
ears of age. this definition of traditional age applies to them. Consequently aspirants 
of management education that are 25 years and above ha \ e been termed as non-
traditional students. 
Placements: %lost management institutes today take upon themsel\es the onus of 
securing it suitable job fir the students ha \ ing studied there. this phenomenon of 
securing career job fir their Students in the industr% is referred to as placement. 
Typical I\. management institutes have a specialized function whose lull time 
responsibility is students placement. Institutes rigorousl\ chase industry leaders to place 
the student candidates and often publish catalogues With student profiles and circulate 
them in the industry and post them on the college websites. They also engage in 
placement seminars and workshops in order to ha\e an attractive placement portfolio. 
I-lit placement percentage and portfolio companies (\\, here the placements were affected) 
are ad \ ertfsed during the enrolment process of' Ugosh aspirants. 
: 
salaries Offered: I he amount of salaries that the portfolio companies otter to the 
candidate, of a Iilaila`.cmlent institute during the placement process has been referred to 
as salaries in the context of this study. the institutes acceptance in the industry is 
measured h\ histor\ of salaries otti`red to their candidates during the placement process. 
this data for salaries oilirred. is advertised and communicated to fresh aspirants in order 
to attract more enrolment. 
Location: the \\ord location has been used in this stud\ to denote one of the factors 
influencing the choice of management institute by an aspirant. This preference for a 
particular location of a management institute could he attributed to closeness and 
nearness of the candidates' humetu\\n. location of the institute in a large metro like Delhi 
or to emplo\ment opportunities in the cit\ where the management institute is located 
\~hich is Delhi in the conte\t of this stud\. 
kcademia: I he word academia has been used to refer to the teachers. professors. 
lecturers and facult\ of the various institutes that the respondent has attended in the past 
or is currently attendini. 
Admission Process: In a typical admission process of a management institute an aspirant 
applies to se' oral institutes that are \l ithrn the reach, depending on his/her score in the 
qualit\ ing entrance exam. In Our stud\ the respondents have applied to institutes ranging 
het een I and more than 15 in number. [he numbers Of institutes that have accepted the 
application and offered admission to the respondents also range between I and more than 
15. Since candidates are ne%cr sure about an institute offering them a confirmed 
enrolment the tend to appl\ to se\ oral institute', with a hope to get a positive response 
from a te\k institutes from \\hick the can choose an institute that best matches their 
needs. 
3.7 1)1:vETOPNIEVF :% \l) llw'RJl1'l0\ OF lEsFE::Tf('ll TOO 
I he questionnaire comprises of 27 questions aimed at collecting information about the 
factors influencing choice of management institute of students. 
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Questions I through 3 deal \rith details of the management institute a respondent is 
enrolled in. Details like the name of the institute, recognition status. the type of degree or 
certificate it offers, and its location were captured. This data is nominal in nature and 
hence onl\ tests like ('hi-Square could be performed can this data. 
Question 4 deals \\ ith the nerd aroused stage of' the respondent about attending a 
management institute. I he \arious factors were arri\cd at after several rounds of testing 
the questionnaire. and the most frequent responses in the pilot stage yvere retained in the 
final version of the questionnaire. Attributes like Direct mail. Parent. \c\~s Puhlicit\. 
Peer. Ad\ertisenlent, Sibling. Coaching Institute. Education Portal, Social Net\~orking. 
Alumni and Prot ssor'Lecturer were a part of the questionnaire and the respondents were 
asked to choose just one of these since there could he only one source where the 
respondents would have first heard about the management institute that the finall\, 
chose. 
Question 5 deals with the various sources of information that the respondent used for 
collecting data about \\ hich management institute to attend. Various sources like 13-
School Publication prospectus. Peers Classmates. Campus Visit. \k eh Portal. Institute 
\Nehsites.AUlIl1Il 	Seniors and Fanmil\ \\ ere listed and the respondents \trere free to 
choose as man\ sources as the referred to collect this information. 
Questions 6 through 9 deal with the efforts that the students put in to search for the 
appropriate management institute. The students have actively searched for the most 
appropriate management institute of their choice and have in turn created a funnel. The 
top of the funnel consists of all the institutes that the respondents gathered information 
about. I he next rung consists of institutes that the respondents made applications to. Next 
is the number of' institutes that responded positi\el\ and offered confirmed seats to the 
respondent'. 
Question ') queries the respondent about ho\\ mans months prior to their actual 
enrolment did they initiate the search. It is implied that the shorter this period, the lesser 
eftOrt the respondents ha \e put into their search ot'a suitable institute. 
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Question 111 deals 	ith the most important reason why the respondent chose their 
inanaciiient institute and "a, an open ended question. The respondents ' cre free to give 
an reason as a top cif the mind recall. The responses \sere categorized into various 
attrrhutes heti~rc apphin \ arious statistical tests. 
Question 11 comprising ot' 25 variables, deals 	ith the decision phase an rates the 
importance of' \ariuus factors that constituted the respondents reason I()r choosing their 
management institute can a S point Likert scale. This question along with its 25 sub-parts 
forms the main part of this research. Influences of various factors ranging from 
('(i(' Al(' 11 	recognition. Brand. FFacult\ profile. :1f'tifiation. Placements. Salaries 
offered. Specialization a\ailahilit\. \earncss to IIonlc. Seminar. ('anmpus Ambience. I:ee. 
Advertisements. loan A\ailahilith, Peer. Curriculum. `eWWs Reports. Local Employment 
opportunities. 1-.mail marketing. Professor Lecturer. ('caching Institute. Alumni. Siblings. 
Parents. ('ampus Facility. Special Quota t Sports. Social ('lass etc. s k%ere asked from the 
respondents. Most of these attributes are based on literature re\ ie'\ \\hereas some ha \ e 
emerged during the pilot stage and ha \e been incorporated on these suggestions of' the 
various respondents. 
Question 12 through 14 deal 	ith the fee payable and the salary expectation of' the 
respondent. In sc%cral cases the respondents erc alread\ offered jobs and \sere more 
realistic about the salar\ expectation. hereas some respondents responded with salar\ 
tigures that can be termed as aspiration tigures rather than realistic. 
Question 15 deals with the post decision choice of' the respondent. the respondents were 
asked ii' the'. e\ er considered changing the institute after haying enrolled, and it' the did 
then to mention the main reason for them to seek this change. l his question \gas let Open 
ended SO the students could freer state the most important reason %kh% the «ere seeking 
this change. 
Question 16 deals with the undergraduate degree of the respondent. Ilie respondents 
backgrounds \arced firom R.('oni. B.A. U Se.. B. I cch.. 11.11.M. 1313\1. etc. The intent \\as 
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to understand \\hether the under graduate degree pla\ an important role in the selection of 
management institute of the respondent. 
Question 17 deals with the planning of the respondent and \\ as aimed at capturing the 
preferred location of further course ol the respondent after completing the management 
program. this question asked the respondents \\ hether the \\ould opt for a job in the 
(io%ernment sector or a priv ate sector or \rfhether the\ S%onld loin their Canli1'. business or 
pursue further studies. 1 he co\ert part of the question \\as \\hether the respondent \could 
pursue any of the above in [)elhi ' ('R onl\ or an\ \\ here else, the intent \%as to 
understand hog\\ important \\as the location of the institute in Will in terms of the post 
degree intentions of the respondent. 
Question 18 deals with the prior work experience of the respondent. In several cases the 
institutes impose a minimum \\ork experience as part of the eligihilit\ criterion to enroll. 
whereas other institutes did not ha e an such criterion. the prior work experience 
ranged from icr) to se\eral \caN. this \\as a multiple choice question to make it easy for 
the respondent to choose one of the options. 
Question 19 through 20 deal \pith the personal and demographic details of the 
respondent. I hose questions capture details like gender. age. mother tongue, native state. 
and socio-economic status including education of' respondent's father and mother. 
Question 27 deals ' ith the personality of the respondent measured on it I ikert scale with 
a 1 () item index known as the Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIP!) and pleasures the big 
ti\ e personalit\ 	traits of the respondent nanlelR extra\ ersion. agreeableness. 
conscientiousness. neurotisnl and openness. 
3.8 Plf,t)"r S11I)1 
pil~t stud\ 'a•. conducted 	n 2() nlanaLentent student. at Ill I . l ORI. and .y1l1lia 
I lamdard l ni\ ersit\ . I )uring ( )ctoher and \o\ ember 2O1 1. the stud\ was conducted to 
understand the eflecti\ eness of' the data collection tools de \ eloped for the respondents. 
!his pilot stud\ helped to understand the problems and issues that might have arisen later 
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in the final stud\. Based on this pilot the question number 4. 5 and II \\ere modified and 
made more elaborate in order to Capture atI \ariatlons in the responses obtained. The pilot 
also helped the researcher to assess the lcasihilit\ of the stud\ . I he data was anal \ zed 
using inlCrential and descriptive statistics. 
3.9 RELIABILITY OF THE TOOL 
I he reliabilit' of the instrument is defined h\ the degree of eonsi5tenc\ \\ith '\hick the 
Instrument measures the attributes it is intended to measure. (ronhach's Alpha 
l('De1tGml Alpha) method as implied to check the reliahilit\ of' the tool. Ihis method 
as applied to question Ii chicll'gas the main question of this stud \. C'ronbach's Alpha 
is defined b\ the followinii formula. 
K f 
u ~K-ql1 	st 2 J 
WV here u — the estimated reliabiIit\: 
K = the total number of items in the test 
csi - 	the variance of each inddi\ )dual 
012 the variance of total test score 
soilhiat)oH 
the normal range Of values cif ('ronhach's Alpha lies het\\een 0.0O and 1.00 with the 
highest \aloe reflecting the highest degree of internal consistenc\ in the reliahilit\ of 
scale. 
Table 3.3: Reliability - of Scale 
1Cronhach'. Alpha Crr►nhach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items No. of Items 
0.834 	 0.833 	 25 
-1 value of p.834 for ('roizbach'S .•1/phu can he termed as high/v reliable. 
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\'aliditN : I he researcher consulted through experts about the validity of the tools and 
\\hcther it %\ould measure the attributes that %\ere intended to he measured. The feedback 
that the researcher Lot %\ere encouraging and the advisors confirmed that the tests being, 
used should indeed he non-parametric and that the researcher, methods for sampling. 
tool deshin. data collection. data tabulation as \\ell as data anak sis \+ere valid. 
\ aalidit\. in a research paper refers to accurate or error tree conclusion s dra'~n from the 
data that has been collected. It refers to tour major types: 
I. Internal validity 
2. External validity 
3. Statistical conclusion validity 
4. Construct validity 
3.9.1 Internal \ a lid ith 
[his refer, to the relationship between the dependent and the independent variables. In 
this studs the investigator has ensured that such relationships are duly whetted h\ experts 
and advisors. 
3.9.2 Fxternal Validity 
External \alidit\ is defined as hen there is a causal relationship heteen the cause and 
effect that can he generaliied. In this research. once again the researcher has ensured that 
the external 'alidit is established. 
3.9.3 Statistical Conclusion Validih 
Statistical conclusion \alidIt\ is concerned about inferential conclusion about the 
quantum or degree of the relationship het\veen to 'ariahles. When the strength of the 
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relationship has been interred correctly. this is kno\\n as statistical conclusion validtt~. 
I here are t\\o t\ pes of errors that it is prone to:- 
3.9.3.1 T,* pc-one Error 
T\ pe one error is said to ha\ e occurred when the hypothesis accepted erroneousl> or in 
other \\orris the hypothesis is incorrect. This means one can conclude that a relationship 
heteen'ariahles exist,, but in realit\ this is not true and there is no relationship beteen 
them. In this stud\ the in estkator has ensured that such an error has not occurred. 
3.9.3.ii I \ pe-ti%o Error 
I \ pe-t\\o error is said to have occurred \ hen the hypothesis is rejected erroneousl\ or in 
other words the hypothesis is correct but one concludes that no relationship exists 
between the variables. In this stud\ the investigator has ensured that such an error has not 
Occurred. 
3.9.3.111 Construct \ alidith 
('io1lstrucl \ alIlitV is 1n\ o1%ed in predicating the relationship tl~r the dependent variable. 
('ronbach's Alpha. a statistical measure is used to measure the construct \alidit\. A 
('ronhach's Alpha value of 0.60 is considered acceptable for explorator\ purposes. 0.70 
considered satiscactor\ for confirmatory purposes. and a palue of' and above 0.80 is 
considered good for contirmator\ purposes. In this stud\. the main question with 25 
variables is question II. the ('ronhach Alpha value for this question with 25 variables is 
calculated at 0.8 3 as shown above. 
3.11) SAMPLE SIZE C.L('t LLTl(y1 
3.10.1 ('riterion for Sample Size Calculation 
I lie s,lrrnplc ',i,c 	as calcul;ltcd based on the 1,0Ilo\\ inu criterion. I here are three criteria 
that need to he specified to determine the appropriate sample sue (Miaoulis and 
\1ichenrr. 1976): 
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• the )eel of precision. 
. the le\cl u1 confidence or risk. and 
• the decree of variahilit\ in the attributes heinc measured 
These are described helo\\:- 
3.10.1.1 The Lei el of Precision 
The level of precision, also referred to as the sampling error, is the range within which 
the acceptable or true value of the population is estimated to lie. This range is expressed 
in percentage points (e.g.. - 5"o). Thus. if a researcher finds that KO°o of respondents in It 
sample ha\ e a certain attribute, a precision rate of 	then the researcher has basically 
concluded that bet\\een 	U and K5' of respondents in the population ha\e that 
particular attribute. 
3.l0.1.ii The Confidence Le cl 
I he confidence also referred to as the risk level is based on the Central limit I heorem. 
the plain idea in the Central limit I heorem (('1.1) is that when some population is 
sampled repeatedly, the mean value obtained for that attribute by these samples is equal 
to the true population value. f=urthermore, ('Li states that the values obtained by these 
samples are distributed normally about the true value. \\ ith some samples hay ing it higher 
value and some it lower 'clue than the true population \ aloe. In a normal distribution. 
approximatel 	0 o of the sample values are within hco standard de\iations of the true 
population value (e.g.. mean). 
this means that it' a 95° o confidence level is selected, then 95 out Ot 100 samples have 
the true population \aloe \\ithin the range of precision specified. there is al~\ays a 
chance that the sample \ ou obtain does not represent the true population \ clue. 
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3.10.11 .iii Degree of Variability 
I he third criterion, the degree of\ariahilit' in the attributes- being, measured, refers to the 
distribution of attributes in the population. the more heterogeneous (or more variable) a 
population. the larger the required sample size to obtain the given le\el of precision. the 
( more homogeneous) less \ ariahle the population. the less the sample site required. A 
proportion of 50°"o indicates the largest le\ cl of variability. This is because 40% and 60% 
indicate that a large majority do not or do. respecti\el\. ha \e the required attribute of 
interest. Because a proportion of .' for 50°,0) indicates the maximum variability in a 
1iplllatlon1. it Is Often the assumed le\ci of' \ariahilit\ for determining a conservative 
sample sire. i.e.. this level of \ariahilit\ will compute the largest sample size and hence 
reduce chances of errors. In this study the investigator has used a 50% or .5 level of 
variability in order to eliminate sampling error. 
3.10.2 Cochran Formula for Sample Size 
I he most \\idel\ used tool for determining sample size is the application of ('ochran 
formula. For populations that are large. Cochran (1963) de v eloped the following 
Equation to calculate a representative sample for proportions:- 
- L 2nq no 
e 
Where no is the sample size. 
Z2 is the abscissa of the normal curve that cuts off an area a at the tails (i.e., I - u 
equals the desired confidence Ie\cl. e.g.. 95°o). 
e is the desired le \ el of precision. 
p is the estimate(] proportion of an attribute that is present in the population, and 
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he value for 1 is ti~und in statistical Fables' hlch contain the area under the normal 
cure. 
In this studs the population Size is 7079 eligible respondents and this research is aimed 
at studying attributes of this population related to institute choice. Assuming this is a 
large population. and assuming the maximum variability in the proportion, the 
investigator assume p--.5 (maximum variability ).:Also, the investigator has decided to 
keep the confidence level at 95°/o with +5°'o precision. The sample size is calculated by 
using C'ochrans frnlula and it is calculated at 384 respondents. 
3.10.3 Finite fOl)U hit iQfl Correction (N PO of Sample Sue 
e iia\c rnn'.idered the popuUzion :iie aIN large. but if' the population is actual l\ small 
then the sample site can he marginally reduced. the sample size nO can he reduced using 
formula i\en helo v:- 






it is the sample site based on the Cochran Formula above, and 
1' is population size. 
The corrected and reduced sample site tier this stud • is re-calculated as given below:- 
 384 
n 	'x~ = 	 = 364.25 ............... (Rounded off to 364) 
1+ X 84 	1.0542 
7O 7O 
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this adjustment (['PC) has substantial!' reduced the required sample size for this stud) 
from 394 to X64 
thouh the calculated sample sire t'cr this stud\ with a population tit' 7079 student 
respondents is calculated to 364. the actual 	a! id responses collected from the 
respondents after discarding the incomplete and fault responses and samples is 383. 
hich is larger than the required sample size. Ila' ing a sample site larger than required 
Should enhance the precision of' the conclusions and improve the precision and accuracy 
of the conclusions. 
3.1 l PRO('F 1)l' RE FOR DATA ('OLLECTION 
Data as collected as per the sampling plan given in Annexure-B. The management of 
the institutes 	as contacted heti►re the data collection. Permissions Were obtained to 
collect the data hetore the student bodies were approached. the questionnaire schedule 
%\ere administered h, the investigator himself direct[\ to the students. ['he respondents 
were collected in the classroom. hrieled about the purpose of the stud\ and calked 
through the questionnaire o as to minimize the chances of errors. In some cases 
permission \\as sought on the spot and the data was collected cml after permission was 
obtained. Ihere were t\\o cases \\- here the institutes were not able to process the 
permission in stipulated time and having fudged a dela\ in the data collection process. the 
in' estigatur thought it wise to substitute the names of these randomlv selected institutes 
with t o other randomly selected institutes. 
Student enrolment figures have been sourced from the Al(' I l . Inlrnlation for Jamia 
Hamdard l'niversity and U\IS: 11 1-1) has been deri.ed from the % ehsites of these 
IINIILIIOns. 
The Premier institutes in Delhi \\ere selected based can the rankings given by various 
publications and especially :Al\t:A. 
]'here \acre se\eral management institutes in Delhi that were in the Al(' l l: un-
authorized list. On preliminar\ explanation it as I and that most of these institutes were 
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running in an unprofessional manner and the researcher as ridable to find any students 
in their campuses or their classrooms. U\\ina to this reason it \\as decided that these 
unauthorized institutes should not he covered in the study at all. These institutes also 
included some campuses of turci!.n uni\ersit\ that was not authorised to offer 
management courses in India h\ :AIC' I h:. the total uni\erse theretilre was drawn out of' 
premier institutes. uni\ersit\ departments and private management institute that was 
either recognised by the I. G( or h\ .Al('T11. 
Tile <luestionnaire`schedule was directly administered h\ the researcher to the 
respondents as per the aho\ e schedule. [he Student respondents \\cre duly assured of 
conhdentialit\ of' the data and no personal details were asked. Submission of email 
addresses or other contact detail as totall\ \ oluntar\ . The researcher did not fix the time 
limit fir completing the questionnaire and as a result if typical student respondent took 
out 1 ti-2O minutes to fill out it questionnaire. the researcher checked the responses for 
completeness. immediately after administering the questionnaire. If any data as found 
Incomplete then the student respondents were asked to provide the missing data. As a 
result of this exercise there were rarel` an questionnaires with incomplete question 
barring to instances \\here the respondents had pros ided their contact details \\ hich was 
used to obtain the missing information. 
3.11.1 Scales t sed in the Questionnaire 
I his stud\ has used a► tc\\ established scales in the questionnaire. and these are as under:- 
1. Ten Item Personaltt\ In%entor\("I'IP1): I his scale is explained in detail in section 2.8 
'. I he Nc\\ Socio-I.conomic C la.sitication t SF;(' ► as explained in section 2.K 
3.11.2 Tests Performed 
1. 	Test for normality. I he distributions in question \\ere first checked for normality 
to ascertain \\Ilether parametric or lien-parametric tests \\ould apply. The researcher 
ti)und that most of the distribution \\as not normal and hence non-parametric tests \\ere 
Used On multiple sample and two sample distributions respccti el,, 
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2. kruskal -WW allis :AM)\':k (Anal sis of Variance) for non-parametric tests 
3. \1ann-W hitne l Test i Also referred to as the Mann \ hitnev-Wilcoxon) is a 
non-parametric ,tati,tical h\ pothesis test for assessing whether one of t' o samples of 
independent ohser\ations tends to ha \e larger \alues than the other. It is one of the most 
well-known non-parametric significance tests. It as proposed by Frank \\'ilcoxon in 
1945 for equal sample sites, and extended to arhitrar\ sample sizes and in other ways by 
I lenr Mann and Donald Ranson) \V hrtne\ in 1947. 
4. ('hi-tiyuarc Test for nominal variables 
Reliahilit% rest I('ronhach's Alpha test explained above) 
6. \ alidit. 'rest 
7. Factor analysis as a data reduction technique 
3.12 \I['I'HOI) OF' ES'I'IN(: 
I he schedule questionnaire '%as administered to the respondents. i.e. the students 
currentl\ enrolled in management programs in Delhi. and the responses %wre tabulated 
using (ioogfe forms. Usage of (ioogle fornis eliminated the chances of missing data by 
enabling an option \\hereby the tool %aould not allo suhmission of data unless the 
required field had appropriate data. Once the data was tabulated in Gooule firms, it was 
exported in a spreadsheet and subsequently populated into SPSS for further analysis. 
Some missing data was found but the missing information was obtained from the 
respective respondents by phone or email. After populating the data in SPSS. each 
by pothe:sis and sub hypothesis was tested using: the thllo ing method:- 
tile data is nominal In nature then Chi-Square Anahsis as performed 
	
2. 	It the data as ratio in nature then the distribution as tested for normality and:- 
i. If the data \gas found normal then I - lest 	as used fir 2 \ ariahles and 
as used for more than ' variables 
ii. If the data distribution failed the normality test then nun-parametric tests «ere 
used 
3. 	} or two variables Mann-\Vhitncv Vest \\as performed for non-normal distribution 
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7 3 THki 
-l. 	I ur more than taw %ariahles, Kruskal \\ allis test \gas pertlornled non-normal 
distribution 
Significance level 'gas assumed at 5% level or 0.05. so i1' the result for any of' the above 
significance test as found less than 0.05 then the null hypothesis was rejected. It' the 
significance le\el as tuund more than 0.05 then the null h\pothesis as accepted. 
The calculations were performed using SPSS. propriet\ solution from IBM. 
3.13 I.1 \l IT.. TIO S 
I he studs 'gas confined to management institutes in Delhi only .The sample comprised of 
'18 " students. 46 students from premier institutes. 48 from university departments and 289 
from Private Management Institutes pursuing Pest-Graduate Management studies of 
various age groups. diversified sociO-economic backgrounds and varying cultures from 
man\- different states in India. This limits the generalization of the researcher's findings 
to unl\ the ahu\e sample Studied. Also this thesis was limited to management institutes 
listed with A1(' I F and 1. (IC and other institutes accredited by foreign uni\ersities and 
unrecognized institutes were not considered. Further convenience sampling was fir 
selection the names of' respondents within a chosen institute that as part of' the study, 
although the institute names were identified using random junction in Microsoft Excel. 
The gender ratio of the population \\as not a\ailahle 1irun1 a secondary source. O ping to 
this thesis obtained an approximate number of' gender ratio from the heads of the 
Institutes studied and administered the questionnaire keeping, in line with this gender 
ratio. Also the intOrmation pro\ ided by the respondents was taken as sacrosanct and no 
further in estigation was conducted to ensure that the figures of' salaries. fee and other 
details were in tact authentic. The thesis could have covered the NCR region. but due to 
limitations of time and resources it was limited to Delhi state unly %\hich had adequate 
number of' institutes and respondents to make the stud\ meaningful. 
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3.14 ('OM LL S1O S 
I hi,, chapter sumnlarlies the research approach. research design. population. sample and 
sampling technique. de\elopment and description of the research instruments. validit y 
and reliahilit\ of the tool. data collection method and technique and finally plans for data 
analysis as per the research objectives. The questionnaire dealt with the influence and 
involvement of various factors in the choice of the respondents' management institute. 
ranking of various factors, their degree of importance given to these factors while 
choosing their management institute. Both inferential and descriptive statistical tool are 
implied to draw logical and rele\ ant conclusions through use of close-ended as well as 
open-ended questions. Chi-Square. Kruskal-\Vallis. Mann-Whitney as well as reliability 
and \alidity tests were used to establish the degree of significance of relationship 
between the t\ pes of management institutes choice and various factors as described in the 
stud'. 
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('11:XPTER 4 - 1):tTI':A ANA1.VSIS AN1) Fl\1)1N(:S 
4.1 I).tT:A .tN.Al.1 ti1S PLAN 
hi > chapter deals \\ ith anal\,,i' O1 data cut lected during the stint\ using the 
questionnaire schedule that %%as administered to management students in I)elhi. I he data 
analysis is presented in 6 parts. 
The first part presents the respondent profiles and various observations about the same 
and the second part contains the factor anal\ sis on the Illain question. i.e. question Ii of 
the questionnaire. 
l he follo~\ ing 5 parts have been arranged in accordance to the decision process as 
defined h Kotler and lox (1985) i.e. Need Arousal. Information (iatherinc. Decision 
Evaluation, Post decision :\ssessment. Among these the fourth part i.e. the step of 
1cc•i.Mcpo E.v'ciitiof is omitted since this is the step \tyhere the student pa)s fees and 
completes the torrnalit\ of admission and was not a part of the research. do the remaining 
steps are arranged in parts ,.i\ en as:- 
1 ~ Need :Arousal 
2) Information Gathering 
3) Decision FF \ aluation and 
4) Post-decision Assessment 
I-his is follo\~cd by a miscellaneous observation section \\here the researcher has placed 
analysis that has been observed and is not a part of the main research. 
In this stud\. as described in the pre\ ions chapter. the management institutes in the 
sample \\ere classified as per the categories ;,i\en helo\\:- 
1. Government frontier Institutes ((;PIN) 
2. ('nicversity Departments (I 'N Dl 1. and 
. Private Management Institutes 1 P\-1 IN 
The names ol the classifications have been ahhrc%iated as given in the brackets. 
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In this classification. termed as ('frisiJiculion-l. the institutes are shown in the Table 4.1 
below:- 
Table 4.I: Classification-] of Institutes 
S. No. 	Of I 
Na Classification-I 	of Institute Institutes Population Sample Population 
Govt. Premier Institute (GPIN) 2 295 46 15.59% 
2 University Department IUNDE) 3 560 48 8.57% 
Private 	Management 	Institute 17 
3 
(PMIN) 4571 289 6,3a% 
Total 22 5426 383 7.05% 
In order to study the results in a totally different method, the management institutes were 
also classified on the basis of the certificate that they confer to the students, and this 
classification is termed as Classication-2. i.e. 
- M.B.A. degree (conferred by a University under the UGC act.) and 
- P.G.D.M. (Post Graduate Diploma in Management) recognized by AICTE 
The distribution of MBA and PGDvI students in the sample was as shown in Table 4.2 
below;- 
Table 4.2: Classification-2 of Institutes 
S. No. Degree Frequency 	 Percent 
MBA 199 51.96% 
—f— 
l 	PGDM 1 84 4R.04% 
1 	Total   383  100.0 — 	— 
In addition to these two classifications of the management institutes, some cases were 
studied in a simplified classification of Premier and Non-Premier Institutes and the 
hypotheses have been tested accordingly. this classification has been referred to as 
Classification-3 in this satdy as shown in Table 4,3 below:- 
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Table 4.3: ('lassification-3 of Institutes 
S. \o.  -- -- ('Iassification-i 
Premier 










4.2 REST ON1)f:N"T fIOHLf S 
his part deals 	ith the attributes , I respondents Tike their nlanagetilent institute 
classification and attributes like region it nati\ it\. native language. socio economic status, 
age group. academic background. educational and job status of parents as analyzed. 
"Table 4.4: (:ender of Respondents 
(:ender of Respondents 
(:ender F rcyucncc Percentage 
\talk: 24 ();..4  
I cii;llc - 14(1 
utal 383 100.0% 
the frequent' Table 4.4 shows that 24; out of 383  respondents 63.44%) were males and 
the remaining ti`nlales. Minn,—, data collection due care was taken to administer the 
questionnaire \\ ith the approximate gender ratio in mind. therefore the sample represents 
approximately I,` 1"' of female respondents which is representative of the actual gender 
ratio in the population. 
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Table 4.5: Age v/s Gender of Respondents 
Age  Female Total %age 
0.3 20   0 l I 
21 5 	 3 8 2.1 
22 24 20 
48 	 47 
44 11.5 






25 69 I8 
26 30 7 37 9.7 	_ 
27 20 5 
1 
25 6.5 




29 4 0 
0  
1 
30 2 0.5 






Total 383 100 
A total of 227 (59.26%) of the respondents were in the Traditional age group (up to 25 
years of age) and the remaining 40.73% or 156 respondents were in the non-Traditional 
age group (defined as above 25 years of age) as shown in Fable 4.5 and 4.6 that the 
percentage of non-Traditional respondents for premiere institutes is 33 of 46 or 71.73% 
whereas their percentage Has mere 34.25% Ihr the private institutes and 50% for 
university departments. 
Table 4.6: Cross-Tab: Age .Is Classification-I of Institutes 
Age Group GPIN 	UNUE PMIN Total 
raditional 13 24 190 227 
on-Traditional 33 24 99 156 
otal 46 48 i-289 383 
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Table 4.7: Mother Tongue of Respondents 
Language Frequency %age 	Cumulatise% 
ssamese 3 .8 .8 
Bengali II 	li 2.9 3.7 
nglish 3 .8 4.4 
Garhwali 3 	 5 5.0 
Gujarati 2 .5 5.5 
Hindi 289 75.5 80.9 
Kannada 3 .8 	 81.7 
ashmiri 5 1.3 83.0 
nnkani I .3 83.3 






lanipuri 	-.. _..... I 
larathi 5 1.3 
arwari 1 .3 
Nepali 1 .3 87.7 
Oriya 6 1.6 89.3 
Pahari 1 .3 89.6 
Punjabi 20 5.2 94.8 
jasthani I .3 95.0 
Tamil 7 1.8 96.9 







As shown in Table 4.7 ahoce. the sample of 383 respondents represented 21 different 
mother tongues with Hindi and Punjahi being the top two most popular languages adding 
up to 309 or 80.67%, Hindi was most popular mother tongue with 289 respondents or 
75.45% of the total. Combining the three most spoken languages in Delhi. i.e. Hindi. 
Punjabi and Urdu added up to 317 or 82.8% of the respondents. 
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Table J.S: Migration Status of Respondents 
'Migrant Status 	 Frequency 
	 Cumulative% 
(No Response) 4 
	
1.0 	 I.0 
	
62.7 	 63.7 
un-migrant 	 139 	 36.3 	 100.0 
Total 	 383 	100.0 
Out of 383 sample size. 240 respondents (62.66%) were identified as migrants to Delhi 
whereas 139(363%) were identified as residents or non-migrants as shown in Table 4.8. 
Four respondents chose not to disclose their migrant status. the percentage of migrants 
was highest for GPIN at 78.26% followed by 77.08% for UNDF, and 57.78% for PMIN 
as shown in Table 4.9. 
Table 4.9: Migrants v/s Classificaiton-1 of Institutes 
I (No 1 Migrant Non-Migrant 	Total 
Classificaiton-1 	I 
Response) 
'PIN 	 0 	36(7826%) 10(21.74%) 	46 
iNDE 	 I 	37 (77.08%) 10(22.92%) 	 48 
MIN 	 3 	167(57.78%)119(4122%)  	2S9 
Total 	 4 	240 	139 	 383 
Table 4.10: Crusstah: Parents Govt. Job Status v/s Classification-I of Institute 
Govt. Job Nun-Govt. Job Total 
26(56.52%) 20 46 







Students 	ith at [cast one parent in a Govemmenl job, was highest for University 
department students. Pullowed b Premier institute and then private management 
institutes. (Table 4.10) 
Heads of the famnN, i.e_ the Lathers of The respondents were more educated than they 
mothers as seen in the Tables 1.11 and 4.12. Fathers education was at (cast Sib class pass 
whereas 9 of the respondents mothers were either illiterate or had attended school only up 
to 4th class. A total of 312 fathers out of 383 or 81.46% were either graduates or post 









Table 4.11: Father's Education 
rs' Education 	 Frequency 
15to9 	 4 
College / Not Graduate 	 25 
ate /Post-Graduate General 	 201 
ate !Post-Graduate Professional 	11 
383 	100.0 
Table 4.12: Father's Education AN Gender 
Fathers' Education 	 Male 	Female Total Cumulative% 
School 5to9 3 I 4 I A 
SC 32 10 42 12.0 
Some Colleee / Not Graduate 17 8 	25 18.5 
Graduate !Post-Graduate General 125 76 	201 71.0 
Graduate /Post-Graduate 
66 	45 III 	100.0 Professional 
Total 243 	140 383 
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Table 4.13: Mother's Education ds Gender 
Mother's education Male 	Female Total 	ICuumlative% 
(literate 4 0 4 1.0 
Schoo] 4 Years 5 
14 
0 5 2.3 
School5to9 4 18 7.0 
SC 48 	14 	 62 	 23.2 
Some College 1 Not Graduate 28 1 2 	 40 33.7 
Graduate /Post-Graduate General 105 
J 	
86 ] 91 83.6 
'raduate !Post-Graduate 
rotessional 39 24 63 
100.0 
Total  243 120 383 
As is clear from Table 4.13, there were 41 of 46 or 89.13% of fathers of students from 
Premier Institutes that were Graduates or Post-Graduates as compared 230 of 289 to 
79.58% from private institutes and 41 of 48 or 85.41% for University Departments. 
Table 4.14: Classificaiton-lof Institute v/s Fathers' Education 
(School 51 HSC Some Graduate 	'Graduate 
Classitieaiton- to 9 Yrs College /VPost- VPost- 
1 of ~hraduate Graduate 
Total 
raduatc 
i 	 I 
eneral (Professional 
GPIN 0 3 2 20 21 46 















In comparison as seen in Table 4.14, there were 39 of 46 or 84.74% of mothers of 
students from Premier Institutes that were Graduates and above as compared 184 of 289 
to 63.6% from Private Institutes and 31 of 48 or 64.58% for I,Iniversity Departments. 
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Table 4.15: Cross-Tab: Classification-I of Institutes c /s Mothers' Education 
	
(literate ,. chnnl School HSSU Some 	.raduate kjraduase 
C 	Of 	4 	5 to 9 	College 	Post- 	/Post- 	 otal 
Institute Years 	Yrs 'ot- 	k;raduate Graduate 
'raduate General _ Professional 
PlN 	0 	0 	2 	3 	2 	23 	16 	46 
NDE 	2 	2 : 0 	7 	6 	23 	8 	48 
PMIN 	2 	3 	16 	52 	32 	145 	39 	289 
~otal 	4 	5 	LS 	62 	40 	19] 	63 	383 
As seen in Table 4.15. there Nkere 16 of 46 or 34,78°- of students from Premier Institutes 
that ~hose mothers were professionally qualified as compared to 39 of 289 or 13.49% 
from Private Institutes. 
Table 4.16: Cross-Tab: Classificaiton-1 of Institute v/s Migrant Status 
Iassrficaiton-1 	 Missing Data 	Migrant 	Non-migrant 	Total 
.PIN 	 0 	36 	10 	46 
UNDE 	 I 	 37 	to 	48 
PMN 3 	167 	119 	289 
~otal 	 4 	240 	139 	383 
I able 4.16 shots that of the non-migrants. 10 each of respondents of 139 or 7.19% were 
from Premier Institutes and University Departments. as compared to 119 or 85.61% were 
From Private Institutes. 
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Table 4.17: Descriptive Statistics (Native States of Respondents) 
Native State GPIN UNDE PMIN Total 
(No Response) 
Andhra Pradesh 
0 1 3 4 
2 0 1 
3 
3 
4 Assam 0 I 
(Bihar I 5 17 23 
Chandigarh 0 I I 2 
Daman & Diu 0 
(0 
0 1 	 1 
Delhi 10 119 	! 	139 
0 	 2 Gujarat 1 1 
Hanana 4 I 17 22 
HP 3 2 2 7 
J&K 0 4 4 8 
Jharkhand I 	 I 5 	 7 
Karnataka I 	 2 I 	 4 
Kerala 
MP 
I 	 3 
3 	 1 
6 	 10 
9 	 13 
Maharashtra 2 I 0 3 
Manipur 0 0 1 
Odisha 	 t 0 5 6 
Punjab 3 2 	 11 16 
Rajasthan 2 2 11 15 
Tamil Nadu 4 2 1 7 
Tripura 0 0 I 1 









Total 	 46 48 289 383 
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Table 4,17 shows that 13901383 or 36.29% of the respondents were from Delhi. 







13 33 46 
24 24 48 
190 99 289 
227 156 383 
Table 4.18 shows that 33 of 46 or 71J% Premier institute respondents were non-
traditional age as compared to 99 of 289 or 34.25% for Private Institutes. 
Table 4.19: Cross-Tab: Class of Institute v/s Gender 
?lassifrcation-I of Institute Gender 	 Total 
Male 	Female 
GPIN 35 11 46 
UNDE 26 22 48 
PMIN 182 	107 289 
Total 243 140 383 
Table 4.19 shows that 35 of 46 or 76.08% Premier institute respondents were males as 
compared to I82 of 289 or 6297% for Private Institutes. 
4.3 FACTOR ANALYSIS 
This section attempts to reduce the data in the main question 0 11 which pertains to the 
evaluation of choices that the respondent had for deciding in favor of any particular 
management institute. Question II contains 25 variables which were reduced to 7 factors 
-tsing the factor analysis. data reduction technique. This exercise also threw up those 
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variables 	ithin the set of 25 that \acre insignificant and discarded in the rotated 
component matrix. These 7 factors \ere identified as:- 
1) Promotion 
2) Ph\ sical e\ idence of production 
) People 
4) Reputation 
5) E'an il\ 
6) Price Infrastructure 
7) Recognition 
the \ arious factors that ha \ e been described in the literature review and also those that 
came up during the pilot studs have been classified under categories of Product. Pricing. 
Place(nlent) and Promotion and other dimensions are also introduced like People. Process 
and the Physical I -.vidence of Production are also discussed. Here People refer to 
reference groups like peers and alumni and also extend to parents. siblings and extended 
tamil\ etc. 
Factor Analysis of the responses collected for 25 items in question I I of the instrument 
are gi' en below in Table 4.20. 'I he factors revealed are of' interest and also reveals the 
factors attributes which do not play a significant role in choice of \1anasement Institute. 
Factor :1nalNsis: As per Factor Analysis, the 7 main factors (rotated component matrix 
value more than 0.5) that \\erc re\ealed have been listed and named as lillo%~s in Table 
4.20 and 4.21 helo\%:- 
Tahlc 4.20: Factor Anal'sis: Rotated ( r►mpo►ncnt Matrix 
i(•omponent 	 I 	2 	' 	i 	4 	! --5 6 
Factorl _ 
;Seminar 	 7R- 
!(Muse to I luntc 	.644 
iatlail \lat'Lctin~~  	588 	- 
- 
Advertisement 1 ,574 
II' 11ctllr 2 
---1 1 
(l1llC'e .\C~idClllll~ -~ 	7I K 	— - 	- -- !~— - 
\[llhlc ne 	 X09 
Insignificant Attribute  
SI)C i~lll/at'1011 	 i— 	.469 
Factor 3  
( oachinl; Institute 	 .717 
Peer 	 568 
:11umni 	5 '6 _ 
Insignificant Attribute 
I oan 	 .475 
Factor 4 
salaries 	
- - -- .715 
placement _ 	1 	.712  
lBrand 	 .666 
\e'%. KLpOrts 	 .4 )O 
Insignificant Attribute 
\lfiiia;i n 	 ~_ 	 1l 
Factor 5 
KKK J. 




- Fe 	 .749 
Liinhus I-acility 	 .527 
Factor 7 	 _  
\I( I l 	F 	 r 
	
.660 
Insignificant Attribute  
local I-!11plo\mcnt 	l 	- -- 1— 	__L_.._ 	.411 —1 
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Table 4.21: Factors with Nomenclature and Mean Values 
S. 	 ors 
No:  
Mean 	J  Std. Deviation 
1.099 1  
PROMOTION 
• dvertisement 2.53 
hose to Home 	 3.05 	1.456 
'eminar 	 2.56 1.158 
Email Marketing 	 2.80 	1.196 
HYSICAL EVIDENCE OF PRODUCTION 	 _ _ 
'nurse Content ,Academics 3.57 	.041 
3.91 	H 862 
mbience of Institute 3.32 L 	1.063 
OPLE-Influence 
achin8 Institute 2.82 1.162 	1 
j
avultN 
er 2.93 1.114 
umni  
EPUTATION













5 PEOPLE —FAMILY 








AICTEApproved 	 4.30 	1.007 
ANT ATTRIBUTES 
S p ecial Quota 1.99 1.213 
Affiliation 3.57 1.097 
Specialization offered 4.21 .827 
al Employment Opportunity 3.46  1.154 
  1,226_ 
1.213 
n availability 	2.69 
t
Lo
essor 	 3.19 
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A test for normality of these factors shown in Table 4.22 reveals that the distribution is 
not normal for all variables hence ]Cruskal-Wallis test is used to lest their significance. 
Table 4.22: Tests of Normalih 
Kolmngoror-Smirnov Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic Df Sig. Statistic Df Sig. 
F'actorl .074 383 .000 .982 383 .000 



















Factors .127 383 .000 .951 383 .000 
Factor6 .140 383 .000 .950 383 .000 
Faetur7 	.306 	383 
tnivrence- The lest Cor Significance of these factors 
given in Table 4.23. 
.000  .701 




-1 of is 
Table 4.23: Test of Significance for the Factors (Kruskal-Wallis) 
Significance Significance 
FACTORS C[assilication of 
Institute Level 
Factor I- Promotion .000 	Significant 




.020 	Significant Factor 3- People-Influence 
Factor 4- Reputation .000 	Significant 
Factor 5- People-Family .046 Significant 
Factor 7- Recognition 	 I 	 .000 	Significant 
Reliahilit.- As can he seen from the fable 4.24 hclo\\. the reliability of' the scale h\ 
!educing-, the data to 7 tactors is 0.649. Since reliability is best at C'ronhach's Alpha value 
of I.0 and least at (JO. a value of' 0.649 can he termed as quite reliable. 
l able 4.24: Reliahilit-N of Scale %%ith 7 Factors 
Gronbach's Alpha 	I'ronbich's Alpha Based on 	No. of Items 
Standardized Items 
0.649 	 0.682 	 7 
Conclusion: it is seen that the factors and constructs that pla\ a role in selection of 
mmmclmcn1 institute are as sho %\n in fable 4.2 ahu\e. Certain attributes like affiliation 
to a t )ni\ ersit\ . Loan .\v ailabilit. and Specialization UT red may not be as significant as 
originall\ perceived. 
4.4 DECISION PRO('ESS: STAGE 1- NEgt:I)-AROI S:AI. 
I his is the first step in the decision process (Kotler et al. 1985) as mentioned at the 
beginning of this chapter. This step involves the first instance \O hen the respondent felt 
the need to loin a management institute and the instrument captured the source of his first 
information about the institute that he finally chose. The instrument listed eleven factors 
from hich the respondents could choose the one factor vvhich as responsible to trigger 
the need arousal for joining a management institute. I Ilene factors cre:- 
• direct email. 
• ne\%S Item. 
• ads ertisement. 
• coaching institute. 





• web portal. 
. alumni and o€hers. 
The highest frequency for GPIN students was 17 for Caching Institute and 16 for peers 
whereas for PMIN students the most frequent factor was peers at 68 followed by 57 for 
Coaching Irrstirure as shown in Fable 4.25. Among all three groups. peers was the highest 
followed by coaching ins/i(ute. 
Table 4.25: Cross-Tab: Need Arousal v/s Classification-1 
Need Arousal GPIN 	j 	UNDE PMIN 	Total 
(No Reply) 0 1 3 4 
Direct Email 0 0 13 13 
News Item 3 1 I5 19 
Advertisement 0 5 16 21 
Coaching Institute 17 _ 47 67 
Social Networking Site 2 	1 	2 6 10 
Professor 1 	2 25 28 
Parents 1 7 27 35 







26 I 23 
27 Alumni 4 
0 
36 
7 Other ~0 7 
Total 46 	48 289 383 
Interestinglc the highest frequency for MBA students was 60 fur peers whereas for 
PGDM students the most frequent factor was coaching ins/irwe at 43 as shown in Table 
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4.26. Also the second highest frequency for MBA students was parent' whereas for 
PGDM students it was peers. Collectively it is observed that the highest frequency for 
both MBA and PUUM students combined was peens at 99 followed by 67 for coaching 
institute. hence it can be concluded that peers and coaching institute played a vital role at 
the need-arousal stage. 
Table 4.26: Cross-lab: Need Arousal v/s Classification-2 
Need Arousal MBA 	PGDM 
4 	 0 
I 	 12 






News Item 19 
Advertisement 7 14 21 
Coaching Institute 24 43 67 
Social Networking Site 5 5 10 
Professor 18 10 	 28 
Parents 27 8 35 
Peers 60 39 99 
Sibling I 1 	 7 18 
Web Portal 9 	 17 26 
Alumni 20 16 36 
Other 	 3 





Migrant status: The Table 4.27 shows that there were 240 respondents identified as 
migrants and 139 as residents of Delhi or non-migrants and the remaining 4 did not 
disclose their resident status. 
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Table 4.27: Cross-lab: Need Arousal v/s Migrant Status 
Need Arousal 	7No Response Migrant Non-migrant I Total 
(No 
Reply) 
 ply) 	0    
l 	P. 	 1 	3 
l0 	3 	13 
News item 	 0 	12 	7 	19 
Advertisement 0 	16 	5 	21 
Coaching Institute 	 0 	46 	21 	67 
Social Networking Site 	0 	8 	2 	l0 
Professor 	 2 	17 	9 	28 
Parents 2 	18 	15 	35 
Peers 	 0 	66 	33 	99 
Sibling 0 	8 	10 	18 
WehPortal 	 0 	13 	13 	26 
Alumni 0 	22 	14 	36 
Other 	 0 	3 	4 	7 
Total 4 	240 	139 	383 
Ilk 
Table 4.28 shows that the most amount of traditional age respondents were influenced by 
their peer at 57 and the least were influenced by direcl mall. For non-traditional 
students, the most influence was for peers again at 42 and the least for social networking 
SITE' at 3. 
Table 4.28; Cross-Tab: Need Arousal v/s Age Traditional 
Need Arousal 
Age- Traditional 
(No Reply) 	 3 
Direct Email 	 3 
,News Item 	 9 
Advertisement 	 15 
Coaching Institute 	 32 
Social Networking Site 	 6 
Age-Non-
Traditional Total 
1 	 4 
 10 	 13 
10 19 
6 	 21 
35 	 67 
4 	 10 
Professor 21 7 	 28 
Parents 29 6 35 
(Peers 57 42 99 
Sibling 9 9 I8 
Web Portal 	 16 10 26 
Alumni 23 l3 	 36 
Other 
Total  
4 3 	 7 
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As sho%\n in l able 4.29 the least influence on n►ale.c and 1emulc.c 	as for social 
lieiit orkilt,t'. 
Fable 4.29: (rr►ss-Tab: \cccl Arousal v's (;ender 
Need Arousal 	 Male 	 Female 	 total 
(No ItehR) 	1 	 3 
4 ---- 
I)irect Mail 	 8 	 J 	 13 
Ness Report 14 5 19 
Advertisement 	 11 	 1O 	 21 
(oaching Institute 	 40 27 67 
Social Neth%orking 6 	 4 	 1O 
Professor 	 15 1 	28 
Parent 19 	 16 	 >> 
Peer 	 72 27 99 
Sibling 13 	 18 
\\ ch Portal 	 1 11 	 26 
Alumni 2 	 13 	 36 
Other 	
--- 	- 	— 	6 ---- -. - --- 	
1 
 --- 	--- - 7  
'total 	243 	 140 	---- 	38; 
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Premier Institutes: There were 46 students from premier institutes and remaining 337 
from non premier institutes (Table 4.30) including university departments and private 
management institutes. Most number of respondents (17 or 36.95% from Premier 
institutes chose coaching in.stlluie as the stain factor whereas those in non-premier 
institutes mostly chose peers (83 or 24.63%) as the main factor followed coaching 
instiluie 150 or 14.85%I. 
Table 4.30: Cross-Tab: Need Arousal vis Premier Institute 
Need Arousal 	 Premier Inst. 	Non-Premier Inst.  
No Reply) 	 0  	4 
Direct Email 0 	13 
4 
13 
News Item 3 16 19 
~d,ertisement 0 21 21 
Coaching Institute 17 50 67 
Social Networking Site 2 8 10 
Professor 1 27 28 
Parents 1 34 35 
Peers 16 8; 	 99 
Sibling I 17 18 
Web Portal I 25 26 
Alumni 4 	 32 	 36 
0 7 7 




Undergrad Degree. In the study. there were 126 (32.89"% students with B.Teclt. 
background followed bN 112 (29,24%) with BBA whereas one student did not disclose 
his undergrad degree details. Most respondcnts l42 or 3333%) with B.Tech. background 
responded that the main factor for need-arousal was pecox whereas 33 of them responded 
that couching irnet/nile was the main factor (Table 4. , I ). 
Table 4.31: Cross-Tab: Need Arousal %/s Under-Grad Degree 
Need Arousal B.Se. B.Com. BBA 	B.Tech. BA 	BUM 	Total 







0 1 0 4 
Direct Email 1 I 
2 
0 12 















0 	 0 
4 	0 
Social Networking Site 2 3 2 
Professor I 6 12 5 
Parents 	 4 7 15 7 2 0 35 
Peers 4 23 27 42 3 0 99 















8 2 	2 36 
1 0 	0 7 
Total 26 	91 - 	- ll2 H26 23 4 382 
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4.5 DECISION PIZO('ESS: ST.AGF: 2- INFORMATION (:A'TI-IERING 
the respondents xNere asked about the various sources used to gather information about 
the management institutes before deciding NNhich one to enroll in. Table 4.32 lists this 
data. In the premier institute category - most respondents used the education portal to 
gather information. NOhereas in the university department it was college ►t'eh..ite hereas 
in the pri\ate institute categor\ it \\as campus -/sit. 
Table 4.32: Information (gathering Source is Classification-I of Institute 
I actor (:PI\ t 	\I)I'. i 	I1I\ Total 
I'rospcctu, I 	i 6 72 c)O 	1 
('anmpus Visit 	j 3 10 115 128 
College Se 	-- - 22 100 14; 
Famil\  3 9 3 47 
Peer 16 14 58 88 
Portal 4 
9 4; - 	
KK 
Alumni 10 U 
4 7 
K )thers 0 
1 4 5 
Table 4.33: Test of significance (('hi-square N clues) 
S. 1r►. Information Source (hi-Square Significance 
I (oIIcC prospectus ft 155 non-si 	nificant -- 
2  Campus visit  	,   O.Illlll ---   significant 	- 
. 3 ('ullege site   ♦   0.15'   non-si~niticant~ 
4  1 aniii> 0.1c)_, non-sign!hcant —~ 
Peer 0.049 significant 
6 Portal 11.(1(111 significant 
7 Alumni 0.014 significant 
8 Other 0.655 non-significant 
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Test of significance (cable 1.;;) shoves that the difference 	as significant only for 
factors like campus visit, peer influence, educcufon pm tcrl and ul umi. 
MBA and PGDM Institutes: The investigator also tested the significance of 
classification of institutes when classified as MBA and PGDM Classificaiton-2 institutes 
and various sources used by the respondents to gather information about the management 
institutes before deciding which one to enroll in. 
Table 4.34; Chi-square Values: Information v(s Classiticaiton-2 
S. No. 	I 
1 
Information Source 
 College prospectus 














5 Peer 0.426 non-significant 
6 Portal 0.200 non-significant 
1 Alumni 0.424 non-significant 
8 Other 	 0590 	 non-significant 
Hence from the above Table 4.34 it can be deduced that the differestce was significant 
only for campu% visit factor and insignificant for the other factors. 
Undergraduate degree: The investigator also tested the significance of relationship 
between the undergruduote degree of respondents and various sources used by the 
respondents to gather aTloinionon about the mana'ement institutes before deciding %hick 
one to enroll in. 
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Kahle 4.35: 'Pest of Significance: Sources of Information ls l ndergrad Degree 
S. So. 	Information Source 	Chi-Square Value 	Significance 
(oIlege prospectus 	 .(,I() 	 non-signitirant 
Campus isit  	(1.(148 	 Significant - 
( IIege site 	(1.'6' non-signiticant 
I 	niiI> 	 (' 313 	 I )n-initicant 
  j 	Peer —~_ 	 0.048 Significant 
6 	Portal 	 4 11.000 	 Significant 
Alumni 1 	 11.0011 Significant 
S 	c ►tlrer 	 O.X47 	 nn-siiniticant 
Ilence from the above lahle 4.35 it can he seen that the dit'ference as sig.niticant only 
for factors like campus visit. peer. ►►•eh portal and altrntni ' hercas the other factors erc 
not sitniticant. 
Gender: The investigator also tested the significance of gender of' respondents and 
various sources used h\ the respondents to gather information about the management 
institutes before deciding \\hich one to enroll in. 
rabic 4.36: 'lest of Significance: Sources of Information \,'s (,ender 
S. \o. 	Information 5u ir•ce 	('hi-Square Value 
t. allege prospectus 









non-,,i,,n i f icant 













f-fence from the aho e I able 4.36 it can he deduced that the L1ifH✓reHce as significant 
only for factors like college site. /amir• and peer influence whereas the other factors were 
not significant. 
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4.6 DECISION PROCESS: STAGE 3- DECISION EVALUATION 
Table 4.37: Mean Values of Responses of the Respondents 
S. No: 	I 
1 
Factor Mean Median 	Mode 
Placement 4,43 5.00 5 
2 AICTE 4.30 3.00 5 




4.19 4.00 4 






Fee 3.79 4.00 
8 News Reports 3.74 4.00 4 















4 3.32 3.00 
13 Campus Facility 3.22 3.00 4 
14 Professor 3.19 3.00 4 
15 Parent 3.16 3.00 4 
16 Close to Home 3.05 3.00 	1 











3 20 Coaching Inst. 
21 Email Markzting 2.80 	3.00 3 
22 Loans 2.69 3.00 3 
23 Seminar 2.56 3.00 3 
24 Advertisement 2.53 3.00 3 
25 Special Quota I A9 1.00 1 
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( la">iti  cat ion -, t).t)16 Rejected Accepted 
Classification-i 0.0-; Rejected Accepted 
Famil, ('lassification-I 0.046 Rejected Accepted 
C'lassitication-2 0.274 Accepted Rejected 
('lassitication-i 0.039 Rejected Accepted 
Reference 
(in~uh 
Classification-1 0.418 Accepted Rejected 
Classification-2 0.168 Accepted Rejected 
C Iassitication- ; 11.1)23 Accepted Rejected 
Academia Classification-1 0.002 Rejected Accepted 
C la»iticat ion -2 0.0O0► Rejected Accepted 
('lassification-3 0.001 Rejected Accepted 
Location ( 	la;sification- I O,O(N) Rejected Accepted 
C l,l„itication-2 0 538 •\ccepted  Rejected 
( 	las 	iticationn-.: O 0(0) Rejected) \ccepted 
Reputation ('lassification-1  0.104 Accepted Rejected 
(Tassiticaton-2 	 0.774 Acccpted Rl'.1c:I'eed 
(lassitication-3 0.034 Rejected Accepted 
Gender Classification-1 0.083 Accepted Rejected 
Ciass0ieatloll-2 0.029 Rejected Accepted 
Classification-3 0.058 Accepted Rejected 
( 	(aitira ion- I 0.001 Rejected Accepted 
Placement (_ Iassitication-_' 0.148 Accepted Rejected 
Classification-3 O.))()1 Rejected Accepted Solar\ 
Classification-1 0.333 \ccepted Rejected 
SF(. 
('lassitication-2 0.221 Accepted Rejected 
(lassitication-3 0.313 Accepted Rejected 
I able 4.37 sullllllarii s the mean, median and Whole values of various scores on it Liken 
scale of 1. 
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I he test of signiticance of the various h\ potheses is sui1mmmarned in the cable 4.38 ahu' e. 
able 4.37 sho'~s that the top 1() reasons for choosing the management institute are 
Placements. AI(' I F:. Specialization offered. Brand. Salaries offered. Faculty Profile. Fee 
being charged. News Reports. Affiliations and Course Content Academics. 
from the above it is evident that null hypotheses for factors like promo/ion and academia 
can be summarily rejected tiir all the sub null hypotheses are also rejected. 
Similarly null hypotheses tier factors like SIC or .ti'c cia-Economic C'/as.v and reference 
group is summarily accepted since all the sub null-hypotheses are also accepted. 
For all Other sub--null hypotheses there is a mixed result \pith some of the sub- null 
h\potheses being accepted and some being; rejected. As a result. the inference drawn can 
depend on the kind of classification being used to test the level of significance. Since the 
main classification for the study was Classification-1 Of institutes, it can he assumed that 
if' the null-sub hypotheses are rejected or accepted for Classification- I of the institutes 
then the related null-h\hothe.e' phi\ he cn'idcred accepted or rejected resh«ti\cly. 
further. personality '.as again a factor but has been tabulated separately since it formed a 
major test in itself using its own established scale. l he test of' The Big five personality 
traits are tabulated helo\q. It is note%\orsh\ that none of the 5 personal it\ traits were 
significant in and classification of the institutes barring just one trait. i.e. neurotism or 
nervousness playing an important role in the ('lassification- 3 of the institutes i.e. when 
considering premier and non-premier institutes as a classification. 
he test o1'si_gnitiearicc of the personality of 	respondents is summarized in fable 4.39 
helkm:- 
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Table 4.39: Test of Significance of Personality of Respondents 
Factor 	('lassification of Significance \utl Sub- Alternate 
Management I.e%cl 11 	pothesis Hypothesis 
Institutes 
e 	la,•iticatin-I  0.96  Acre ted -  Rejected 
I.xtra%ersion 	('lassitication-'  0.501 Accepted - — _ 	Rejected 
(Iassitication- i 0.797 ______  Accepted R Jected 
Classification- I 0.687 Accepted Rejected 
Agreeableness 	C la,sitication-2 0.635 Accepted Rejected 
C Iassitication-3 1 	0.04 Accented Rejected 
-- — j 	Classification-1 	I 0.487 	 Accepted Rejected 
Conscientiousness Classification-2 	 ' 0.899 Accepted Rejected 
Classification-3 0.242 Accepted  Rejected 
C'I<tssitication_I 0.08 Accepted Rejected 
\eurotism Classification-2 0.- Accepted Rejected 
Classification- 3 0.038 	_ 	_ Rejected Accepted 
C'1assftieatiun-1 (1.451 Accepted Rejected 
Openness Classification-2  0.14 Accepted Rejected 
('hi 	ticati&n 	.; 0.55 Accepted 	~- Rejected — 
Details oltesting of various null-h\potheses and respective sub-null hypotheses are given 
in the section helo\\. 
let of normal It\ was performed to determine hether parametric or non-parametric tests 
should he performed on the hypothesis and the sub-hypotheses. Following this. Kruskal-
\Wallis and \lann-\\ hitnev tests \\ere used to test the significance level. For all the null-
h\ potheses. the related sttb-h\potheses are mentioned, the factors in the null-hypotheses 
are combined to test the main null-h\ potheses h\ taking, the arithmetic means of the 
scores on the I.ikert scale of 5. 
hypothesis H0 i : Promotion and Advertising (Including advertising, email 
marketing and seminars) ha \ c no impact on the choice of management institute for 
students. 
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I he Promotion factor has been further di' ided into sub-factors resulting in sub- Null 
I I\ potheses as t:i' en helo :- 
Suh-1I\ bothesis I I0: Ad ertising has no impact on the choice of management institute 
for students as per (lassitication- I of institutes. 
Sub-H\ puthesis H(11t,: k.nlail \1arketing has no impact on the choice of management 
institute for students as per (lassitication- I of institutes. 
tiuh-11 huthesis 1111,: Seminars ha \e no impact on the choice of management institute 
liar .tudents as per ('lassitication- I of institutes. 
The null hypothesis 	as rejected and the alternate li pothesls accepted for both 
Classification- I and Classification-2 of institutes as shown helo\\. 
Table 4.40: Test of Significance 
Factor 	Management 	Significance 	Null 	Alternate 
nstitutc 	 Level 	I ly pothesis 	I IN hothesis 
('lassification 
Promotion 	Classification- 1 	 .000 	Rejected 	.\ceeptedJ 
Assuming it ;° o le \ el of significance, the null hypothesis is rejected in ta\ or of the 
alternate h\hothesis for Classification-1 of the institutes. All the null sub-hypotheses in 
this rategor\ Nkere also rejected and the alternates of sub-hypotheses accepted as shown 
below. 
The distributions of all three variables in the above sub hypothesis are first tested for 
normalit\ and the result is sho' n in "table 4.41 below. 
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4 YIean Ktd. F td 	95% Confidence 'Minimum 
Deviation Error Interca[ for Mean 
~Luwer Tupper 
Bound 	Bound 
- 	 - - _- 46 -- 1.63 i 	.826 .122 1.39 	1.88 	1 
48 2.42 1164 .168 208 2.75 I 
289 2.70 1.056 .062 2.57 2.82 1 










Statistic 	Of 	Sig. 
	
.179 	383 	000 
186 	383 	.000 
.182 	383 	.000  
Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic 	Df 	Sig. 
.900 383 .000 
.903 H 383 .000 
383 .000 
All these distributions are not nonmal since the significance level in the above parametric 
tests is below 0.05, hence non-parametric Kruskgl-Wallis ANOVA is used with the first 
cLasif caition-I of the institutes. 
The hypotheses are tirst tested with classification -1 of the institutes. 
Table4.42; Classification- I of Institutes 
Institute Classification Type Freq. Percentage 
Government Premier Institute (CPIN) 	 46  
University Department (LINDE) 	 48 
Private Management Institute (PMIN) 	 289 
12.53 
75.46 
Total 383 100 
Table 4.43: Descriptive Statistics (Advertising v/s Classification-I) 
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As can be seen in the Table 4.43 above, the average score, given to the influence of 
ddvertising by students of Premier Institutes on a l.ikert scale of 5. is 1.63 as compared 
to 242 and 2.7 for University Department and Private Management Institutes 
respectively. 
Next the hypothesis is tested for the next factor on the cnteeory i.e. Email Mnrkeling. The 
descriptive for email marketing, show that the average score on a Likert scale of 5. for 
Premier Institutes is I.80. whereas that for lJnivecduy Departments and Private 
Management institutes is 2.73 and 2.98 respectively as shown in the Table 4.44 below. 
Table 4.44: Descriptive Statistics - Email Marketing 
Classification- 	N e  95% Confidence 
1 0  a 2 	Interval for Mean > > 
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q -a 	Lower 	Upper E :F  E 
Bound 	Bound T  2  
'PIN 46 1.88 1.003 .148 	1.51 2.10 1 5 
UNDE 48 2.73 	1.198 	.173 	2.38 	3.08 1 	5 
Pb11N 289 2.98 	1,147 	.067 	2.84 	3.11 1 	5 
otal 	--- 	- 383 2.80 	i 1 196 	.061 
	
268292 1 	5 
Table 4.45: Test of Significance — Email Marketing 
Factor -Management Significance Null Sub- 	1  
Institute Level 	Hypothesis 
Alternate 
Sub- 
_____________ Classification  _ 
.000 	Rejected _ 
Hypothesis 
Accepted Advertising 





Assuming a 5%%%  Icvcl of significance, the null h} potheses was rejected and the alternate 
hypotheses accepted with Classification-I of institutes. (Table 4.45) 
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I'uu'ther. in order to check 	hich institute t\he i, sik.'nificantl\ di1fi rent tier Ad' ertisin . 
1 uke\'s test (Table 4.46) as used. and it was found that the Premier Institutes' mean 
difference is sI.:ilificant when compared to the other to classifications of institutes i.e. 
IJnik crsit\ I )apartment. and I'ri\ ate \-lanagement Institutes. 
l able 4.46: l uk-e~''s Test: AdN ertising 
('lassificaiton-1 ('lassificaiton-1 Mean Std. Sig. 95%% Confidence 
Difference Error Interval 
Lover 	. peer 
13oun(l 	Bound 
l \ l)F: -.786 .216 .001 -1 	.) 	-. (:I'I\ PM 1\ -1.005 .166 .000 -1.46 	-.67 	- 
(1'1\ .786 .216 .001 -28 	1.29 
(, N 1 \ 	j 1.116; .160 .000 .67 	~ 	1.46 - 
N~11\ t \1)E .l6 202 -.10 	.66 
Further. in order to check \\hick institute t\pe is signiticantl\ different tier Emuil-
nnrkeiin~o. I ukev's test is used, and it is found that Premier Institutes' mean difference is 
significant when compared to the ether t\ No classifications of IJni\ersity Department. and 
Pri\ate Nlanagenlent Institutes as shown in - Fable 4.47. 
Fable 4.47: -I-ukeN's 'lest: Email Marketing 
( - Iassificaiton- I ( - lassificaiton - I 	!glean Std. Siff. 91% ('onfidence 
Difference I rr•or Internal 
Lower 	t hper 
Bound 	Bound 
\I)I•: -.')2;" 2-~~ .O0U_ -I.48  (.I I\ 
I '\1I\ -1.171x .181 OUI) I.6O  




1.171* 	.191 	000 	7~ 	1.60 
247 	.1771 	.347 	-.17 	.66 
I3O 
Further similar tests were conducted with classification of the management institutes by 
the degrees they offer i.c. MBA or PGDM. (Classification-2) 
Sub-H)pnthesis HOid: Advertising has no impact on the choice of management institute 
for students as per Classification-2 of institutes. 
Sub-Ilypothesis HU,,: Email Marketing has no impact on the choice of management 
institute for students as per Classification-2 of institutes. 
Sub-Hcpothesis HO1r: Seminars have no impact on the choice of management institute 
for students as per Classification-2 of institutes. 
Table 4.48: Test of Significance 
Management 	Significance 





Assuming a 5% level of significance. the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the 
alternate hypotlfwis for Classification-'_ of the institutes. [he null sub-hypotheses related 
to iJvcrising and seminar were rejected whereas the null sub-hypothesis related to emai! 
rnurkenng was accepted as shown below, 
The distribution is not found to be normal as shown earlier, hence non-parametric Mann-
Whitney test is applied. 
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Table 4.49: Zest of Significance 
Factor 
Ad, ertising 
Email 	- i 
`larketing 
Seminar 
\lanagcment 	Significance 	Null Sub- 












.Assuming a 5°n level of significance, the null sub-hypotheses \Ncre rejected and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses accepted \\ ith (lassificatlon-2 of institutes for advertising and 
seminar factors and accepted I r email marketing factor (l able 4.49). 
the next h\pothcsis deals %pith financial influence. Different measures of association are 
used to test this hypothesis. 
llN pothesis HO,: Financial Considerations has no impact on students while choosing 
a management institute. 
fable 4.50: Test of Significance 
Factor 	\1anagement 	Significance 	\till 	Alternate 
Institute 	 l,e%el 	Hypothesis 	II%pothesis 
Classification 
f inanci-d 	Classification-1 	 142 	Accepted 	Rejected 
Consideration 
Assuming a 5% level of significance. the null hypothesis is accepted and the alternate 
h\pothesis is rejected fi►r ('Iassitication-1 of the institutes. l he null Sub-hypothesis 
related to lee' was accepted and the null sub-hypothesis related to loans was rejected. 
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Suh-I1., pothesis IIO2a: Cost of the program has no impact can students Ahile choosing a 
management institute as per Classification-I of institutes. 
Sub-hypothesis 11021,: Availahilitv 01' Study Loans has no impact on students 	hile 
choosin,1 a nianagenlent Institute as per ('lassitication- I o1, institutes. 
he t\\o distributions are first tested for normalit\ using Kolmoaorov-Smirno as well as 
the Shapiro-\fill: tests and it is found that the significance level is 0.0(1O for both the 
variables. hich is less than p 0.0 and hence the distributions are not normal as shown 
in Table 4.51 helo :- 
'1'ahle 4.51: Test For Normality 
Factor 	 kolmogoru~ -Smirnov 	 Shapiro-W ilk 
Statistic 	(If 	Sit;. 	Statistic 	(If 	Sig. 
Loan 	 .167 	 )0 	)R3 	.000 
Fec .260 	
--- - ;R ~- 	
.11110 --- 
	
R>i 	~R ~ 	.000 
fhe tests are first conducted as per ('lassilication- I ol'the institutes to check the influence 
of the financial factors. The descriptive statistics ( I able 4.52) for Fee factor reveals that 
the mean, are .x.46. 4.06 and 3.R() respecti\el\. I he highest amount 01' influence Of' 
financial considerations was can students who chose the t niversity Department in Delhi. 
['able 4.52: Descriptive Statistics: Fee 
('lassification- ! N glean Std. 	Std. 
I 	 Deviation Error 
95% Confidence 11inimum \la\imum 
Interval for 
can 




1.O-)t► .1 () 	.76 	4.6 	IL_ 
.i)(,1 	..(, 	. 1 




383 3.79 'I otal 
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fable 4.53: Test of Significance (l rusal-\1 allis lest) 




Significance ull 	Sub- Alternate 	Sub- 
I.e%cl III pothesis I h pothesis 
.083 Accepted Rejected 
.014 Rejected :accepted 
Assuming a 5" ~ level Of significance. the null sub-hypothesis 	as accepted and the 
alternate sub-h'pothcses reiectcd with ('lassitication- I of institutes for lee factor. The 
null suh-h%pothesis as rejected and the alternate suh-h\potheses accepted %iith 
('lassification-1 of institutes tl~r student loan factor. (l able 4.53 
Next the hypothesis is dealt %\ith as per ('lassification-? of' institutes. 
Cable 4.54: Test of Significance (Krusal-\\ allis Test) 
Factor 	Management 	Significance 
Institute 	 Level 
Classification 
l:inanc1aI 	1 ('Iassitication-2 	 01(, 
('onsidoraton 
Null 	I :1ltcrnate 1 
Hypothesis 	I IN pothesis 
Rejected - Accepted 
!SsnnIltg a 50 o le el of'si~.tnificance. the null h%pothesis is rejected in and the alternate 
Il%pothesis is accepted for ('lassitication-2 of' the institutes. The null sub-hypothesis 
related to lee as accepted and the null sub-hypothesis related to loans was rejected. 
Suh-H%pothesis HO:,: Cost of the program has no impact on students while choosing a 
management leni institute as per Classification-'- of institutes. 
Sub-II pothesis 1102(1: A ailahilit\ oi Stud' Loans has no impact on students while 
choosing a nlanaen1 nt institute as per C'Iassification-2 of institutes. 
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Next \cc conduct the same test with the institutes classified as MBA and P(ODM 
institutes. 
Table 3.: Test of Significance (\lann-\N hitne% Test) 
Factor 	('lassification 	of Significance Null 	Sub- Alternate Sub- 
\lanagement Intitutes level 
1=ec 
 III pothesis III pothesis
434 Accepted Rejected 
Classification-2 - 
I.oan .014 I Rejected Accepted 
Assuming a 5"<, level Of significance. the null sub-hypothesis was rejected and the 
alternate sub-h' pothesis accepted 	ith Classification-2 of institutes for Student Loan 
factor. the null soh-h\ pOtheses \\ crc accepted and the alternate suh-h\ pothesis rejected 
with Classification-2 of institutes for I-ee factor. I I able 4.5. 
The next h\ pothesis deals 	ith the influence of friniiI> on the choice o management 
Institute. 
IIN pothesis 110: Fami1N members platy no role in influencing students choosing their 
management institute. 
Sub-Ilkpothesis III►: Parents pla\ no role 	hi lc students choose a management 
institute as per Classification-I of institutes. 
Sub-IIN pothesis lug: Siblings pla\ no role \\hi1e students choose a management 
institute as per (lassiIication- I of institutes. 
Table 4.56: Test of Significance 
Factor 	Management 	Significance 	Null 	I Alternate 
Institute 	 Level 	Hypothesis Hypothesis 
Classification 
Family 	Classification-1 	 .046 	Rejected 	Accepted 
Assuming a 594 level of significance. the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the 
alternate hypothesis for Classification-I of the institutes. The null sub-hypothesis related 
to parenty and sihGngc were both rejected and alternate sub-hypothesis was accepted as 
shown below. 
The distributions is checked for normalih . and it is found that the distribution for parents 
and siblings are not normal since significance shown in Kolmogoro\-Smimov as well as 
Shapiro-Wilk tests is below 0.05 as shown below (Table 4.571. Since the distributions are 
not normal Kruskal-Wallis tests and Mann-Whitney instead of f-tests are used to check 
for significance. 
Table 4.57: Test fur Normality  
Factor 	 Kulmogurov-Smirnov 	 Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic 	Df I Sig. 	Statistic 	df 	Sig. 
ant 	 .205 	383 	_000 	.902 	383 	.000 
Sibling 	 72 	383 	.000 	.905 	383 	.000 
Next, influence of these factors is tested. The descriptive statistics for Parent factor 
reveals that the means for Classification-I of institutes is 2.63. 3.25 and 3.22 for Premier 
Institutes. Univ. Deptts. and Private Management Institutes respectively (Table 4.58). 
The highest amount of influence was on those students attending the University 
Departments. 
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I able 4.58: Descriptive Statistics - parents 
Classificaitkn-1 	N Mean Std. 	Std. 	195"/o Confidence !Minimum IMasir 
7 Deviation, Error 	Interval for 
Mean 
(Lower 	Upper 





1.142 .168 2.29 2.97 1 5 
UNDE 1.246 .180 2.89 3.61 I 	5 
MIN 289 3.22 	1.228 .072 3.08 	3.37 1 5 
oral 383 3.16 	1.233 .063 3A3 	3 2R 1 5 
Table 4.39: 'Pest of Significance (Kruskal-R allis lest) 
Factor 	
I 
Classification Significance Null 	Sub- I Alternate 
of Level Hypothesis 	Sub- 
Management hypothesis 
Institutes 
Parent Classification-1 .008 Rejected Accepted 
Sibling .038 Rejected Accepted 
Assuming a 5% level ofsignificance. the null suh-hypothesis was rejected and the 
alternate hypotheses accepted with Classification-1 of institutes for Parent factor. The 
null suh-hypothesis was rejected and the alternme hypotheses rcjected with 
Classification- I of institutes for sibling factor. (Table 4.59) 
Next the tests are applied with the institutes Classification-2 (MBA and PODM 
institutes)_ 
Sub-Hypothesis HOsr: Parents play no role while students choose a management institute 
as per Classification-2 of institutes. 
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Suh-Ih pothesis lI03i1: Siblingti pla\ no role .%htle students choose a management 
institute m per ('lassification-2 of institutes. 
table 4.60: 'Test of Significance 
Factor 	Management 	Significant e 	Null 	Alternate 
Institute 	 Level 
	
Ifs pothesis 	Il~'pothcsis ~ 
Classification 
bFarn. 	 ('lassitication-2 	 '7.1 
	
Accepted 	Rejected 
Assuming a 5". % le \ el of significance. the null h\ pothesis is accepted and the alternate 
h\ pothesis rejected fir ('lassif ication-2 of the institutes. the I1LIII sub-hypothesis related 
to parent and .cihling., were both accepted and alternate sub-hypothesis was rejected as 
shown belo\v.  
The descripti e reveal that the means between \SBA and PGDM institutes are 3.19 and 
).12 respecti\el\ for Parcni.. The descriptive tier Siblings reveal that the means heteen 
N111A and P(il).\S institutes are 2.92 and 2.76 respectively. (Table 4.01 
"Table 4.61: l)cscripti% c Statistics 
(lassitication-2 	` 	Mean 	Std. De iation 	St(1. Error 
Factor 
Mean 
199 	3.191 	1.213 	.086 
Parent 	 — 	 -- 	 - 
PG1)\1 	184 	3.12 	1.256 	 .092 
MBA 	199 	2,92 	1.217 	 .087 
Sihliiw 	_ — 	- 
PG[)M 	184 	-1.76 	1.251 	 .092 
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of Significance Null 	sub- Alternate 
	
Lee( 	Us pothesis 	sub- 
I IN pothesis 
\ccepted 	Rejected 
1 6 	:Accepted 	I Rejected 
Assuming a 5% level of significance, the null sub-hypothesis was accepted and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses rejected with ('lassification-2 of institutes for Parent factor. The 
null suh-h\pothesis as accepted and the alternate sub-hypotheses rejected with 
('lassification-2 Ot institutes fc)r Sibling factor (I able 462 ). 
The hypothesis is next tested as per C'lass]tication- 3 of the institutes (Premier and non-
Premier institutes). 
Sub-IIN puthesis 1-1031.: Parents play no role while students choose a management institute 
as her Class* tication- 3 of institutes. 
Sub-Ili pothesis II03f: Siblings play no role '\hile students choose a management 
institute as per Classification-) of institutes. 
Table 4.63: Test of Significance 
Factor 	Management 	Significance 	Null 	I Alternate 
Institute 	 Lc N Cl 	I ly pothesis 	Hypothesis 
Classification 
Famil\ 	Classification-3 	 .019 	Rejected 	Accepted 
Assuming a 500  level of significance, the null hypothesis is rejected in favor of' the 
alternate hypothesis for Classification-, of' the institutes. It was interred that the factors 
relating to fancily i.e. parents and siblings did not have the same mean ranks and there 
was a significance dial' rence in the mean ranks of factors that influence choice of a 
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management institute. the null sub-hypothesis related to parents and siblings were both 
rejected and alternate sub-hypothesis was accepted as shown below. 
The descriptive reveal that the means for Siblings factor Ibr Classification-3 of institutes 
are 2.72. 3.25 and 2.80 respectively for Premier- Univ. Deptt. And Private Management 
Institutes respectively. This reveals that the influence of siblings is highest on students 
who chose to study management in University Departments. (Table 4.64) 
Table 4.64: Descriptir a Statistics: Sibling 
Classification- N !Mean kStd. 	Std. I95% Confidence (Minimum Maximum 




PIN 	46 2.72 1.205 .178 236 3.08 	1 	5 
UNDE 	48 3.25 1.139_164 2.92 3.58 	1 F5 
MIN 	289 2.5 L246J.673 2.65 2.94 	l  
otal 	383 2.84 1.235 .063 2.72 2.97 	1 	5 
Table 4.65: Test of Significance (Kruskal-Wallis Test) 
Factor 	 Classification 	Significance Null 	Sub- Alternate 
of 	 Level 	Hypothesis 	Sub- 
Management 	 Hypothesis 
Institutes 
Parent 	 Classification-3 	.002Rejected 	Accepted 
Sibling 	 .444 	Accepted 	Rejected 
Assuming a 5% fuel of significance, the null sub-hypothesis was rejected and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses accepted with Classification-3 of institutes tow Parent factor. 
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the null sub-hypothesis \\cre accepted and the alternate 11 potheses rejected 	ith 
C'lassitication- Ot Institutes 1e►r Sibling factor. (l able 4.651 
I'he next hypothesis deals with the influence of referencegroups on the respondents. 
li,. pothesis HO,: Reference groups and peer groups play no role while choosing a 
management institute. 
Suh-IIpothesis HO4a: Peers pla\ no role while choosing a management institute as per 
('lassilication-1 of institutes. 
Suh-1-INpothesis liO4)::\lumni pla\ no role %\hile choosing a management institute as 
per ('lassilic.rtion-1 of' institutes. 
Fable 4.66: Test of Significance 
Factor 	Management Significance Null Alternate 
Institute Le N Cl 1-i 	pothesis Hs pothesis 
Classification 
Reference 	Classification-1 	 .418 	Accepted 	Rejected 
(droop 
Assuming a 50 0 le\el of' sicniticance. the null 1i pothesis is accepted and the alternate 
hypothesis rejected ti,r Classification-I of the institutes. I he null sub-hypotheses related 
to peers and alumni \\ere both accepted and alternate sub-i1 potheses were rejected as 
sho%\ n hclov' 
Checking the distribution for normality using Kolmogorov-Smirnov as well as the 
Shapiro-\bilk tests it is found that the distributions are not normal as per Table 4.67given 
below given it is found that the a significance level is .000 which is less than 0.05:- 
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Table 4.6': Test of \ormalith 
Factor 	 kr►Imogoro~•-Smirno 	 Shapiro-k% ilk 
Statistic 	1)f 	Sig. 	Statistic 	1)f 	Sig. 
Peer 	 17 	383 	.000 	.)7 	;K  
Alumni 	.185 	;K 	00U 	.9U6 	383 	.000 
Since the distribution is not normal Kruskal-Wallis tests and Mann-WhitneN tests are 
used. 
The descriptive statistics for Peer variable reveals that the means for Classification-I of 
institutes are 2.80. 3.00 and 2.94 for Premier. t *niv . Deptt. And Private Management 
Institutes respectively. The highest amount of influence of peers was cm those students 
attending the I. ni\ersit\ Departments. (table 4.681 
"fable 4.68: I)escriptiN c Statistic%: Peers 
('Iassification- \ dean Std. 	Sid. 	95'%, 	Minimum Maximum 
	
Deviation I Irror 	Confidence 
Interval for 
\1can 
Loi%er• l hper 
Bound Round  
(:PI\ 	46 	2.83 	1.180 	.174 	2.18 	3.18 	1 	4 
l \ I)I : 	48 	i.00 	1130 	163 	?.67 	_~. 33 	1 	5 
I'\1IN 	289 2.94 1.104 .065 2.81 3.07 	1 	5 
total 2.9Z 	1.1 1 4 	057 	2.82 	 1 
	
5 
I he dcscripti e fir .-llumni re\ cal that the means fi+r Classification- I of institutes are 
3.04. 	and  3.01 respecti\el\ tier Premier. 	niv. I)eptt_ and Private Management 
Institutes respectively. I his reveals that the influence of'.tlumnr is the highest on students 




I N  
"Total 
46 3.04 1.240 
48 3.33 .93() 
2x9 3.01 1.208 
38; 3.05 1.18' 
Std. 95%( onhdence 
Error Interval for 
\lean 
lo 	er I. pper 
Bound Bound 
.184 2.67 3.41 
. 134 ?.Oh 3.60 
.071 2.87 3.1 
.060 2.93 3.17 
('Ias.ification- N Mean Std. 





Table 4.69: I)cscriptiv e Statistics: Alumni 
Table 4.70: Test of Significance (Kruskal-\1 allis Test) 
Factor 	 Classification of 	Significance lull 	Sub- Alternate 
Management Level Hypothesis Sub- 
Institutes IIN pothesis 
Peer 	 Classification-1 I 	.900 Accepted Rejected 
Alumni ?00 Accepted Rejected 	
1 
Assuming a Y"Y o level of significance. the null soh h\pothescs ere accepted and the 
alternate sub-h\ potheses rejected \\ ith Classification-] of institutes for Peer factor and 
also ti►r Alumni factor. ( Table 4.70) 
\eat the tests are conducted as per ('lassilication-2 of institutes ( Ni BA and P(iD\'1 
Institutes). 
Sub-II% puthesis l l04,: Peers pla\ no role while choosing a management institute as per 
( l s itl~ itio l ' of institutes. 
Soh-I1.s p►►thesis II0::Alumni play no role '\hile choosing a management institute as 
per l lassiIication-2 of institutes. 
Table 4.7 It Test of Significance 
Factor 	Management 	Significance 	Null 	Alternate 
Institute 	 Leve] 	Hypothesis Hypothesis 
Classification 
Reference 	ClassiticaGon-2 	 .168 
Group 
Assuming a 5% level of signilicattre, the null hypothesis is accepted and the alternate 
hypothesis rejected for Classification-2 of the institutes. The null sub-hypothesis related 
to peerc and alum!( were both accepted and alternate sub-hypothesis was rejected as 
shown below. 
The decriplive reveal that the means between MBA and PGDM institutes are 2.88 and 
2.98 respectively for peer tactor and 2.96 and 3 1 5 for .Alumni factor as per fable 4.72. 
Since the distribution of both Peer and Alumni is not normal, Mann-Whitney tests are 
conducted. 
Table 4.72: Descriptive Statistics 
.Classification of N 	I 	Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 
Factor 	Management 	I Mean 
Institutes 
MBA 199 2.88 1J32 .080 
Peer 
GDM 184 	2.98 1.096 .081 
RBA t99 2.96 1.202 .085 
Alumni 
PGDM 	 184 3.15 1.159 	.0R5 
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Table 4.73: Test of Significance (~1ann-\~ hitney Test) 
Factor Classification of 
I\1an age men t 
Institute% 
('lassificallon-2 
Significance Null 	Sub- Alternate 
Level 	I1h pothesis 	Sub- 
Ih pothesis 
.452 	I ;Accepted 	Rejected 	i 
•l 3 l 	Accepted 	Rejected~ 
AsSllnling a 5"0 level of si mitiCance. the null sub-hypotheses were accepted and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses rejected %kith Classification-2 of' institutes for Peer factor and 
also tur Alumni factor. ( fable 4.73) 
-l'hc h\pothesis is next tested as per ('lassitication-3 of the institutes With the institutes 
divided into Premier and non-Premier institutes. 
tiub-I1h pothesis H0.: Peers play no role \rhile choosing, a management institute as per 
('lassitication-) o1' institutes. 
Sub-H pothesis H041:.-\lummni pla\ no role hi le choosing a management institute as per 
Ulassitication- 3 of institutes. . 
'table 3.74: Test of Significance 





Significance 	Null 	Alternate 
Level 	Hypothesis 1 Ih'pothesis 
• --a-- 	 { 
.923 	Accepted 	Rejected 
•\ssunline a 50 , lei el of si niticance. the null h\ pothesis is accepted and the alternate 
h\ pothesis rejected for Classification-) of the institutes. The null sub-hypothesis related 
to peer; and ul1r!lTf1i \%crc both accepted and alternate sub-hypothesis was rejected as 
shown helo\\ 
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Table 4.75: - Test of Significance ( \lann-\\ hitnc Test) 
l actor 	 Classification Significance Null 	Sub-Alternate 
of 1.e%el I I\ pothesis Sub- 
Management I1\ pothesis 
Institutes 
Peer 	 ('lassilication-; .689 Accepted Rejected 
:alumni j)2i  1  Accepted Rejected 
Assuming a 5o level of significance. the null sub-h\ hothese1 \\crc accepted and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses rejected ith Classification-3 of institutes for Peer factor as well 
as of institutes ti►r Alumni factor. ( I able 4.75) 
I he next h\ pothesis is checked. that deals \p ith the influence of the academia on choice 
of management institute. 
lh pothesis HO;: "l'eachers/Academi.t pta's no role in \N bile choosing a management 
institute. 
Sub-l1 pothesis H11c,,: Professors (1irom undergrad institute) plays no role in choosing a 
management institute as per Classification- I of the institutes. 
Sub-Ih pothesis I II1: I acuity ( facult\ profile of' current institute) plays no role in 
choosing a management institute as per Classification- I of the institutes. 
Sub-II pothesis IM;,: ('oaching Institute pla\s no role in choosing it management 
institute as per Classification- I of the institutes. 




Academia 	Class]IIcation- I 
Significance 	Null 	Alternate 
Level 	II., pothesis 	Hypothesis 
.002 	Rejected 	Accepted 
14(', 
the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternate hypothesis accepted for Classification-1 
of the institutes. 
he distributions are first checked liar normality using Kolmogorov-Smirnov as 'N ell as 
the Shapiro-Wilk- tests and it is t~►und that the distributions are not normal as per Table 
4.77 gi\ en help,%\ which sho\ s a significance level of 0.00O \\ hich is less than 0.05:- 
fable 4.77: Pest for Normality 
I actor Kolmogoru -Smirno% 1 Shapiro-\\ ilk 
,Statistic 	Of 	Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
lacult\ 
— — 	
.279 	 383 	.000 .946- 83 .000 
Professor 185 	383 	.000 910 383 I 	000 
('oachine Institute 	?00 	383 	.000 .905 I 	383 .000 
The descripti\e statistics for Faculty factor re' cal that the means for ('lassitication-1 of 
institutes are 3.70. 3.63 and 4.00 respecti\ el' . I he highest amount of influence of faculty 
profile as on those students who chose the Private Management Institutes in Delhi. 
(Table 4.78) 
Table 4.78: Descripti% a Statistics: F aculth 
(classification- N' glean 	SW. 	Std. 	95% 	Minimum (Maximum 
Deviation I rror Confidence 
Interval for 
can 
I .o 	er 	l pper 
Bound Bound 
(:l'I\ -l(, x.7(1 .?;4U .l 4 .3.45  
I. Al)F: 48 3.03 .959 .138 ;.35  
I~\1l \ 289 4.00 835  ,.~)() 	4.(1() 




the descrlptl\c t'Or Professor factor re\eak that the means tllr the Classification- of 
institutes are 	. 3.23 and 3.31 reshecti\ el\ . I his re \ eals that the influence of 
Professor is the hiszhest on student~ vho chose to stud\ management in private 
management Institutes. (Table 4.79) 
Table 4.79: 1)escripti~ a Statistics: Professor 
('lassification- \ Mean Std. 	Std. 95% Confidence Minimum Maximum 
l)e iation Error 	Interval for 
Mean 
(:I'1\ 46 2.35 1.14O 
t 	11)I-: 48 3.23 1.180 
1' 	11\ 289 •; 31 1 	179 
`Total 383 3.19 1.213 
I.o-,%er• l'hller 
Bound Bound 
.108 2.t►1 2.69 	I 	4 
172 2.88 3.57 	i 5 
.069 3.17 3.45 	1 5 
.062 :.06 3.31 	1 5 
l he descriptive for Coaching Institute factor reveal that the means for the three 
classifications of institutes are 2.83. 2.88 and 2.81 fir Premier. I'niv. Deptt. And Private 
\lanagement Institutes respecti%el\. I his re\eals that the influence of Coaching Institute 
is the highest on students \\ho chose to studs management in 1. niversit\ Departments. 
Fable 4.81)) 
'Table 4.80: Descriptive Statistics: Coaching Inst. 
(lass iii cation - 	\lean Std. 	titd. 95`%% Confidence Minimum Maximum 
1 	 De% iation Error 	Interval for 
(1'I\ 	46 	2.83 - 
I 48 2.88 
1MII\ 	289 2.81 
otal 383 2.82 
\lean 
Lower 	l pper• 
i Bound 	Bound 
.996 .147 2.53 	3.12 	1 5 
1.104 .159 2.55 	3.20 	1 5 
1.199 .1)71 2.67 	2.95 	1 5 
1.162  0 	) 271 	
t 	
294 	– 	1 - ._ —1~ 	S 
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Table 4.81: Test of Significance (Kruskal-Wallis Test) 
Factor Classification 	I Significance 	Null 	Sub- 	Alternate 











Coaching _680 Accepted Rejected 
Institute ________________ 
Assuming a 5% level of significance, the null sub-hypotheses were rejected and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses accepted with Classification-2 of institutes for Faculty and 
Professor factors. The null sub-hypothesis was accepted and the alternate sub-hypothesis 
rejected with Classification-1 of institutes For Coaching Institute factor. (I able 4.81 I 
Next. tests are conducted with the institutes classified as MBA and PGDM institutes i.e. 
Classification-2 of institutes. Since the distributions are not normal. non-parametric tests 
are conducted on the data for hypothesis testing 
Sub-Hypothesis F1Uw: Professors plans no role in choosing a management institute as 
per Classification-2 of the institutes. 
Sub-Hypothesis HO,,: Faculty plays no role in choosing a management institute as per 
Classification-2 of the institutes. 
Sub-Hypothesis HOsi: Coaching Institute plays no role in choosing a management 
institute as per Classification-2 of the institutes. 
Table 3.82: Test of Significance 
Factor 	Management 	Significance I 	Null 	Alternate 
Institute Level 	Hypothesis 	Ht pothesis 
Classification 
Academia  C'lassiflcation-2 	.000 	Rejected Accepted 
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File null h\pothesis is rejected and the alternate hypothesis accepted for Classification-2 
Ot' the institutes since all the three related null suh-h\ potheses \ere rejected and the 
alternate sub-h\ potheses accepted. 
Fahle 4.83: Test of Significance (.\1ann-\1 hitney Test) 
Factor 	 ('lassification 	Significance Null 	suh- Alternate 
of 	 Le % el 	I is pothesis 	suh- 











Rejected  	Accepted 
Coachinu 





Assuming a So level of significance, the null suh-Iltipotheses \\as rejected and the 
alternate suh-h\ potheses accepted with Classification-2 of institutes for faculty. 
Professor and ('oaching Institute factors. (table 4.R 1) 
Fhe next hypotheses are tested aS her (Iassi6cafion- 3 of the institutes by dividing the 
institutes into Premier and non-Premier institutes. 
Sub-11\ pothesis { IOs0: Professors plays no role in choosing a management institute as 
per ('1w.ildcition-T of the institutes. 
Suh-11N pothesis I-IU: I acult\ plays no role in choosing a management institute as per 
Classification-? of the institutes. 
Suh-HN- pothesis HO: Coaching Institute plays no role in choosing a management 
irlBtiilutV a per (_ lassification-? of the Institutes. 
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fable 4.84: Test of Significance 
Factor 	Management 	significance 
	Null 	Alternate 
Institute 	 I.c%el 
	
11% pothesis 	1Ih pothesis 
Classification 
Academia 	( lassiticatiutt-? 	 .UU I 
	
Rejected 	I Accepted 
Assuming a 5% level of significance, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternate 
h\pothesis accepted ti)r Classification-') of the institutes since all the three related null 
sub-hypotheses were rejected and the alternate sub-hypotheses accepted. 
Table 4.85: Test of Significance (Kruskal-\\ allis Test) 
Factor Classification Significance Null 	Sub- Alternate 
of Level IlA pothesis Sub- 
.Management th pothcsis 
Institutes 
l acult\ I .054 Rejected Accepted 	H 
Protessor .00( Rejected Accepted 
Classification -S — — (oachinz 
 
996 Rejected Accepted 
Institute  
Assuming_ a 5°'o level of significance, the null sub-hypotheses was rejected and the 
alternate hypotheses accepted with Classification- S Of institutes for Faculty. Professor 
and Coaching Institute factors. ( {'able 4.9- ) 
I he next h\ pothesis that deals with the influence of the location is no\ tested. 
ll pothwis 110(,: Location of the institute has no role in choosing a management 
institute. 
Sub-FHN 1p►►the.is 1lOo;i: ('l,»cness to honic has no role in choosing a management 
institute as per ('lassitication-1 of institutes. 
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tiuh-Il pothesis HO,n: I.octI [mpLu'ahilit\ has no role in choosing a management 
Institute ..is per Classification- I Of Institutes. 
Table 4.86: Test of Significance 
Factor 	 Management 	Significance I 	Null 	Alternate 
Institute 	 Level 	Hypothesis , Hypothesis, 
Classification 
Location 	('lassificatiun-I 	 .U0U 	Rejected t Accepted 1 
Assuming a 5° n level Of significance, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternate 
Ii pothesis accepted for ('lassitication-I of the institutes. 
the distributions are tested tier nurmalit\ using Kolmogorov-Smirnov as eII as the 
Shapiro-\\ ilk tests and the distributions are found not normal as per fable 487 given 
below because it shows a significance le\ cal of 0.000 which is less than 0.05:- 
"fable 4.87: 'l'est of Normality 
Factor 	 holmogorov-Smirnuv 	 Shapiro-\1-`ilk 
Statistic 	Uf 	Sig. 	Statistic 	I)f 	Sig. 
(lose I o Home 	 .ill ill  
local Employment 	.253 	383 	moo 	.884 	38; 	.000 
()pp. 
I he descriptive for the variable ('lose I o I Ionic factor reveals that the means for 
Class1ticaguns-1 of institutes are 2.02. 2.75 and 3.27 respectively. The highest amount of 
influence of this factor was on those Students who chose the Private Management 
Institutes in Delhi. (Table 4.88) 
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Table 4.88: Descriptive Statistics 
NflMeansId. 	'Std. 	950/n 	Minimum Maximum 
Deviation Error Confidence  
Intenial for 
Bound Upper 
Bound Bound  
46 2.02 I 1.202 	.177 1.66 	2.38 	1 	5 
48 2.75 	1.523 1.220 2.31 3.19 I 	1 	5 
289 3.27 1.406 .083 3.11 3.43 	1 	_5 
383 3.05 1.456 .074 2.9] 3.20 	1 	5 
The descriptive statistics for Local Employment reveal that the means for the 
Classification-1 of institutes arc. 2.5. 3.33 and 3.63 respectively. This reveals that the 
influence of i.ocal Employment is the highest on students N%ho choose to study 
management in pricale management institutes. II able 4.89) 
Table 4.89: Descriptive Statistics: Local Employ ment 
.lassification- N 	Mean Std, 	IStd. 95% Confidence Minimum Maximum 




GPIN 	46 	2.50 	1.361 186 	2.13 2,87 1 5 
QNUE 	48 333 1.277 	.184 2.96 3.70 1 
MIN 289 3.63 1.036 	.061 3.51 3.75 1 5 
otal 383 3.4fi 1.154 .059 i.34 	3.57 I 5 
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Table 4.911: Test of Significance (Kruskal-\1 allis Test) 
Factor 	Classification 
	Significance Null 	Sul)- Alternate 
of 
	
l.cN el 	Hy pothesis 	Sub- 
Management 
	 115 pothesis 
Institutes 
Close to home 	C lassi flcatioii-1 	.000 	Rejected 	Accepted 
Local emplo%mcril 	 .00() 	Rejected 	Accepted 
:\,sumin a °u le\cl of si nitic.lnce. the null suh-hspothe,es 	as rejected and the 
alternate h\pothcses accepted '. ith C'lassitication-2 oC institutes for ('lose to home and 
Local Employ ment factors. (Table 4.90) 
Next the hypothesis is tested ith the institutes classified as \113A and PGI)M institutes 
(Classification-2). 
Suh-Hs pothesis 1106,: ('lustiness to home has no role in choosing a management 
insitilte as per ('la`sitit;tltiUn-2 lit institutes. 
Sub-IIs pr►the%i% II(I,,(r: Local 1:mpluvahilit\ has no role in choosing a management 
irmtit1;tc 	per ela,abcation--' of' inStitutes. 
'{able 4.91: "lest of Significance 
Factor 	Management 	Significance 	lull 	Alternate 
Institute 	 l.c\ eI 	lip pothesis 	Hypothesis 
(l ssiflcation 
Location 	C iassitiration 2 	 lcccpted 	BejcctLci 
1 	 J 
Assuming a 	le\ Cl 01 significance, the null h\pothesis is accepted and the alternate 
hypothesis rejected for ('lassiticaHcn-2 of the institutes.. 
]S4 
ml- 
The descriptive rev cal that the means heteen \1 F3:\ and P(il\1 institutes are 3.194 and 
3.321 respecti\ el\ . Since the distributions are not normal. non parametric tests are 
conducted on the data for h\ pothesis testing. 
Table 4.92: Test of Significance (\lann-\\ hitne% Test) 
Factor 	 Classification 	Significance NO 	Sub- Alternate 
of 	 Hypothesis 	Sub- 
Management 	 Hypothesis 
Institutes 
('lose to home 	 .498 	Accepted 	Rejected 
Local employ meat 	.015 	Rejected 	Accepted 
Classification-2 
Assuming a S°n level of significance, the null 'uh-hypotheses was accepted and the 
alternate h\potheses rejected vvitll (lay ilication- o{ institutes for Close to I lotlle factor. 
file null sub-hypotheses 'as rejected and the alternate hypotheses accepted 	ith 
(iassitieatloll-2 of institutes for local employment factor. (Table 4.92) 
Next the hypothesis is tested as per Classification-3 of' the institutes by classifying the 
institutes into Premier and non-Premier. 
Sub-Il\ pothesis 110,,x.: (~losenes to home has no role in choosing a management 
mntitlitc as per ('1:L;itication-3 of institutes. 
Sub-hypothesis HU(, f: Local lmplo\ahilit' has no role in choosing a management 
institute x per ('1asdicaHen-3 of' institutes. 
I hle 4.93: Test of Significance 
Factor 	Nianm;cment Significance Null Alternate 
Institute Level Hypothesis 1-Uy pothesis 
Classification 
Location 	classification-3 .000  Rejected 	¶_Accepted 
.nsunlmi a S" 0 le \ el of significance, the null h\ pothesis is rejected and the alternate 
h\ pothesis accepted for C lasslucatlon- 3 of the institutes. 
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Table 4.94: "lest of Significance (Mann-\1 hitne-, Test) 
1' actor 
Close to home 
l.local e11U1Il1\ mcllt 
• ('lassificatitln 	Significance 





Null 	Sub- Alternate 
liv pothesis 	Sub- 
II pothesis 
ke ected ~Acc_cJMed 
Rejected 	I Accepted 
Assttm1Ung it 	IC\ Cl of signiUCa[lCC. the null Slip-h\pl►theses was rejected and the 
alternate h\ potheses accepted with Classification-2 Of institutes tar close to home factor 
as well as local employment factor. (Tabfe 4.94) 
Vile next hypothesis deals with the influence of brand'recognition and associated factors. 
Ihpothcsi• Itll-: Reputation of the institute has no impact on students choosing a 
management institute. 
Sub-11%Iluthesis I10-: :\IC* 11. recognition ha, n►, impact Oil students choosing a 
man;i,-,ement institute as per ('lassU1cation-I 01 institutes. 
Suh-I1 pothesis !!0-t,: Brand of the institute has no impact on students choosing a 
management institute as per CIasslticdtlon- l of institutes. 
Sub-11%pothesis IJO-C: fEHlwersit\ 1ff1Iiation has no impact on students choosing a 
mana,anent institute as per Classification-1 of institutes. 
Sub-I lh pothesis I10-(j: Media Reports have no impact on students choosing a 
IllanageI11eIlt institute as per Class]flcation- I of institutes. 




Reputation 	(Tassiliection- I 
Significance 	Null Alternate 
Lev eI 	11% pOthesis (Iv pothesis 
.1()4 	f 	Accepted 1 	RejecteJ 
L _! 
l56 
Assuming a 5% level of significance. the null h>pothesis is accepted and the alternate 
hypothesis rejected for Classitication-I of the institutes. 
The distributions are first tested for normality using Kolmogorov-Smirnov as well as the 
Shapiro-Wilk tests and results show that all distributions are not normal as per Table 4.96 
given helot% because show a significance level of 0.000 which is less than 0.05:- 
Table 4.96: Tests of Normality 
Factor Kolmogorov- Smirnuv Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic T Df Sig. Statistic dl Sig. 
AICTE .306 383 .000 .701 383 .000 
Brand 286 383 .000 .769 383 .000 
Affiliation .228 383 .000 .891 383 .000 
News Reports .282 383 .000 .860 383 .000 
Testing this hypothesis for influence of the first factor AICTF Recognition with the 
institutes. the descriptive for the factor reveals that the means for Classification-I of 
institutes are 3.41. 4.13 and 4,46 for Premier. Univ. Deptt. And Private Management 
Institutes respectively. The highest amount of influence was on those students who chose 
the Private Management Institutes in Delhi. (Table 4.97) 
fable 4.97: Descriptive Statistics — AICTE Recognition 
Further influence of Brand as a factor is studied. The descriptive reveal that the means for 
the Classification-I of institutes are 4.61. 4.33 and 4.09 respectively. This reveals that 
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1 	5 
he influence of Brand is the highest on students who chose to study management in 
Premier Institutes. (Table 498 
Table 4.98: Descriptive Statistics - Brand 
classification- Mran td. 	Std. 	95% ConfidenceMinimum Maximum 









5 tfNDE 48 	4.33 1.018 .147 	4.04 
P v1IV '_89 	4.09 .792 j .047T 4.00 4.191 1 5 
otal 383 [ &19 .825 .042 	4.10 14.27 1 5~ 
Further the influence of Affiliation as a fhhctor is studied. The descriptive reveal that the 
means for classifications-I of institutes are 3.26 3.56 and 3.63 respectively. This reveals 
that the influence of Affiliation is the highest on students s who chose to study 
management in Private Institutes. (Table 4.991 
Table 4.99: Descriptive Statistics - Affiliation 
Classification-1 ean I td. 






GPIN 46 3.26 .976 144 	2.97 3.55 
UNDE 48 3.56 1.270 .183 	3.19 3.93 
MI ]289 3.63 1.080 .064 	3.50 3.75 
Total '383 3.57 I 	1.097 +.05613.46 I 	3.68 
Further the influence of News Reports as a factor is studied. The descriptive reveal that 
the means for Classification-I of institutes are 3-83, :1.67 and 3.74 respectively for 
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Premier. Univ. Dept. And Private Management Institutes respectively. Th'ts reveals that 
the influence of News Reports is the highest on students who chose to study management 
in Premier Institutes. (Table 4.100) 
Table 4.100: Descriptive Statistics - News Reports 
lassification- 	Mean Std. 	Std. fl95% 	Minimum Maximum 
1 	 eviation 'Error I('onfrtlence 
jntcnal 	fori 
IIJ 46 3.83 1.141 .168 	3.4jjjJ I 5 
DE 	1148  3.67 1209_ .174 3.32 4.02 1 
MIN 289 	3.74 .949 .056 3.63 3.85 1 5 
otal 383 	3.74 1.006 .051 3.64 3.85 1 5 
Table 4.101: Test of Significance (Kruskal-Wallis Test) 
Factor  	Classification 	Significance Null 	Sub- Alternate 
of 	 Level 	Hypothesis 	Sub- 
Management 	 Hypothesis 
Institutes 
.000 	Rejected ccepted 
.000 Rejected Accepted 
.057 Accepted I Rejected 




Assuming a 5% level of significance. the null sub-hypotheses was rejected and the 
alternate sub-h}pothcses accepted with Classification-1 of institutes for AICTE and 
Brand factors. The null sub-hypotheses were accepted and the alternate sub-hypotheses 
rejected with Classification-I of institutes for Affiliation and Media Reports factors. 
(Table 4.101) 
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\e\t the same test is conducted \\ith the institutes classified as \1 BA and I'Gl)M 
institutes (Ulassitication-2). Since the distrihutions are not normal. Nlane- \\ hitne\ non-
parametric tests are used on the data lUr hypothesis testing. 
Sub-I IN pothesis Hll-,.: AI( I I. recognition has no impact on students choosing a 
n1:1111 eI11ent Institute as per ('lass]Ilcatlon-2 Of institutes. 
Sub-hypothesis IIU,t: Brand of the institute has no impact on students choosing a 
management institute as per C'lassilication-2 of institutes. 
Sub-IIv pothesis HO-: l 'ni' ersit\ Affiliation has no impact on students choosing a 
management institute as per U Iassificabon-2 of institutes. 
Sub-I IN pothesis Ht-: Media Reports ha\ e no impact on students choosing a 
management institute as per Classiticatisln-2 of institutes. 
Table 4.102: - Test of Significance 
Factor 	Management - Significance 	\uII 	Alternate 
Institute 	 Level 	HNpothesis 	Hypothesis  
Classification 
Reputation 	('lassiticatiun-2 	 .774 	Accepted 	Rejected 
,Assuminu a 5°%% le\el of signi ticance. the null hypothesis is accepted and the alternate 
hypothesis rejected fur ('las ideation-2 of the institutes. 
Fable 4.1(13: - Test of Significance (\lann-\%hitne% 'test) 
Factor 	Classification Significance du)I 	Sub- Alternate 
of 	 L.e' el 	 I IN pothesis 	Suh- 
~1anagement 	 II pothesis 
Institutes f _ 
Accented 	Rcccted 
I3r and 	— _ 	 67 	J-- - Accepted 	Rejected 
Affiliation 	('lassitication-2 .007 Rejected 	Accepted 
Media Reports .904 	accepted 	-Rejected 
I(0 
Assunline it ;° u le \ cl cif significance. the mill sub-h\ potheses %\ crc accepted and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses rejected with Classitication-2 of institutes for Al(' 11*.. Brand 
and \ledia Reports factors. the null sub-hypothesis as rejected and the alternate sub-
hypotheses accepted with ('iassli1eatI0n-2 of institutes for Affiliation factor. (Kahle 
-.l U:) 
the h\poothesis is next tested as per ('lassiIIcation-3 0f' the institutes h) dividing the 
institutes into Premier and neon-Premier institutes and tests are performed. 
Sub-11R pothesis HU-,: ;\l(' I I. recognition has no impact on students choosing a 
management institute as per ('lassificatiun-) of institutes. 
S uh-I1 p~►thests HO-,: Brand of the institute has no impact on students choosing a 
management institute as per ('lassifIcation- i Of institutes. 
Suh-Ihhpothesis 1111-k: I ni\ersit\ Affiliation has no impact on students choosing a 
nlallagclucnt institute as per ClaSSit1cation- 3 of institutes. 
5111)-I l' 	II0-I: Media Reports ha \e no impact on students choosing a 
management III-l11LIte as per ( 1:1ssIticatil111 ? of institutes. 
Fable 4.104: Test of Significance 
Factor 	Management 	Significance 	\ull 	Alternate 
Institute 	 Level 	Hypothesis 	Hypothesis 
Classification  
Reputation 	Classtticati.un- 3 	 U l 	Reiected 	Accepted 
:\SSllllllng a 5°,) level of' significance. the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternate 
h\ pothesis accepted for Ctassitication-i ot'the institutes. 
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Table 4.105: Test of Significance (Kruskal-AA'allis Test) 
Factor 	Classification I Significance Null 	Sub- Alternatte 
of 	 Les el 	Hypothesis 	Sub- 
Management 	 Hypothesis 
Institutes ~ L Classificationorts  .000 	Rejected 	Accepted D0o 	Rejected 	Accepted .017 	Rejected 	Accepted 293 	Accepted 	Rejected I 
Assuming a 3% level of signcance. the null sub-hypotheses were rejected and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses accepted with Classification-I of institutes Ibr AICTE. Brand 
and Affiliation factors. The null sub-hypothesis v, as accepted and the alternate sub-
hypothesis rejected with Classification-3 0l institutes for Media Reports Factor. (Table 
4.105) 
Hypothesis HO8: Gender of the respondent has no impact on students choosing a 
management institute. 
Sub-hypothesis HOflx: Gender of the respondent has no impact on students choosing a 
management institute classified as per Classilicalion-f. 
The null sub-hypotheses was accepted and the alternate hypotheses rejected with 
Classification- I of institutes for gender factor. 
Table 4.106: Test of Significance 
Factor 	 Classification Significance Null Alternate 
of Lerel Hypothesis Hypothesis 
Management 
Institutes 
Gender Classification-I .083 Accepted Rejected 
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Assuming a 5°-o level of significance. the null sub-hypothesis was accepted and the sub-
alternate h% pothesis rejected with Classification-I of' institutes for gender factor. (Table 
4.106) 
his hypothesis deals with the influence of gender can choice of nmanagement institute. 
The descripti\ e statistics reveal that 35 of' 243 or 1 4.4W i, of' males went to ( Io% t. Premier 
Institute. \\hereas I I of 14O or 7.85" of females %\ent to Got. Premier Institutes as 
sho\\n in ['able 4.1(17 helo\%. 
Fable 4.10": 1)escr-ipti\ e Statistics - ( ;ender 
Gentler (•Iassification-I of Institutes 





26 182  
243 ---- 
Female I 1 	 22 107 140 
Total 46 	 48 289 383 
Ifhe hypothesis is next tested as per ('lassitication-2 of the institutes by dividing, the 
institutes into NI BA and P(il)\I Institutes. 
ttuh-I-I-* pothesis Illiar,: ( ►ender of' the respondent has no impact on students choosing a 
man,w.em nt Institute classified as per (lasstticatlon-2. 
I'he null sub-hypotheses was rejected and the alternate sub-hypotheses accepted with 
Classification-2 of institutes for gender factor. 
The descripti e re \ coal that 116 of' 243 or 47730  o of the males attended \l \ institutes as 
compared to 8-3 of' 140 or 5Q.28° of the females attended \113:1 institutes as shown in 
Fable 4.108 helo\\. 
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'Table 4.1118: Descr•ihti%c Statistics - (;ender• 
(cncler ('1 sification-2 of Institutes 
\113:1 	 I'(:l)~1 Total 
Male 1 1 E, 	127   24 
Female 8  140 
Total 199 	 184 is 
Table 4.100): Test of Sficance f ('hi-square Test) 
Factor 	 ('lassificatir►n 	Significance 	\till 	 -alternate 
of 	 Le%cl 	11%potnesis 	Ih'pothesis 
Management 
Institutes 
Gender 	 Class1tication-2 	.029 	Rejected 	Accepted 
Assuming a 5% level of significance. the null sub-hypotheses was rejected and the 
alternate Huh-hvPwllescs accepted with C'lassittcation-2 of' institutes tier ,ender factor. 
(fable 4.109) 
Next the hypothesis is tested as Per Classification-3 of the institutes by di \ iding the 
Institutes into Premier and Non-Premier. 
Sub-Ile hothesis I10x,.: (;ender of the respondent has no impact on students choosing a 
nlanacment institute clas illed as per C lassification-3. 
l'he null sub-hypotheses \\as accepted and the alternate hypotheses rejected with 
('lassification-3 of institutes for gender factor. 
Ilse deseripti'e re cal 35 of 243 or 14.400 o of the males attended Premier institutes as 
compared to 11 of 140 or 7.85° of the Icmales as shown in fable 4.110 hel►►\~. 
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Table 4.11(1: ('ross-lab: Gender v/s Premier Institute 
(:ender 	 ('lassitication-3 
Premier 	 \on-Prernicr 	 Total 
\lale 	 3 > 	 208 	 243 
Female 	 1 1 	 129 	 140 
Total 	 40 	 337 	 383 
1'ahle 4.1 11: Test of Significance ((hi-Square Test) 
Factor 	 Classification Significance Null 	 Alternate 
of 	 Level 	Hypothesis 	Hypothesis 
Management 
Institutes 
(lender 	 ('lassitication- j 	.058 	Accepted 	Rejected 
.Assumincc a 5 o level of significance, the null sub-hypotheses was accepted and the 
alternate hypotheses rejected with ('Iasf1featlDH-3 of institutes for _gender factor. (Fable 
4.111) 
IlN pothesis I10,): Placement record / salaries offered play no role %i bile choosing the 
management institute. 
Table 4.112: Test of Significance 
Factor 	 \1anagement 
Institute 
Classification 




IIN pothesis 	Hypothesis 
R jected 	Accepted 
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Assuming a 59/o level of significance. the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternate 
hypothesis accepted for Classificatmn-I of the institutes. 
Sub-Hypothesis H0 9a; Placement records play no role while choosing the management 
institute as per Classification- I of institutes. 
Sub-Hypothesis HOvi,: Salaries offered play no role while choosing the management 
institute as per Classification- I of institutes. 
The distributions are checked for norntalitp using Kolmogornv-Smimov as well as the 
Shapiro•Wilk tests and Lind the distributions are not normal as per fable 4.113 given 
below because show a significance level ofO.000 which is less than 0.05:- 












Statistic 	L 	Df 	Sig. 
.705 383 .000 
Salaries .274 383 .000 .808 	383 .000 
The descrlptite for Placement factor reveals that the means for Classification- I of 
institutes are 4.72. 4.42 and 4.38 respectivcI) as shown in Table 4.114 below. This 
means that the highest amount of influence of placement was on those students who 
chose the Premier Institutes in Delhi. 
Table 4.114: Descriptive Statistics- Placement 
Classification NMean Std. 	JStd. 95"/o Confidence h7inimum Maximum 





GPIN 	46 472 .502 .074 4.57 4.87 	1 	5 
UNDE 48 4.42 .846 122 4.17 4.66 	2 5 
MIN 	289 4.38 .834 .049 4.29 	4.48 	1 	5 
Total 383 4.43 .809 .041 435 4.51 	1 5 
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Further the influence of salaries as a Factor is tested The descriptive reveal that the 
means for Classification-1 of institutes are 4.43. 4.13 and 3.91 respectiocIy. this reveals 
that the influence of salaries is the highest on students who choose to study inanagement 
in Premier Institutes. (Table 4.115) 
Table 4.115: Descripti. c Slatistics - Salaries 
Classifucation- N lean ISId. jStd. 5% 'Mininunn Alaxinwm 





Ui [h 46 4.43 .655 .097 4.24 4.63 3 5 
hDE 48 4.13 1.063 .145 3.83 4.421 S 
PMN 289 3.91 1.088 .064 3.79 4.04 1 5 
fatal 383 4.00 1.047 .054 3.90 4.11 	1 5 
Table 4.116: Test of Significance (Kruskal-%%allis Test) 
Factor Classification 	of Significance Null Alternate 
Management Institutes Level Hypothesis hypothesis 
Salary 	Classification- I 
	
Accepted 
Assuming a 5% level of significance. the null sub-hypotheses were rejected and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses accepted with Classification-1 of institutes for Placement as 
well as Salary factors. (fable 4.1 I6) 
The hypothesis is next tested as per Classification-_ of the institutes by dividing the 
institutes into A1RA and PGDM insti tines. 
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Table 4.117: Test of Significance 
Factor Management Significance 	1 	Null Alternate 
Institute Level 	Hypothesis Hypothesis 
Classification 
Classification-2 .348 	Accepted Rejected Placement/Salary 
Assuming a 5% level of significance. the null hypothesis is accepted and the alternate 
hypothesis rejected Or Classification-'_ of the institutes. 
Sub-Ilypothesis HO,,: Placement records play no role while choosing the management 
institute as per Classification-2 of institutes. 
Sub-hypothesis HO,,,]: Salaries offered play no role while choosing the management 
institute as per Classification-2 of institutes. 
Table 4.118: Test of Significance (Mann-Whitney Test) 
Factor 	 of i SignificanceNull 	Sub-~Alfernate 
Management 	F 	Level 	H}pothcsis 	I Hypothesis 
Institutes 
Sale
rlaLc~ucm t Iadn LLlcpuuu-L 	 .1 Ii 	tLGC)wu 
.716 	Accepted 
Assuming a 5% level of significance, the null sub-hypotheses was accepted and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses rejected with Classification-2 of institutes for Placement as well 
as Salary factors. (Table 4.118) 
The next test of hypotheses is as per Classilication-3 of the institutes by dividing the 
institutes into Premier and Non-Premier Institutes. 
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Table 4.119: Test of Significance 
Factor 	 Management 
	
significance 	\ull 	:Alternate 
Ins (it (it c 	 Le N cl 	1IN pothesis 	11 pothesis 
( Iassificatiun 
Placclllcnt Bahr\ 	( lassilicatimi- 	 .(N)1 	Rejected 	.accepted 
Assuming a 5% level of' significance, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternate 
hypothesis accepted tr Classiticatiun- 3 of the institutes. 
Sub-1111% pothesis 110,),.: Placement records play no role while choosing the management 
Institute as per ( Ia sitication-? of institutes. 
Sub-11\ pothesis lllh,t: Salaries uttered phi \ no role \chile choosing the management 
institute as per ('Iassification-) of institutes. 
-Table 4.12(1: Test of Significance ('slann-\\ hitnes Test) 
Factor 	('lassification 	of 	Significance 	Null 	Sub- .Alternate 	Suh- 
\lanagemcnt l.eN el ll,. pothesis 11% pothesis 
Institutes 
Placement 	C'lassitication-; 	4 01I Rejected  Accepted 
Bahr) I .004 Rejected 	I Accepted 
Assuming a 5° 	level of significance. the 	null sub-hypotheses was rejected and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses accepted '. ith ('lassitication -2 	of' institutes for Placement as 
vyell as Salary 	factors. ( I able 4.120 
Us pothesis I ((1 l „: The S eio-H:conomic Status of the respondent pfa-s s no role in 
choice of a \1anagement Institute. 
I he null h\ pothc',c 	as accepted and the alternate hypotheses rejected with 
('1asstIieadvo- I of institutes for .SL( ' factor. 
Sub-I{s pothe'is R{(l, u;,: the S cio-l'conomic Status c►t' the respondent plays no role in 
choice ot- a Management Institute as per Classification-I of institutes. 
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The next hypothesis is checked that deals tvith the influence of Socio-Economic Class on 
choice of management institute. 
The descriptive statistics reveal that 279 of 385 i.e. 72.84% of the respondents belonged 
to the Al Social Class whereas 79 or 20.62% belonged to the A2 class. In all 93.47% 
belonged to AI and A2 class put together. (Table 4.12 
Table 4.121: Cross-Tab: SEC s /s Classification-1 of Inst. 
Classification-1 of Institutes 
SEC GPIN 	 UNDE PMIN Tutal 
41 38 35 206 279 
A2 7 	 8 64 79 
Al 0 5 15 20 
sl I 0 2 3 
132 0 	 0 2 2 
Total 46 	 48 289 383 
Table 4.122: Test of Significance (Chi-Square Test) 
FactVNMUniagernent
ification 	of Significance Null 	Sub- IAlternate Suh- 
 Institutes ' 	I evel 	Hypothesis 	Hypothesis 
SEC ification-I 	 .333 	Accepted 	Rejected 
Assuming a -S 	level of significance. the null suh-hypotheses was accepted and the 
alternate hypotheses rejected with Classification-1 of institutes for SE(' factor. (Table 
4.122 ) 
Next the In pothesis was tested as per Classification-3 of the institutes by dividing the 
institutes into Premier and non-Premier institutes. 
Sub-Hyh pothesis HO i an: The Socio-Economic Status of the respondent plays no role in 
choice ofa Management Institute as per Classification-3 ofinstitutas. 
Assuming a 5% level of significance. the null sub-hypotheses was accepted and the 
alternate rejected accepted with Classification-3 of institutes for SE(' factor. 
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The descriptive reveals that ?8 of 279 or 13.62% percent of the Al class respondents 
attended a premier institute. (fable 4.123) 
Table 4.123: Cross-lab: SEC vls Classification-2 of Inst. 
SEC Classification -3 Of Institutes 

















46 	 337 	H 	383 
Table 4.124: Test of Significance (Chi-Square Test) 








SEC Classification-2 .313 Accepted 	Rejected 
Assumine a 5% level of significance, the null sub-hypotheses was accepted and the 
alternate rejected accepted with Classification-3 of institutes lur 'E( factor. ('fable 
4.124) 
Sub-Hypothesis HOin,: [he Socio-Economic Status of the respondent plans no role in 
choice of a Management institute as per Classification-2 of institutes. 
The null sub-hypotheses was accepted and the alternate rejected accepted with 
Classification-3 of institutes for SEC factor. 
Nev the hypothesis is tested as per classieation-3 at institutes. The descriptive reveal that 
149 of 279 or 53.4% of Al class respondents attended the MBA institutes (Table 4.125). 
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Table 4.125: Cross-Tab: SEC vfs Classification-2 of Inst. 
SEC Classification-2 
Total MBA 	 PGDM 
At 14t) 130 279 
A2 	 36 43 79 
A3 12 — 8 20 
Bl 
Total 
1 2 3 
383 198 185 
Table 4.126: Test of Significance (Chi-Square Test) 
Factor Classification 	of Significance Noll 	Sub-alternate Sub- 
Management Institutes 	Level 	Hypothesis 	hypothesis 
SEC 	Classification-2 	 0.221 	I Accepted 	Rejected 
Assuming a 5%  level of significance. the null sub-hypotheses was accepted and the 
alternate rejected accepted vaith Classiflcatiot>-2 of institutes for SE(  factor. (Table 
4.126) 
Hypothesis 110,,: Personality plays no role in the choice of Management Institute. 
The null li pothescs were accepted and the alternate hypotheses rejected with 
Classification-I of institutes for Extraversion, Agreeableness- Conscientiousness, 
Neurotism and Openness personality traits. 
Sub-Hypothesis IIOii : 	Estravcrsion Pcrsonalih trait plays no role in the choice of 
Management Institute as per Classification -1 of institutes. 
Sub-Hypothesis 110i: Agreeableness Personality trait plays no role in the choice of 
Management Institute as per Classification-I of institutes. 
Sub-U'pothesis HOitt: Conscientiousness Personality trait plays no rote in the choice of 
Management Institute as per Classification-I of inslitutes 
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Sub-Hypothesis IiUiW: Neurotism Personality trait plays no role in the choice of 
Management Institute as per Classification-I of institutes. 
Sub-Hypothesis HUtie: Openness Personality trait plays no role in the choice of 
Management Institute as per Classsifcation-I of institutes. 
Table 4.127: Test of Significance 
(Factor 
___________________ 
Classification 	of 	Significance 	Null 	Sub- 
Management Level 	Hr pothesis 




Extraversion .960 Accepted Rejected 
n — --.. -- --  Agreeableness .687 Accepted Rejected 
Conscientiousness Classification-1 	.487 Accepted Rejected 
Neurotism 080 Accepted Rejected 	j 
.451 I Accepted Rejected Openness 
Assuming a 5% level of significance, the null sub-hypotheses were accepted and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses rejected with Classniostion-1 of institutes for Extraversion, 
Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neurotism and Openness personality traits. (hablc 
4.127) 
This hypothesis deals with the stud- of effect of personalit at the respondents on the 
choice of management institute. As earlier the distributions are first tested fhr normality 
to decide whether parametric or nonparafottic tests should be applied. As shown in 
Table 4.128 below, the significance level is .000 for all the personality traits. which is all 
below 0.05 (assumed significance level) hence all these distributions are non-normal. 
Hence Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney tests will he applied for three or more groups 
and two groups respectively. 
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Table 4.128: Test of Normality 
Personality Trait 	Kolmogorov-Smirnov 	Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic 	DI 	Sig. 	Statistic 	Df 	Sig. 
3-83 	.000 	.916 	383 	.000 Extraversion 	.l Gti  
Agreeableness 	.165 	383 	.000 	.919 	383 	.000 
Conscientiousness 	.142 	383 	.000 	.940 	383 	.000 
Neurctism 	.140 	383 	.000 	.941 	383 	.000 
Openness 18 	383 	.000 	.918 	383 	.000 
The descriptive statistics for Extraversion reveal that 23 out of 46 or 50% of the premier 
institute respondents were marked 4.0 or above on a scale of 5. whereas this figure was 
25 of 48 or 52.08% of the universitc department respondents and 138 of 289 or 47.75% 
for private institutes, (Table 4.1291 
Table 4.129: Cross-Tab: Extraversion v/s Classification-1 of Inst. 
Extraversion Classification -1 of Institutes 
GPIN I  UNDE PMIN Total 
LOU 2 '_ 9 13 
ISO 2 1 11 14 
2.00 1 2 11 14 
2.50 4 4 24 32 
3.00 9 8 49 66 
3.50 5 6 47 58 
H— 4.00 / 8 28 37 
4.50 12 9 49 70 
5.00 10 8 61 79 
Total 46 48 —289 T 383 
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The descriptive statistics for Agreeah(eneec reveal that 20 out of -16 or 56.52% of the 
premier institute respondents µere marked 4-0 or above on a scale of 5. whereas this 
figure was 24 of 48 or 50.0% of the university department respondents and 162 of 289 or 
56.05% for private institutes which is the highest among the groups. (Table 4.130) 
Table 4.130: Cross-Tab: Agreeableness v/5 Classification-1 
Agreeableness 	GPIN --UNDE 	 PMIN Total 
1.00 I 0 1 2 




2 	 3 
8 12 
8 	 8 
5 	 6 
10 	t15 
46 66 
61 	 77 
3.00 
3.50_ _ 
4.00 2 6 48 56 
.4.50 15 8 54 77 
5.00 9 10 fi0 79 
Total 46 48 289 383 
the descriptive statistics for Conscientiousness reveal that 14 out of 46 or 30.43% of the 
premier institute respendenrs were marked 4.0 or above on a scale of 5. whereas this 
figure was 21 of 48 or 43,75°-o of the university department respondents and 122 of 289 
or 42.21% for private institutes. ("Iable 4.131) 
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Table 4.131• Cruss-7 ab: Conscientiousness v/s Classification-1 
'Conscientiousness 
Classification-I otinstitutes 
Total GPIN UNDE PMIN 
1.00 1 I 5 7 
1.50 1 1 4 6 
	
2.00 	 4 
2.50 5 







11 	 70 92 
70 3.50 10 	 6 54 
4.00 1 	 6 31 38 











The descriptive statistics for :yeurori. rn reveal that 3 out of 46 or 6.5% of the premier 
institute respondents were marked 4.0 or above on a scale of 5. whereas this figure as 6 
of 48 or 12 5% of the university department respondents and 31 of 289 or 12.72/a for 
private institutes which is the hi hest among the croups. (Table 4.132) 
Table 4.132: Crass-Tab: Neurotism v/s Classification-I 
Neurotism 
Classification-1 of Institutes 
Total CPIN UNDE PMIN 
1 00  8 9 31 48 




20 2.00 	 8 
~2.50 7 
I3.00 	+ 	9 
1 3.50 2 
35 
57 67 




4.00 2 3 	 11 16 
4.50 / 3 15_  19 
5.00 
Tutal 
0 	 0 
46 48 
5 	5 
289 	1 	383 
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The descriptive statistics for openness reveal that 12 out of 46 or 26.08% of the premier 
institute respondents were marked 4.0 or above on a scale of 5. whereas this ligure was 
14 of 48 or 29.16% of the univcrsit department respondents and 59 of 289 or 2041% for 
private institutes. (Table 4.133) 
Table 4.133: Cross-Fab: Openness vfs Classification-I 
Openness 	 GPpy UNDE __ 	PMIN Total 
L00 1 0 1 2 
1.50 	 3 4 8 





1 37 43 _ 
21 	 117 
9 63 
152 
3.50 8 80 
14.00 4 10 18 32 
4.50 6 0 22 	 28 
5.00 2 4 19 25 
Total 	 46 48 289 383 
Table 4.134: Test of Significance (Kruskal-Wallis Test) 
Factor Classification of 	Significance Null 	Sub- Alternate 
Management Level HSpothesis Sub- 
Institutes Hypothesis 
Extraversion .960 Accepted Rejected 
Agreeableness .687 Accepted Rejected 
Conscientiousness Classification-1 .487 Accepted Rejected 
Neurotism .080 Accepted Rejected 
Openness .451 Accepted Rejected 
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:\ssirming a 	le'ef of siEIi  tic ,ice. the null sub- l\pethcscs \sere accepted and the 
alternate sub-h\ potheSes rCIL'cted VV ith ('lassiticatiOn-1 Of institutes for Extraversion. 
\recahleness. ('QnscieWtuasness. \curotism and Openness personal it\ traits. (Table 
-f . l ., 4 
The h\pothesis is next tested as per Classification-2 of the institutes di\iding the 
institutes into NIBA and PGI)\1 groups. 
The null 1i potheses %\ere accepted and the alternate h\potheses rejected +ith 
('lassitication-2 of institute; tier I:xtra~ersiion. :\recableness. Conscientiousness. 
\curotI rn and Openness personality traits. 
Sub-l(\ petlwis 11011 : E.\tral\ srsion I'er,oraIrl\ trait pla\ s no role in the choice of 
\l:rnagement Institute as per ( lassi tication-2 of institutes. 
tiub-Hpotheis 11011,_: Agreeableness Personalit\ trait pla\s no role in the choice of 
G1ail;r,-1cIlIeIll ItnfItwic as per ( laSsItIcattOIl-, of institutes. 
Suh-1l pothesis 110111): Conscientiousness Personality trait pla\s no role in the choice of 
\larva cfl cnt Institfclle as per Classification-2 of institutes. 
Sub-Il, pothesis H(1, I ,: \eurotism Personalit\ trait pla s no role in the choice of 
\lanaCment Iflstitute as per Classification-2 of institutes. 
Sub-hypothesis 11011 : Openness Personalitfi trait pla\ s no role in the choice of 
\lanMl.:enlent Institute as per (TassiticMrIicn-2 of institutes. 
the dcscripti\ c statistics filr L*.IlioI 'n urn re \ cal that 95 out of 199 or 47.73° of the 
\IU \ institute respondents \\ere marked 4.i) or aho\c on a scale of' 5.'\hereas this figure 
as 91 of* I X-1 or 49.45",0 of the I'(il)M institute respondents. (fable 4.1 35 
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Table 4.135: Cross-Tab: Extraversion v/s Classification-2 
Extraversion 
0 
Classification-2 of Institutes 
MBA 	 PGDM 
8 5 




20D 7 7 14 
2.50 18 14 32 
3.00 36 30 66 









79 5.00 42 
Total 199 184 383 
The descriptive statistics for Agreeableness reveal that 113 out of 199 or 56.78% of the 
MBA institute respondents were marked 4.0 or abo%e on a scale of 5. whereas this figure 
was 99 of 184 or 53.8% of the PGDM institute respondents.. (Table 4.]36) 
Table 4.136: Cross-lab: Agreeableness v/s Classification-2 
Agreeableness Classification-2 of Institutes 
MBA 	 PCOM  Total 
1.00 I I 2 





3 3  -- 6 — 	15 
_3.00 	- 32 34 66 
13.50 36 	 41 77 








- 	- 	184 
77 
383 
The descriptive statistics for Cnncfeutiousne.ss reveal that 83 out of 199 or 41.7% of the 
MBA institute respondents were marked 4.0 or above on a scale of 5. whereas this figure 
was 74 of 184 or 40.4% of the PGDM Institute respondents. (fable 4.137) 
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Table 4.137: Cross-Tab: Conscientiousness v is Classification-2 
Conscientiousness 	Classification-2 of Institutes 
MBA 	 PGDM Total 
1.00 	5 _ 7 
1.50 4 2 6 
2.00 II 9 20 
2.50 16 	 15 
50 42 
30 	40 







4.50 34 33 
5.00 34 18 	 52 
Total 199 184 383 
The descriptive statistics for .Neurwism reveal that 23 out of 199 or 11_55% of the MBA 
institute respondents were marked 4.0 or above on a scale of 5. whereas this figure was 
17 of 184 or 9.23% of the PGDM Institute respondents. (Table 4.138) 
Table 4.138: Cross-Tab: Neurotism v/s Classification-2 
Neurotism Classification-2 of Institutes 
MBA 	 PCDM Total 
1.00 24 24 48 
1.50 34 	 33 67 
2.00 21 14 35 
2.50 32 35 67 
3.00 50 44 	 94 
3.50 I5 ,'~ 17 32 
4.00 7 9 	 16 
4.50 11 8I9 
5.00 5 0 	 5 
Total 199 184 383 
The descriptive statistics for Openness reveal that 51 out of 199 or 25.62% of the MBA 
institute respondents were marked 4.0 or abo%c on a scale of 5. whereas this figure was 
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34 of 184 or 18.47%% of the PGDM respondents. (Table 4.139) 
Table 4.139: Cross-lab: Openness vls Classification-2 
Openness C!assitieat_nn-2 of Institutes 
Total MBA PGD'V1 
1.00 I 1 2 
1.50 4 4 8 
2.00 9 4 	 13 
2.50 17 26 43 
3.00 76 76 152 
3.50 41 39 80 
4.00 19 13 32 
4.50 18 10 28 
5.00 14 11 25 
Lotat 	_ _ L99 	_ _ 184 _ _ 383_ 
Table 4.140: 'lest of Significance (Kruskal-Wallis Test) 
Factor Classifiention 	of Significance 	Null 	Sub- 	Ahernate 




501 Accepted Relected 
.635 Accepted ,Rejected 
Conscientiousness 	Classification-2 .899 Accepted Rejected 
LNeurotjsi 	1 700 Accepted Rejected 
Openness — .140 — Accepted Rejected 
Assuming a 5% level of signiticanec. the null sub-hypotheses were accepted and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses rejected with Classification- of institutes for Extraversion. 
Agreeableness. Conscientiousness. Ncurotisrn and Openness personality traits. (Table 
4.140) 
The hypothesis is next tested as per Classification-3 of the institutes dividing the 
institutes into Premier and Non-Premier groups. 
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The null hti potheses were accepted and the alternate hypotheses rejected with 
Clossificaiion-3 of institutes for Extraversion. Agreeableness. Conscientiousness and 
Openness personality traits. 	The null hypotheses were rejected and the alternate 
hypotheses accepted for Neurolism personality trait. 
Suh-Hcpothesis HO„ c: Extraversion Personality trait plays no role in the choice of 
Management Institute as per Classification-3 of institutes. 
Sub-Hypothesis HO„ i : Agreeableness Personality trait plays no role in the choice of 
Management Institute as per C'lassifcation-3 of institutes. 
Sub-H) pnthesis HO,,,,,: Conscientiousness Personality trait plays no role in the choice of 
Management institute as per Classification-3 of institutes 
Sub-Hypothesis HD,,,,: Neurofism Personalitc trait plats no role in the choice of 
Management Institute as per Classification-3 of institutes. 
Sub-hypothesis HO: Openness Personality trait plays no role in the choice of 
Management Institute as per Classification-3 of institutes- 
The descriptive statistics for Extraversion reveal that 23 out of 46 or 500k of the premier 
institute respondents were ,narked 4.0 or above on a scale of 5, whereas this figure was 
163 of 337 or 48.36% of the Non-Premier Institute respondents. (Table 4.141) 
Table 4.141: Cross-Tab: Extraversion vls Classification-3 
Extraversion Classification-3 of Institutes 
Premier 	 Non-Premier 	Total 
1-00 2 II 	 13 
	






2.50 	 4 28 32 
3.00 	 9 57 66 












Total 46 337 383 
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The descriptive statistics for .9gr-ceahlenes reveal that 26 out of 46 or 5632% of the 
premier institute respondents were marked 4 0 or above on a scale of 5. whereas this 
figure was 186 of 3 7 or 55.19% of the Non-Premier Institute respondents. (I able 4.142) 
Table 4.142: Cross-Tab: Agreeableness vls Classification-3 
Agreeableness Classification-3 of Institutes 
Premier 	Nun-Premier 
  I 1 
0 5 
Total 
LOU  2 
1.50 5 
200 1 5 6 
2 	13 15 
3.00 
4.00 
4.50 — 	— 
'i5.00 











i Total 46 337 383 
The descriptive statistics For C'on.sciemivavrters reveal that 14 out of 46 or 30.43% of the 
premier institute respondents acre marked Oil or above on a scale of 5, whereas this 
figure was 143 o1337 01 42.43% of the Non-Premier Institute respondents. (Table 4.143) 
Table 4.143: Cross-Fab: Conscientiousness vls Classification-3 
Conscientiousness 	 Classification-3 of Institutes 
Premier 	INon-Premier 	Total 
1.00 --- 	I 	— 	6 7 
1.50 	 1 5 6 
2.00 4 	 16 	 20 
2.50 	 5 26 31 
3.00 	11 	 81 	 92 
3.50  	 to 
	
60 --F— 70 - 
00 	I ----~— 37 	38 
14.50 (t 	 6! 67 
5.00 45 52 
Total 46 337 383 
The descriptive statistics for Newrorisrn reveal that more 3 out of 46 or 6.52/t of the 
premier institute respondents were marked 4.0 or above on the Neurotism scale of 5, 
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whereas this figure was 37 of 337 or 10.9% of the Non-Premier respondents. (Table 
4.144) 
Table 4.144: Cross-Tab: Neurotism vls Classification-3 
Neurotism Classification-3 of Institutes 
Premier 	Non-Premier 	Total 
1.00 	 8 40 48 
58 	67 L50 9 
2.00 	 8 27 35 
--- 7 	- 2.50 — _ ~ 	60 	67 
~0 
 9 L 
— 
3.50 	 2 
85 94- 
1 30 	32 
4.00 2 IJ 16 
4.50 
pU 
IJ iJJ ota 3 
The descriptive statistics for Openness reveal that 12 out of 46 or 26.08% of the premier 
institute respondents were marked 4.0 or ahotie on a scale of 5. whereas this figure was 
73 oP337 or 21_66% of the Non-Premier respondents. (Table 4.145) 
Table 4.145: Cross-Tab: Openness v/s Classification-3 
V firHIKs" l,a% uu ICLUVII-.l oI l 11SI1IUICS 
Premier 	Non-Premier 	Total 





  5  
10 
  8 	- 
8-
13 
2.50 5 38 43 
3.00 14 138 152 









5.00 2 23 25 
Total 46 337 383 
• 
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•rable 4.146: Test of Si-unificancc (kr usk.rl-\1 allis Test) 
I'actur 	 (Ia si1i atinn 	of Significance Null 	Sub- Alternate 






Agreeableness .704 Accepted Rejected 
('onscieiitlOIisnesS 	('1titisitication- i . )42   Accepted 	} tZl'jected 
Neurotism .()I8 Rejected Accepted 
Openness ;;u Accepted Rejected 
Assuming a 5°o level of significance. the null silk-kpothcscs "ere accepted and the 
alternate sub-hypotheses 	rejected 	\pith Classiticaltion-3 Of institutes 	for 	Extraversion. 
Agreeableness. 	('onsclentiousness 	and Openness personal it 	traits. I he 	null 	sub- 
hypothesis 	as 	rejected 	and 	the 	alternate 	s!h-hvpothesis 	accepted t(1r 	\cilrOt15l11 
personality trait. (I able 4.146 
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4.7 DECISION PROCESS; STAGE 5- POST DECISION BEHAVIOR 
The respondents were asked if they ever considered changing the institute and if yes, then 
what the main reason for their consideration was. The responses are given in Table 4.147. 
[able 4.147: Reason for Considering Change 
Reason to Change 	 Classification-1 
Institute 	 IGPIN 	UNDE 	PMIN 
Total 
.A.or Did not consider 	
. 	
39 39 241 319 
ec I 0 0 	 I 
rand 1 0 	 2 3 
Reputation 4 	 3 













— --— Faculty 	  
 0 	0  
0 	 0 
— 	— — — 0 1 
Exposure 	 0 0 0 0 
cadcmics 0 2 	 1 ] 13 
ocation 0 0 	 0 0 
entralILiioersity 0 1 	 0 1 










4- 	0 4 4 






I 	4fi 289 383 
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Table 4.148: Test of Significance 
I)f 	.\sN nip. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson U Ili-Square 	 26 	 .556 
It was observed the 31 9  out of 83 respondents did not respond to this question or did not 
consider changing their institute. Out of the remaining 64 respondents. the largest number 
i.e.. 22 respondents chose ,'ep1teutic„l of the institute as the main reason for considering 
change. 1 his %N as Ii)lloved h\ 1 3 respondents who \\crc concerned about the crc•uc!n)tit'.s 
i.e.. C0111,~c curriculum. J)e(lce'ci, l and cfl,Ul1/l of iklil'(T . I he third largest number of 
respondents who \\ere considering change as seen in number who were dissatisfied 
with the ina,i ,,'emen! of the institute I'm, one reason or the other. 
A test of significance as per Classification-1 of institutes sho\is that the significance Ie\el 
is .756 hich is more than the assumed significance level of .05 hence it can he deduced 
that there is not much significant difference between different type of institutes When it 
conies to consideration ofchant?e of institute. (Table 4.148) 
4.8 MAIN REASON ASON FOR ('IIOOSI`(; Till': \RNAGh:M1ENT lNS'Fli 1 "Th 
I he respondents 	crc• 	skcd to tlIcn1oil the 111,1111 reason li,r choosin1: the Current 
management institute. This as an open ended question and as aimed at gathering the 
top of the 11llnLl recall for the Main reason that the students remembered. I he replies were 
categorized as sho\\ n in Table 4.149. As can he observed, the most popular reason was 
1ercltic„1 of the institute ti)llo\\ed h\ the lees charged and l,laccmr,lt opportunities offered 
h\ the institutes. 
I'ive out of 383 respondents chose not to respond. Of the remaining 378 respondents, 61 
or I x.92°'i) specified location as a main reason for joining the institute. the second most 
popular reason tier joining the institute \\as the fee being Charged with » respondents or 
14.36°o choosing this option. I he third most popular reason was specified as placement 
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or job opportunities offered by the institute with 50 respondents or 11.05% choosing this 
option. 
A test of signi ficanee reveals that (here is a signilicant cliPfercice in choosing the main 
reason for choice o institute as per C Iassification-I of the institute. 
Table 4.149: Cross-lab: 'Main Reason is Class of Inst. 
Main Reason GPIN UNDE PMIN_ 
I 
Total 
5 (No Reply) 	 0 4 





















Ranking 5 4 22 31 
Faculty 4 0 23 27 
, Exposure _ 2 0 _ 3 5 _ 
Location 	 1 	
__ 
 
Academics 	_ 	_ _~ _ _  
2 58 61 














18 Personal Reason 
Infrastructure 0 0 9 9 
Alumni 0 0 6 6 _I 










Table 4.150: Test of Significance 
Pearson Chi -Square 	L _ 34 
As can be seen from the Table 4.150 above, the test of significance shows the differences 
are significant as per eiassi fication-1 of the institutes. 
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4.9 NUMBER OF INSI IT[-FES GRANTING ADMISSION 
4.9.1 Number of Institutes Inquired 
Ibis section deals with the number of institutes that the respondents inquired about. 
applied to and finally secured seats in. Responses are given in Table 4.151. 
It is observed that 61 or 15.92% of the respondents enquired about 16 or more institutes 
followed by 63 or 16.45% who inquired about 10 institutes. The number of respondents 
that inquired about 5 institutes were 53 in number or 13.84%. It is quite likely that 
respondents marked this eatcgory in round numbers of 5. 10 and -snore than I5 ..A test of 
significance reveals that the number of institutes inquired shoot is not significantly 
different for various institutes as per Classification- with a Chi-Square value of 0.443. 
Table 4.151: Number of Institutes Inquired 
No. of Inst.  Classification-I of Institutes 
GPIN 	UNDE  	PMIN  
Total 
i0 14 ~l 0 0 3 4 — 7 lam — —2 
3 2 4 23 29 
4 3 3 33 39 
5 6 6 41 53 
6 3 1 23 27 
7 3 2 17 22 
8 3 2 	14 19 
9 0 3 
1 1 	,- 9 10 44 5 
12 I 	1 7 9 






3 16 26 
16 or more 8 7 46 61 
Total 	46 48 289 383 
Table 4.152: Test of Significance (Chi-Square Tests) 
Value 	_ 	di 	Asymp. Sig. (2- 
 _ sided)__ —~ 
earson Chi quare  	_ 	30.440 	30  
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Assuming. a significance letiel of 5%. from the Table 4.152 above it is evident that the 
difference between the numbers of institutes inquired between the classes of institutes is 
not significant. 
4.9.2 Number of Institutes Applied 
It is known that more the number of institutes applied to. the more unsure was the 
respondents 
1 he largest number of respondents i.e_ 60 or 15.67% applied to 3 institutes followed by 
57 or 14.88% that applied to 5 institutes and 54 or 14.1% that applied to 2 institutes. A 
test of significance reveals that the difference between the numbers of institutes applied 
to is significant as per Classification-1 of the institutes. 
The descriptive reveal that 12 of 46 or 26.08% of the premier institute respondents 
applied to 5 institutes whereas 51 of 289 or 17.64% private institute respondents applied 
to 3 institutes. (Table 4.153) 
Table 4.153: Number of Institutes Applied 
No. of Inst. 	C lassification-I of Institutes 	 Total 
GPIN UNDE 	 PMIN 
1 	 0 	 4 l9 	 23 	- 
2 2 7 45 54 
3 2 7 St 60 
4 3 5 	 42 57 
5 12 6 39 57 
6 3 3 	+ 	28 34 
19 7 4 	 2 13 
1 
3 1- 	—I 40 r _10 7 8 25 
_11 0 T 	0 1 1 
12 0 0 l I 
13 1 0 0 1 
14 1 0 1 
15 _ 2 2 4 
16 or more 5 I 9 1S 
Total 46 48 289 383 
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Table 4.154: Test of Significance 
Pearson ('hi-Square 	 df 	Asy mp. Sig. (2-sided) 
0 .019 
Assuming a significance level of 5"'o. from the Table 4.154 above it is evident that the 
dit't rilicc het'~een the Iiumhers of institutes applied to heteen the classification-i of 
institutes is Swillf cant. 
4.9.3 Number of Institutes (;ranting :Admission 
It i all[llelt that more the institutes granting admission to the respondent. '. icier the 
choice to decide \Nhich institute to enroll in. 
l'tle respondents v,-ere asked to specit\ ho%\ many institutes granted them admission. It 
\\as tound that 1 It 3 or 29.5° o of the respondents were granted admission by the 2 
institutes followed h\ 82 or 21.41 ° 1, respondents that were granted admission by 3 
instituter tioIlo\\ed h\ 56 respondents that Were offered admission only h\ one institute. A 
test of sioHiticance rho vs that the diftirrence het cen the numbers of' institutes offering 
admission is not significant as per ('iassifistion-1 Of' the institutes with a ('hi-Square 
alu< of' (1.366. 
he desrripti\e re cal that 20 of 46 or 43.47° o  of the premier institute respondents were 
offered 3 to 4 college seats \N hereas 151 of 289 or 52?4% of prig ate institute respondents 
were offered between 2 to 3 seats. ( I able 4.155 ) 
Table 4.155: Number of Institutes Granting Admission 
No. of Inst. _ 
2 
 Classification-I of Institutes 	_ 	Total 
GPIN 	UNDE 	PMIN 
8 	 8 	 40 	 56 
8 15 90 113 
II 	 61 82 
4 	 10 4 32 46 
5 3 4 27 34 




I  0 6 7 
2 	l 




6 	 - 
II 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 3 3 
13 0 0 0 0 
14 0 0 0 0 
15 1 I I 3 
16 or more 	1 0 2 3 
Tocal 46 48 289 383 
]'able 4.156: Test of Significance 
I
Df 	Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 	 24 	 266 
Assuming a significance level of 5%. from the Table 4.156 above it is evident that the 
difference between the numbers of institutes offering admission between the classes of 
institutes is not significant. 
4.10 DURATION OF SEARCH PERIOD 
It is assumed that the sooner the respondent stained searching for the institute, the more 
thorough was the search. The Table 4.157 below shows the number of months prior to 
admission_ when the respondents started their respective searches. 
A total of 154 or 40.21% respondents started this search between one and six months 
prior to admission followed by 73 or 19.06% who started more than 24 months or two 
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years earlier. A mere 59 or 15.4% of the respondents took between 12 to 24 months to 
conclude their search for a suitable management institute. A test of significance reveals 
that the difference bet++-een the aiious cases of institutes as per Classification-I was 
significant. 
The descriptive reveal that 31 o146 or 45.65% of the premier institute respondents started 
their search more than ?a months prior to admission_ whereas 133 of 289 or 46.02% of 
the private institute respondents started their search between I to 6 months prior to 
admission. 
Table 4.157: Search Period 
Months Classification-] Total 
GPIN UNDE P17IN 
Lessthan 1 0 	 2 41 	 43 
Between I 1o6 
enveen 6 to 12 
Between 12 to 24 









More than 24 	 21 13 	 39 73 
atal 	 46 	 48 	 289 383 
Table 4.158: Test of Significance 
Assuming a significance level of 5%, from the Table 4.158 above it is evident that the 
difference between the periods of search of institutes inquired between the classification-
I of institutes is significant. 
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4.11 tit \11;R\ 
']'his chapter summarizes the 'arioti test results and dcscrihti e tor s1LI(lcIlts during the 
stages of college choice prt~ccs' . Various oh,cr\ atiolls arc tabulated and discussed. I he 
findings of' this stud\ mentioned in this chapter confirm that for Classification- I of the 
institutes:- 
null -hypotheses for factors like f)1•Unl(111nn and academia have been summarily 
rejected for all the sub null h\ potheses under this null-h\ pothesis were also rejected. 
• SI.(' or .'ocio-L'Lono nic' ( '/a. and r.'l0-07rr .! 'n11/) is sumnlariI> accepted since all 
the sub null-hypotheses are also accepted. 
• all other sub null h\ protheses there 	as a mixed result with sonic of the sub- null 
hypotheses being accepted and some being rejected. .\s a result. the irlfcrence drawn 
can depend on the kind (it•cklssitication being rrcd to te.t the le el of' significance. 
Since the main classification for the stud\- was Classification-1 of Institutes. It can he 
assumed that if the null-sub hypotheses are rejected or accepted for ('lassitication-1 
of the institutes then the related null-hypotheses nla\- he considered accepted or 
rejected respectivcl\. 
• lie personal jt 	as again a factor but had been tabulated separatel\ since it formed a 
major test in itself using its u\\n established scale i.e. IIll scale. It was noteworthy 
that none of the Rig I I\e hersunalit> traits were significant in any classification of' the 
Institutes barring llst one trait. i.e. heir Idle or lh1't'olv%nes.% '\filch played an 
important role in the C'lassificatiun- 3 of the institutes. 
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('H AP rL;R 5: ('ON('I.t SIO\ i . i t) RFCO\1 MENDATIONS 
..l Chapter (h er-, iei% and ('r►nclusion,. 
I his Chapter presents an o\crA iC\\ of this thesis h\ 1,heiIing Out the Salient point of the 
findings of' this stud. Major findings as well as potential implications to management 
education ha \e been discussed in brief. In the concluding section future directions of 
research have also been discussed. 
In conclusion this study has been able to achieve its stated objectives to it large degree. 
the conclusions revolve around the main ohjeetives of this research k\hich are as follows: 
• f 0 ideutfft\ the taeturs influencing \oUcgSterl, opting for management as it career. 
I his has been achic\ edd and listed in the tolto ' in" page". 
• 1 u determine the institute preferences of modern da\ \outh and to ascertain the 
influence of advertising and promotion on these \ outh. This objective has also been 
achieved and is explained in the filllo\cing pages in this chapter. 
• 10 find the degree of influence of various individuals influencing the choice of 
management as it career for youth. This objective is achieved though the influence of 
Pamil\ and reference groups only has been studied. 
• lo ascertain the degree of' importance of various demographic parameters like socio-
cdrn(plie-;tatus. native state and language. gender. age. migrant status on the choice 
of manai'eufent institute fi r wuth. I his object i\ c is achie\ed and is explained further 
in this chapter. 
• I o ascertain siunificance of' relationship het een brand, recognition. at'tiliation and 
Illedia co\ crage of manak-1enlent Institute and the institute choice mate h\ the youth. 
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• 	to determine the degree of effecti\cness and influence of the aho\ e factors on the 
oath's choice of management institute. I hese objectives are also achieved and 
explained in the tullo\\ ing pages. 
• lo suggest measures for management institutes for attracting youth towards 
management education and evolve aftectiN e measures and policies to attract 
enrolment. I his is mentioned in the recommendations section in this chapter. 
('onclusions dra\rn from various sections in the findings chapter are given below. 
5.1.1 Applicahilith of Reduced Factors 
he re' ult' sho ed that -7 t,rctors ( I'r•onrnrirnn. 1'hi siccrl evi(/e/n c c)J /ro/uction. People. 
Reputation. f Urrrril'. Nice Iw1i u.an rrc tars and Recognition) were important factors 
responsible for choice of' management institute by the respondents as per factor analysis. 
The Cronhach Alpha for these seven factors was found to be 0.682 which is higher than 
the threshold value of 0.60 nornlall\ accepted for ('ronhach alpha test. The factor 
anal\sis also revealed several factors that \\ere not important in the choice of 
management institute and hence \\ere treated as such. 'I hose factors \\ere .S'pecial Quota. 
I ffjl uni.../)c dali:cauiL,r olfeiceI Local Enr/)Io't neiit ()I)l)Or•lN)1ilf'. Loon avalla/'ilit and 
lmlrrcircc. 
A test of significance (it' the sc•\en factors mentioned aho\e re \ Baled that all the tic\ en 
factors were "W'111ticant barring the price lmros!)uetm1e factor. I his implies that \\hen 
institutes are grouped as per ('lassification-I then cost of the program i.e. the tuition fee 
and the infrastructure available at the campus did not play any significant role. 
'I est of \orniahtv also shows that none of these factors were normal distributions and 
hence eon)\ non-parametric tests \\ere applied on these factors to check the le\el of 
siggniticance. 
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5.1.2. 51 ACL'. I: \eed Arousal 
In the conteNt of choice of nmanagement institute. student behavior showed that the need 
arousal (to join a management institute as a career choice) was lareely Influenced by 
peers. coaching ins//lute. alumni and parents then classlt\ inlg institutes as per 
( la>sitieution- I. the choices given in the research instrument were three! email. ne►r.s 
1.1077, cnlrl'rlisC'ntC'771. C 0i1C17t77 ," i/Istbo)/e No cia/ 1tc'l1t rlrk1t7 si/c. /)rolesSn%. hcrtrltlA. pc'c'1'c. 
.cihl ing. itch Pori il. alumni and others. 
The findings were in line with contemporary thinking where peer pressure and peer 
influence is surmount. ('oachillg institutes are also playing a vital role in helping students 
make choices about Which institutes to join for higher education. Alumni and !)urett).s are 
also influential though their influence \ aries for different t\ pes of institutes 
5.I.3 ST.~G1 2: Information (;athering Stage 
In context ot" gathering of information by students to help them choose the management 
i1151itute to enroll in. the respondents those c kileL'c tt ebsitc'. eamldr.s ii.%il. prospectus. 
peer and cillwat)on )portal as the main sources tier gathering information. A test of 
significance revealed that campus visit. lwi% 1c7tlul and alumni were the significant 
information sources as per Classification-I of the institutes. 
AS per ('lassitication-, of the institutes the test of significance showed only one source 
i.e. campus uisit as significant) different and remaining emerged as insignificant. 
urther it was important to check which other independent variable would ha \e an effect 
can the source of information used h\ the respondents. (►cling h' the undergraduate degree 
of the respondents. it ss,1 discoset'ed that the Iirae•s of campus visit, pleb influence. 
education portal and alumni influence were significant and the remaining were 
insignificant. Performing the same test by classifying the respondents h\ their gender. it 
was Iwund that the College ureh,si)e, lain/Li' influence and peel' in/)1/e;ic'e 'scrc the onl\ 
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the« si niticant actors. It \\as notable that peer influence \\as significant in most of the 
ahc~\ e classifications as a common factor. 
5.1.4 ST:1(:F: 3: Decision Evaluation 
Stile " i• the mar 	focus of research 01 this study. I his is the stage "here the 
respondents seek out \ arious Options based on the factors intluencing their choice of 
selection of a management institute. I he main classification of the institutes was termed 
as ('lassitication-1 as described in the research methodology chapter abo\e. The null 
h\ hothe'c' for ('lassi tication-1 of the institutes vere rejected for factors like promotion. 
hmii/1 innue#icr. d((c/yi!o irilkiience. location of the inatitrrte and placement n/Jered 
scllarie.c: whereas the null hypotheses \\ere accepted for financial considerations. 
reference group. reputation, gender and .'E( (socio-economic classification). 
I hip thesis conforms to the study done b% Krampf and 1lcilcin (1981) as knell as Soutar 
and Turner (2002) 	hich postulated that promotion, which includes advertising and 
uni\ elrsit\ cataloiues. location of the institutes or distance from holm and fat»ihh 
recommendation pla\ a vital role in the Choice of r1lapa,2c•inent institute,,. Findings of this 
thesis are not in conformance 'pith the claims made h\ ,Jackson (1982) and bitten (1982) 
that Sucriested that s,oclo-economic status and .`;enitel' are the Ali11ll factors, and also of 
Ilussler et al (1989) \oho also suggested that students college choice were influenced h\ 
the econometric model mainl\ consisting of the soeio-economic class of the respondents. 
Going h\ ('lassitication-2 of' the institutes. it was found that the null-hypotheses -,\ere 
rejected for kirwi1fcion. financial consideration. acu lemia influence and gentler whereas 
the\ \\ ere accepted tllr' ItHlillI . influence reference group. loctoiun of the institute. 
replllction of the institute. placement offered .so/art ' and .tincio-Gco)tnntic - c'l(!.g'.SificYl/iint. 
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I he tinding\ of this 'Tud\ conform to the L' nclu'.RIns draM11 h% hrampf & Heinlein 
(1981) and IIossler, Dean & Associates (19911) ,Ind \ling (2010) tom pronlotlon helllg a 
niaior contributor to Choice of higher education institute. Studies done h% Houston 
(1979) stating, that cost of college program is not a significant factor i. not in 
eon1,rinalce %\ith the ►iu.lirv,, of this research. whereas `\ ebb (1993), Joseph & Joseph 
(1998), Jackson (1986) and \ling (2010) support the findings of this study. Gao (2008) 
postulated that economic capital is a major factor in college choice process v high 
includes cost of the program and hence supports the findings of this study . Other papers 
that conform to the findings of this research are Hurwitz (2011) and Ahou-Nassif 
(2011). 1 he findings of this stud\ regarding the Iiit1 r it. t n! tonil11 members On college 
choice ha \e been supported h\ studies done h\ I~rampf & Ileinlin (1981), 4lourigan 
(2011), ; hu-\assif (2011) and some Other studies like IIoole% & I,%nch (1981), Soutar 
and Turner (2002), 1%N (2001) and kacz%nski (2011). 
Findings of this thesis du not agree with the' ie that triencls and peens influence college 
choice as per ('lassifcarion-2 \\bereas papers h\ Abu-Lascif (2011) and Souter & 
turner (2002) support this \ ie" This thesis also fortifies the findings of' Ilooley & 
Lynch (1981), Soutar & 'Turner (2002) and I' N (2001) that academia plays a major role 
Ill college choice. 
As per ('lassitication-2. findings of' the authors and the papers mentioned in section 2.7.6 
do not conform to the findings of this research. Sin~i Ian l\ findings of all the authors 
mentioned in section 2.7. al,o do not conform to the findings of this research. I-indings 
of Iv v (2001 ). Foskett et al. (2001) and Ahu-Nassif (201 1) have found agreement with 
the findings of this thesis. for influence of ￿ciiJer an college choice. 
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\'ievvs of \ling, (21)111) and Reddy (2011) also do not conform to the findings of this 
thesis, that placement record and salaries offered are not it major factor influencing 
college choice as per Classi fication-2 cif institutes. 
The clalnl of authors mentioned ill sectit~n 2.7.1O i.e.. Ilossler ct al. (1989), Irwin 
(21108), (;ao (2008). Ilurw itz (2011) and Ahu-\assif (2011) also do not conform to the 
find 	of this research. 
l he findings of all the authors mentioned in section 2.7.1 1 have not found Conformance 
ith the findings of this study as per ('lassification-2 and no influence of f)c'r.~onality was 
bound significant in the choice of management institutes 
The findings of this research conform to the conclusions drawn h\ Krampf & Heinlein 
(1981) .IThl Hassler et al. 	(199O) and M1ing (21)10) f.r promolionl being a major 
contributor to choice o  higher education institute as per Classification-3 of' the institutes. 
Studies done h\ Houston 11979) stating that (mi n/ college Inrogrum is not it significant 
factor is not in con torniance to findings of this studs \vherea Webb (1993), Joseph & 
.Joseph (1998), .Jackson (19x6) and MIing (21)111) support the findings 01'1111S studs as per 
('lassitication- of' the institutes. (;ao (21)08) postulated that economic capital is it major 
factor in college choice process which Includes cost of ' the program and hence supports 
the findings of' this studs . Other papers that conform to the findings o1' this research are 
Hurwitz (21)11) and :thou-\assif (21)11). i'he findings of' this research for influence of 
!,nt lra mcnlI'r on colle 	choice ha\e been supported h\ studies done h% Krampf & 
Heinlin (1981), Hour•igan (24)1 I) and . hu-\assif (24)1 1) and some other papers like 
HookN and I.N rich (1981). Soutar & Turner (2002), 1%N (24)4)1) and Kam nski (2011). 
['he findings of this stud' as per (Tas', heat HoHi-2 ,10 not confirm t0 the \ie s of studies 
khu-\assif (21)11) and Souter & Turner (2002) that Jriencl. and peers influence college 
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choice. I11 stud' contorm, to the lindines of Ilo Ic & Lynch (1981), Soutar & 
urner (2002) and l'% (20(11► that aca(ielna pla'.It major role in College choice 
As per ('lassification- 3. this Stud\ conforms to the findings of all the authors and their 
papers mentioned in section 2.7.6 and all the authors mentioned in section 2.7.7. Findings 
of Iv (2(101), t;oskett et al. (2(101) and Ahu-Nassif (2011) do not find conformance to 
the tindin~gs of this stud\ reardint. influence of' . cnelrr on college choice. 
Findings of' Ming (2010) and Reddy (2011) have been supported h\ this stud \ which 
states that placement record and salaries ottered are not a major factor influencing 
college choice as per ('lassificatlon-1 of institutes. 
I he claims of all the authors nlenti(lned in section -1.7.1() i.c.. I lossler et al. (1989), 
In% in (20(18), (:a(1 (2008). [fur-wit, (2011) and . hu-Nassif (2011) are not supported by 
the tindi n.-'s of' this stud\ as per ('lassif ication-) ot, the institutes. 
the findings of all the authors mentioned in section 2.7.1 1 also are not in conformance to 
the findings of this Stud\ and no influence Of pers(lnapt\ \\a, tolled significant In the 
choice of management institute except for influence of nt'nro n.\m as per classiflcation- 
(lf the institutes. 
M.1.5 STAGE5: Post Decision Behavior 
\1o»t 	thhe sttidcllls Illelltimlcd 1'i'/ )111i!ll)l; ;l' tlhe main 1.Ictor for Considering change 
followed h\ other reasons like acacletnic.s i.e.. course curriculum. heclo,goi t and qualitt 
of deliveri and dissatisfaction with the management of the institute. 
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5.1.6 Main Reason for Choosing the Institute 
Students/respondents mentioned /ocunon oC the Inst'ut¢e as a main reason for joining the 
institute followed by the lee being charged and piocrmcw offered by the institute. 
5.1.7 Measuring the Effort of the Respondent 
Most number of respondents inquires about 10 institutes followed by those that inquired 
about 15 or more institutes and lastly by those that inquired about 5 institutes. 
Next we conclude the number of institutes that the respondents applied to The largest 
number of respondents applied to 3 institutes followed by those that applied to 5 institutes 
and (mall} those that applied to 2 institutes. 
Further, it as found that the most number of respondents were granted admission by two 
institutes followed by those that were granted admission by 3 institutes and then again 
followed by those that were offered admission onh he one institute_ 
5. t.8 Duration of Search Period 
Mom respondents start looking for an appropriate institute several months or even years 
prior to admission whereas others start this activity only a few weeks prior to admission. 
The most number of respondents started the search between one and six months prior to 
admission followed by those that took more than 24 months or two years to conclude 
their search. This was followed by those that took between 12 to 24 months to conclude 
their search for a suitable management institute. 
5.1.9 Sum mare 
This section discusses the conclusions drawn from the carious findings of this research 
and covers the 4 stages of college choice process studied. Also other important research 




One of the objectives of this study was to suggest measures for management institutes for 
attracting youth towards management education and to evolve elective measures and 
policies to enhance enrolment. In accordance with this objective the following measures 
are being recommended. 
As per the factor analysis conducted on the main reasons for choosing the institute. 7 
major factors were identified namely promotion. phyaical evidence of produeuori. 
influence of people Le_. reference grunp reputation of the in.ctInite. influence o/ family 
influence of'cosr of program and infrastructure and finally influence of recognition gfthe 
institute. Also it was found with factor analysis that the following factors were not 
signi licant enough_ These were speclui tpeort affiliation.. specialization uttered. local 
emplotmtenr opportunities. loan urailahilflr and professor (from under-graduate 
program] influence. 
Further this study was conducted keeping in mind the 4-stages of institute choice process 
while skipping stage 4 as mentioned in the findings chapter. The recommendations for 
each stage are hereby giceu in the following sections. 
5.2.1 STAGE 1: Need Arousal 
This is a stage when the aspirants hest feel the need to pursue management as a career 
option. This study reveals that the largest number of respondents felt the need through 
some interaction with their peers followed by interaction with their touching inmiinue and 
alumni of the institute. 
It is therefore recommended that the institutes capitalize on this by introducing programs 
which are peer inclusive and also actively use the influence of coaching institutes as a 
platform for promotion. Further it is recommended that the institutes nurture and promote 
the alumni associations who can in turn intluenec the aspiring youth to enroll. 
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5.2.2 STAGE 2: Information Gathering Stage 
Ihis is the stage %N here the aspirants search for information in pursuit of management 
education as a career option. the stud' re'ealed that the most used source for 
information \\as the instir►►r &' 'ti 
It is recommended that institutes revamp their "ehsites and include all their relevant 
information pertaining to admission k0hich includes courses offered, campus facilities. 
facult\ profiles. affiliation and associations, and keep this information current and up to 
date. Further institute should also work on making their websites mobile friendly since lot 
of aspirants use mobile Internet and their number is steadil\ increasing. 
The next most used source of information was found to he it cwnp u.% ri.ci/ and it is 
recommended that the institutes must prepare for the campus visit h\ the aspirants and 
should in tact organize guided campus tours to ensure that the aspirants get the most 
amount of information from an official source in their short visit. 
the third most used source of information is the prospectus and it is recommended that 
the institutes should ensure all the rele\ant information is available in the prospectus in a 
presentable. legible and organized manner. 
5.2.3 ST.. (:F 3: Decision I•:Naluation 
I his i` the most inmportant stage and also the main research area for the stud . Going h\ 
the ttndings of this research. the ten most Popular reasons. arranges in decreasing order of 
importance. for choosing the institute arc:- 
• l lacements: this is the most popular reason for choosing an institutes. hence it is 
recommended that institutes should work \er' seriuusl\ on the placements of their 
candidates. "1 hey should employ senior 1-lunman Resource veterans to head their 
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placement cells to ensure that their placements are impressive and that most of their 
'students are adequatel% placed. 
• I lie next most popular reason being :\IC Ii: recognition. Considering this. it is 
recommended that the institute enure that their recognition status is current and that 
they do not lapse on renewing the same. 
• 1 he next most popular reason is specialization offered h\ the institute. and o\\ing to 
this it 	recommended that the institutes ensure that the study the market demand 
and modif'\ customize their programs to offer specializations that are in high demand. 
• I he brand of the institute is the next most popular reason and though it is a complex 
:►ttrihute. the institutes must earnestl' \wrk on understanding and improving the 
brand and reputation of the institute. 
• Salaries uttered to the candidates features next and institutes are already working hard 
on this factor and there is a need to turther emphasize this factor. 
• I'acult\ profile of the institute constitutes the next major factor and it is recommended 
that the institutes \\ork hard to build a team of lacult\ with impressive profiles. %\ork 
on retainin., them. activel\ assist in de\elopnment of the facult\ and also to adequatel\ 
ad\ertise the taculty profile on their collaterals like their wwehsites. prospectus etc. 
• I cc charged h\ the institute features next. and it 1s recommended that Institutes, make 
an eitort to render their management programs economical) \ iahle ith a thorough 
understanding of' the return on investment t ROl I for the students 'aspirants. 
• \e~\s reports media reports feature next and it is recommended that institutes take 
adequate steps to ensure that the\ have a'isible presence in the media with the help 
of public relation and corporate communication experts. 
• \t iii iation of institutes' ith 'arious universities features next and it is recommended 
that institutes take adequate measures to tie up mth reno ned uni\ersities that are 
reco_gniied and hay c a brand al tie that is important tier the aspirant. 
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• I he course content is the nest most popular factor. It is recommended that institutes 
%\ ith \113:1 programs go beyond the I 'G( specified model course content and 
indigenous institutes offering I'(il)\I programs do participate proactivel\ h\ %\a\ of 
IIlno\ atl\ e. aci le and market oriented course content. The I *( i(' nla\ also look at 
revising their courses periodical l\ so that institutes affiliated with them can take 
ad\antate of this and do not lag behind the institutes offering P(il)W1 courses. 
Further the test of significance showed that the following factors have significant 
differences between classes of institutes as per Classification-I as given helo' 
• Pronlotlooll. 
• Faniil\ Intluence. 
• \cademia Influence. 
• 1 ocation of the institute. 
• Placements Salar\. 
I lence it can he said that these five factors influence which type of institute the candidate 
chooses i.e.. Government Premier Institute. l:niversity Department or Private 
Mana2cment Institute. 
Keeping the above in mind institutes need to \\ork to capitalise on these factors which 
ha\c dlread\ been discussed above apart from location of institute. 
Since the location is also an important factor. It IS recommended that I list itutes emphasize 
on attracting local aspirants and should introduce special programs schemes for local 
candidates within commuting distance. 
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5.2.4 STAGE 4: Post Decision Iieha.iur 
Since the largest number of respondents mentioned reputation of the institute as the main 
reason for seeking a change. institutes mist keep the students engaged and ensure that 
they do not get influenced by various sources undermining the reputation of the institute. 
Many students also mentioned academics as the main reason for seeking change hence 
institutes most work hard on delivery and innocativeness of the academics. 
5.2.5 Main reason for Choosing the Institute 
The most number of candidates specified location of the institute. fee charged and 
placement opportunities which have already been discussed above. 
5.2.6 Summary 
This section discussed the findings of this research and the various recommendations 
that are suggested so that management institutes can improve their enrolment. The 
findings have been arranged in sections as per the 4 stages of the college choice process. 
The recommendations include the main reason for institute choice and also suggest 
measures that stake holders can implement to ensure that the institute enrolment is 
positively affected. 
5.3 LIMITATIONS 
I he studs had many limitations owing to resource and time constraints and some of these 
limitations have been given below:- 
• The study was limited to the state of Delhi only "this limits the generalization of the 
researchers findings to only the above geography studied. 
• This thesis was limited to management institutes listed with AICTE and UGC and 
other institutes accredited by foreign universities and unrecognized institutes were not 
included. 
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• -1 his thesis used con\eniience sampling fir the names of students within an institute 
that %\ere part of the studs . although the institute Wahl« \\ere identified using random 
function in Microsoft Excel. 
• I he ender ratio of the population as nut a\ ailahle from an secondary source. 
)\\ in to this the researcher obtained an approximate idea of gender ratio from the 
manaitement of the institutes sun'\ e\ed and administered the questionnaire keeping in 
line with this gender ratio. 
• The information pro\ ided by the respondents was taken as sacrosanct and no further 
investigation was conducted to ensure that the figures of salaries, fee and other details 
\\ere in fact authentic. 
• 1 he stud did not delve deeper into the \ arious factors and the more important ones 
like placement. salaries offered and promotion h\ the management institute. 
• 1 he studs did not cover details of \ arious promotional acti\ itics to ascertain which 
one is more et'fecti\e and si_enificantl\ different for \arious t\pes of institutes 
especial l\ the i nil uence of electronic. print. \\ord of mouth. and help 	the line 
promotion separatel\. 
• I he stud \' also did not cover what constitutes the reputation and brand of an institute 
and ho' it influences enrolment. 
• I he studs did not co%er the influence of tamil\ members and academia in details so 
as to research the mechanism of' iii 11ucnce of these factor's On the college choice 
process. 
5.4 FL 'fl RE DIRF:("T10\s OF RFaI:AR('H 
Researchers titud\in_ a similar topic in the tuture ma\ ,tud\ the se\eral aspects not 
covered in the `cope of this stud. ('he t'uture researcher may \pant to:- 
• ,tud\ other regions apart from the state of Will and cover other states. Northern 
India. West India. South India. Vast India. Central India or e 'en a combination of 
these geographies. 
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• ;tudN management institute: beyond those listed with Al( Fl: and I (i(' and other 
institutes accredited h\ ti~reiwn universities and unrecognized institutes that were not 
a part of this studs. 
• use random samptin for the names ut students within an institute that were part of 
the stucih though this r11a\ considerahl\ increase the time taken to complete the studs. 
• ascertain the gender ratio of' the population from any secondary source and conduct 
tine stud\ in the same ratio of'uender mix. 
• it1\esti~1ate and confirm the information provided h\ the respondents to ensure that 
the ticures of salaries. fee and other detail', \sere in fact authentic. 
• dcl\c deeper into the \:rrious factors and the more important Ones like placement. 
salaries ott'ered and promotion h\ the management institute and include these in the 
studs. 
• cover details cif various promotional actik ities to ascertain which one is more 
et'tecti\c and for \arious t\pes cif institutes especially the influence of' mass media 
like electronic. print. \\Ord of' mouth, and also below the line promotion separatel\. 
• separately studs the understanding of' hat constitutes the reputation and brand of an 
iuistitute and how it intlucnces enrolment. 
• studs the influence 01' family Members and academia in details so as to research the 
mechanism of'influence of' these factors on the college choice process. 
5.5 St \l\l.\RN 
I his chapter sUmlIlariics the \arious conclusions drawn from the findings o1 the research 
and also discusses the limitations of' the studs and suggests recommendations for 
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A\ \ Fit RE-A: Taxable tiet % ices with Effceti% e Date 
"Table A.1: 'taxable Scr\ ices %% ith Effecti' c Date 
1 car 	Services made taxable 11-* (,o 1. of India 
1994-95 	~ -1 ctephone. stock broker and general insurance 
1991-9>6 Advertising agencies, courier agencies and radio pager services 
1997-98 Consulting engineers, custom house agents. steamer agents. clearing and 
forwarding 	agents. 	air travel 	agents. 	tour operators. 	rent-a-cab operators, 
manpower recruitment agencies and mandap keepers 
1998-99 Architects. 	interior 	decorators. 	nlanaucnlent 	or 	business 	consultants, 
practicing chartered accountants, practicing cornpan\ 	secretaries, real estate 
agents 	and 	consultants. 	credit 	rating 	agencies. 	security 	agencies. 	market 
research agencies and underwriters services 
2001 -02 Sclentltic 	and 	technical 	consultanC\ 	services. 	photographs , 	convention, 
telegraph, 	telex. 	tux. 	online 	inlorlllation 	and 	database 	access or 	retrieval. 
video 	tape 	production 	scr\ ices. 	sound 	recording. 	broadcasting. 	insurance 
a1LIXl1lar\ ser\ Ice` III ('elation to general Il1Surance, banking and other financial 
ser\ ices. port ser\ ices (h\ major ports). authuriied service stations and leased 
circuit services 
2002-03 Lile 	insurance 	services, 	insurance 	auxiliary 	services 	in 	relation 	to 	life 
insurance, 	cargo 	handlingg, 	storage 	and 	warehousing 	services, 	event 
management. 	cable 	operators, 	beauty 	parlors, 	health 	and 	fitness centers, 
fashion designers. rail travel agent and dry cleaning services 
2003-04 Commercial training and coaching centers. technical testing and analysis. 
I echnlcal Inspection and ccrtiiication service. Management. Maintenance or 
Repair services. Erection. Commissioning and Installation Services. Business 
Auxiliar\ 	Services. 	Internet 	cats. 	Franchise 	Scr\ ices. 	Foreign 	kxchange 
Broker, Port Ser\ ices 	Other or Minor Ports). 
2004-05 	Outdoor Catering er\lce (re irltruduced4. Pandal Or Shal11iana service (re- 
introduced). Airport Services. Transport of Goods by Air Services. Business 
Exhibition tier ices. Construction Sep\ ices in relation to commercial or 
Industrial Building. Intellectual Propert\ Set-\ ices. Opinion Poll Services. I V 
or Radio Program Production Set'\ Ices. Survey and t'.xpluration of' Minerals 
Ser\ ices. 1 ravel Agent's Scr\ ices other than Rail and Air tra\ el agents. 
For\\ard Contract Services and transport of goods h\ road (earlier (foods 
I ransport Operators service re- introduced) 
2005-06 	l ransport of goods through pipe line or other conduit Services. Site 
Formation & Clearance etc. Services. Dredging Services. Survey & 
Mapmaking Services. ('leaning Ser\ ices. Membership 0f' Clubs & 
Associations. Packaging Services Mailing list compilation & Mailing 
Services and Construction Services in relation to Residential Complexes 
?3 i 
Table :A.1 TaxableSeri ices %% ith Effecti-, c Date... (Contd.) 
2006-07 	Sale of space or time for ad%ertisenlent. Auctioneers' Scr%ices. :\ I NI 
Operation. maintenance or management Seri ices. Business Support Services. 
Credit Card. Debit Card. (hargc Card or other payment Card Services. 
Internet I elecot11r11Lillicatioil Ser\ ices. Public Relations Services. Services 
pro ided h\ Recovers Agent. Services provided by Registrar to an Issue. 
Seri ices pros ided b\ Share I ranster .\gent. Ship Management Services. 
Sponsorship Seri ices. Transport hx Cruise ship Seri ices. I ransport of goods 
in c ntainer h\ rail tier' ices 1'( )thcr than (;o\ t. Raily a%' 1 "l he vords 'other 
than ( iovt. Rail\%ays have been deleted 	.e.t'.OI.09.2009) and I ransport of 
passengers h\ air on international journc\ ser\ ices 
2007-08 
	
	Asset Ntanagenlent Ser\ ices. I)e elopnlent &. Suppl\ of Content Ser\ ices. 
Designing Services. Mining of Mineral. Oil or (►as. Renting of' immovable 
propert\ ser\ ices. Works Contract Services and 	I'eleconlnlunication 
Ser\ ices. Ser\ ices cif Clearing & Processing 1-louse. Registered or Recognized 
Associations' services in relation to sale or purchase of' goods and forward 
contract. Information I'echnolog Services. Investment Management Services 
under I. LIP. Services of Recognized Stock Exchange and Suppl\ of tangible 
goods ser\ ice".  
2009-10 	Cosmetic or Plastic Surger\ Ser\ ices. I ransport of Coastal goods. Goods 
throuzh ?rational \1atervyays or Goods through Inland W'atervcays and legal 
('DnsuRane' Ser\ ices  
2010-1 1 	Promotion. marketing or organising of games of chance including lottery, 
bingo etc. services. I lealth services undertaken h\ Hospitals or Medical 
establishments. Maintenance of . Medical Records sere ices. Promotion of 
Brand of' Goods Services etc.. Seri ices of Permitting Commercial l use or 
Exploitation of an' event, l•:lcctrieit\ Exchange Services. Copyright Services. 
Seri ices provided h\ 	Builder in relation to preferential location, 
internal external development etc. Services of' Air-conditioned restaurants 
ha\ info license to ser\ ice alcoholic beverages in relation to ser\ ice of lood or 
he erages and Services of providing of accommodation in hotels i inns' cubs/ 
Jucst houses campsite for a continuous period of less than three months 
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.\\NEXt RE-B: Distribution of Population / Sample 
Fable .~.2: l)istrihution of Population and Samples I)rasi n 
lasiheation 
Sample 
;)f institute Name of Institute 	 Population Sample % 
:iPI\ Indian Institute of , I oreicn Trade—  1 gt) 18 { 10.00% 
I)\IS 	III 115 16 11.91% 
1)elhl 	l 	I11ersII 	1 	\1ti  226 IS 6.64°o 
\I)1. .Ianlia \1illia Island, 	(AIS  70 I8 25.71°_0 
anlia 1laHldard I ni\cr'it' 240 1 	1)  
.\pee av School of Mana~ctllent 3O0 21 7.00°o 
Banarsidas 	chandiala 	Institute 	of' 
l'rcicssionaI Studies 120 25 20.83° o 
Itharati 	\'id 	apeeth (lli'ersit 	Institute ofl - 
ManaUemcnt and Research 181 IS 8.29% 
Rharti Vide a 13ha\ an 	13l 	I.\1I\1 150 15 10.00% 
Delhi Institute Ot Advanced Studies 1 KO 1 K 1O.00% 
Delhi School of Professional Studies and 
• 
Research   300 20 6.67% 
NMIN 
 
Entrepreneurship K Management Process  
International 240 20 8.33% 
1 c )IZI- School --1 ---larvaoement 390 15  
Fortune Institute of International Business 180 16 8.890,0 
t Iitarattan International Business School :60 1 5. 28°'o 
International \Ianagcnic ut Institute 300 1 1 	5.00o/o 
la, III 	Institute 	of 	1allili.ellltllt 	Studies 
I echnical Campus 360 I x 5.00% 
I al 13ahadur Shastri Institute of Institute of' 
\l:lllacIllcIlt 300 19 6. 3°o 
\evv I)eIhi Institute of'Mana'enlent of )0 16 2.67% 
Northern India 1'.InL1ncerin 	C olle-'c 120 17 14.17% 
Sri 	Sharada 	Institute 	of 	Indian 
\lanagenlent Research 1-0 17 1 1.33% 
_ 	- 	— I ecnia Institute of Advanced Studies -- 	- 	- 	-- 	--- X00 - 16 




:A\\E\t RE-(': RESE ARCHER PROFILE 
Su►mmar\ 
• \ professional ith 26 years of rich o cr;eas & dc,tnestic experience in Strategic 
Planning. Sales & Ntarketing. Business 1)e%elopntcnt. Product launch. Startup 
StrategN & Relationship Management 
• Presentl\ \orkinC 	ith Best Group as Ifead 	Business l)e%clopnlent and 
Stratet . 
• 1 folds the distinction of leading and managing functions and cuntrihuted higher 
rate of organic growth. Demonstrative excellence in conceptualizing and 
implementing various business stratvies. 
• 1 \perience of working in international markets like Singapore. tISA. Germany. 
l .11:. I long Kong (China) & France. etc. 
I xdncational (>ualifieations 
• N1S (M1. I cch) in Sott\'are Systems f'ronl 1311 S. 1 ilani 
• !Masters in tlanagement Sciences (\113.1► specialiiing in Marketing 	li\'IMR - 
Pone Uni\ersit\ 
the candidate has an illustrious and rich experience of' 26 years of' working with the 
tollo~ring Organiiations:- 
• Heading Strategy formulation and Business Development activities for diversified 
group of Niadhusudan -Vito I.W. \c%\ Delhi 
• Regional Held for t 1)5 Technologies stationed at Ne I)clhi 
• Business I)e\elopment Manager liar Intovision Inc. Dallas. texas. t'SA 
• Regional Manager for 1' I -C. New Delhi. a Boston based digital engineering leader 
• Area I lead Marketing for capital goods di \ ision ith Ni\ sore Kirloskar I.td. New 
Delhi 
• Plant I'.n<gineer for Larsen and 'I ouhro. Po\Nai. Munlhai 
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ANNEXURE-D: QUESTIONNAIRE 
(.Name n1 our \1R\ Institute :13-School 	 — — 	— I 
Q2. Classification 	 (;P1,N=I, l \DF:=2. I'~iIN =3 	Q3 	N1I3A=I, P(;DN1=2 
Q4. 1)o Nou recollect 	hen you first came to knoNN about sour current N113 % institute? 	Tick :1m One 
(teed Arousall 
[)irecl mail eMh,II 	 I 	0 	Parent 	Fantil IJder lather than sibliitc) 7 O 
\es iteln 	Pob1ieit\ .' 	0	Per 	Schoolmate 	C'Iassmate ti 0 
•\d\ertisennent in Pre,,,, 	1 \ 	 3 	❑ 	~lbling (Brother Sister Cousin) 9 ❑  
Coaching, Institute 	 4 	0 	f-ducation Portal 	\\ eh Portal 1 i r 	❑  
Social Net\wsrHn Site 	 ❑ 	( olleoe Alumni 	senior I I 	❑  
Student ( 	ll,C) 	r 	IIrole•sor Lecturer 	h 	❑ 	Other f Shecil\ l ............... 	 l2 	0 
(15, l)o %ou recollect %%hick medium \ou relied on most to gal her information about sour 	lick all that 
current N1lit institute? (Information (,athering) 	 :tppl\ 
13-School Publication 	{prospeLtu 	 I 	(orr ulted Peer" 	( la,•ntate.  
13\ (amnpus VIkit 	 Q-2 	\ 	eb Portal (e.g. P<lgiilgus.com etc.)  
College N ebsite Q5-3 	Consulted Alumni 	Seniors Q-7 
Consulted t  Faniil\ Elders 	 Q~-1 	Other (Shed.\ ) ......................... Qi_8 
For Questions 9 to II Please Just mention the number of institutes. Names of institutes are not required. 
Note: All rlmf 1NC5 of• an institute count as 1. e 	..111 II 	I<count as 1 institute. Admission offers on email do not 
count. 
Q6. 	110 	mans \113 % Institutes did Sou inquire about. including the current one? 
Q. 	IIo%% mans '113 t Instil utes (lid 	oil .rpplN to, including the current one? ........ 
(8. 	110 	mans \113 A Institutes that sou applied. offered sou admission, including the current ........ 
one:' 
Q9. 	Please Specif\ buss mans months prior to admission, did sou 	Less than I month I ❑  
first hear about %our current N1 lit Institute'.' 	 13et\secn I to 6 months 2 ❑  
lAppru\irnate Number ui months prior to admission) 	 BBetsseen 12 & I Year ❑  
I3e1\%een 1 K 2 Years 4 0 
More than ? sears S ❑  
Mention one most important reason %%h% .\ou 	J -- 	- 
Q1tl 	chose \our current \113 t institute" 
li.:.:, 	;;, 	.rr-' 	.r, r 	,,, 	ri;, 	. 	' i •,rr. 	:r' 	.i„ 	1(1 .kip  cmt' 
QII 
N%hat were the major factors that helped Nou decide to 
1. 
join sour current N1B.A institute" (Deciding Factors)  	v  
~iZ 	1_ 
I 	B-School is t (,C 	.\IC I I- rccoenh/ed 	 l 	❑ 	1 	❑ 	❑ 	1, 	❑ ❑  
2 	Reputation Status 	Brand of the 13-school  	1 	0 	2 	0 	❑ 	4 	❑ ❑  
3 	I aculth brutile of 13-`chuol ( Internal 1 	I 	❑ 	' 	❑ 	: 	❑ 	I 	❑ ❑  
4 	Collaboration 	•\fl-ilnation \\ith a Branded (- ol)eti c 	 ❑ 	' 	❑ 	D 	-1 	❑  0 
I nerernts 
5 	Placement-, Record 	Percentasze 	 i 	0 	.' 	❑ 	0 	-1 	0 O 
137 
6 Salaries offered ❑ 2 0 ' 0 	4 0 0 
Specialisation a%ailahilit' (ot \our choice) 0 	2 0 ❑ l ❑  ❑  
S ( ioe to I lime I on I 	❑ 	, ❑  0 	1 ❑  ❑  
9 On (.►mpu', Seminar prior to adnii„ion (it'an\) i 	❑ 	' 0 3 	❑ 	4 ❑  ❑  
10 Campus t Ambience 	Atmosphere 	Isiie r 1 	❑ 	' 0 7. 	❑ 	1 ❑  ❑  
11 Total Fee pa able (Cost) I 	❑ 	' 0 7. 	❑ 	1 0 ❑  
12 Ad\ertisernents in Print 	TV 	Other media 1 	❑ 	' 0 ❑ + ❑  ❑  
13 I oan Atiailabilit\ 	Credit facilit\ I 	❑ 	, 0 7. 	❑ 	1 ❑  ❑  
1 4 Influence of a } riend:Peer    1 	O 	2 ❑  :, 	❑ 	1 ❑  ❑  
I5 Curriculum Course content or Stud\ Vlethodolog 1 	0 	, 0 3 0 	4 0 ❑  
16 Ne,.%s Reports 	Rankings of this institute I 	❑ 	2 ❑  7. 	0 	4 ❑  5 ❑  
17 Local F.mplo\ment opportunities (in NCR I 	❑ 	2 ❑  0 	4 0 ❑  
18 [mails and Internet marketing effort of institute 1 	0 	, 0 ❑ I 0 0 
19 Influence of Pro6. ssor Lecturer Teacher \tentcrr t 	❑ 	' ❑  , 	0 	i ❑  ❑  
20 Influence from Coachine Institute I 	0 	' ❑  0 	4 0 ❑  
21 Influence of Senior 	•\lumni of this institute 	(~pecIt\) 1 	❑ 	7. 0 0 	-1 0 7. ❑  
22 Influence of Sihline' r Brother 	Skier ( ousin) I 	0 	' 0 0 	i 0 ❑  
23 Influence of parfit, 	I ;tRHI\ elder,, (Other than sihling 	i I 	❑ 	2 0 0 	1 0 ❑  
24 -\\ailabilit\ of campus I acilit\ IIlo,tel. I.ihrar\ etc.) I 	❑ 	' ❑  ❑ l ❑  ❑  
25 \~ail;lhilit\ 	of 	` recial 	Ou„t,t 	rSpecit •\ 	1 ........................ 1 	❑  0 0 	t 0 0 
()12. IIo s much tee Nou are pa \ ing for the 	Less than 1 I.ac INR I 0 Ret' +cer1 ( 	to 8 I 	:rr 7. ❑  
%%hole course! IF:\cluding hostel, food etc.) 	13et'.ecn I to 2 Lacs 2 0 I3et%.een S to 	Ili Lat:” h ❑  
( Please mention the amount In INR (Indian 	}3et'+een 2 to 4 I.acs 3 0 Between 10 to 12 Lacs 7 0 
Rupeest for the v. hole course duration) 	Ret'tieen -t to 6 Lacs 4 ❑  Abo\e 12 	Lacs  8 0 - 
The Next question is about the Ices 	Ver\ 	Slightl Neither  Slightly Ver\ 
anti it. aiti~r.labi4it\. 	 l 	raltordable 	l 	naffing \tfordable \tlordable 
able 
013. 1)rr'.rru think the fee hein 	 2 	❑  ,.❑  a❑  S ❑  
charged for the course is affordable? 
QI4. %% hat is the \nnual Salar,. ' Less than 	I lac I\R 	I 	❑ 	Rely+een ( to S Lac• 7. 0 
compensation sou are e\)ecting ; alreadN l3oh%eei I to 2 I .acs 	7. 	0 	13eth+een R to 10 Lacs o ❑  
Offered after sour \1R.\? I;et'.Lren 2 to 4 (.acs 	t 	0 	RRct'.+een 10 to 12 Lacs ' ❑  
IIeae ,,ledtioen the amount in Indian Rupee,) I3ct„ccr, 4 to h l.ac, 	4 	❑ 	Abo,e 12 	I.acs  8 0 
Q15. Did \ou e%er consider changing .our N1R-1 institute'? 
- 
If \es, «hat is the I main reason for \our decision? ([Ise sas 
\ 11 
O I6. \\ hat degree has e 	uu alread 	completed? 	1 ick 	\\ hat degree h.n e N on Tick An\ One 
%n 	already completed? 
One 
13 tic. (or An\ 	ScisrtcL'sl 1 	0 	l3. 	I ech 	RI . R..Arch. (or l 	0 
;\n 	lechiical) 
R.Ccmt. (or An\ Contnierce)  2 	0 	B.A. (or And Arts) _ 7. 	0 
B R.A. BUS. or An% Management)  . 	❑ 	f31 IM (or An. I Iospitality) 6 ❑   _- 
I3S 
(11 7. ,titer completing this N1K.a course. %%hat options 5% ill sou be 	., in NCR onh 	Elsewhere/ An 
considering the most? (Choose s,hether in \CR or Elseshere) 	 - t- Location 
'seek a suitable Pri\ate ('orporate lob 	 I ❑ 	2 ❑  
Seek a suitable (urn ernlrlent job 	3 ❑ 	 4 0 	_ 
Join tilnlil) business 	 ❑ 0 ❑  
Further Studies 	 7 ❑ 	8 ❑  
I )on •t Kiirn Not Decided Other 't ❑ 	-- 	 - 
QI3. Hale sou s orked before joining this \iB-\ course; if yes 	
Not %1 orked Swnmer.loh 	1 ❑  
please %pecif) the numher of Nears sou N%orked° 	
Les,, than I Near 	 ❑  
(  	 ' 	
;lt\\tsn I & 'y cars 	 ❑  
•PIC;seChtuose the llin1l1erof sears \O: 	id 	EDri)1a oh priort~l (Between - K .~ Years 1 ❑  
joIT(II(E the \1 BA course (and not Summer Job. Pall time job) 	 Bet\seen 3 & 4 Years 	 ❑  
More than 4 star o 0 
Q19. Your (,ender 	 Male 	I ❑ 	Female 	2 ❑  
Q20. kgc (in \cars) 
Q2 I. lother I ongue/Language 	 Q22. \atise State 	 - _- 
Q23. %hich of these items do sou ha% e at home? (It could he oss ned by )ou, sour famii . or pro%ided by the 
emplo%er or it could he available in the house -,nu li%e in; but it should be for the use of just Nou or sour family) 
Please tick all that app[ 	-  
— Ju,t added the number of items up and This is used for Socio Economic 	 —~^ 
the number is mentioned in the column Classification as per the given chart 
(124. Are ins of sour parents in a (;ost. job`' I Yes.  ❑ 	 2 \o. ❑  
	
Illiterate School School tiff( Some 	Graduate Graduate/ 
up to 4 	5-9 	IIS( 	college 	/Post - 	Pust- 
I'lease pro%ide details about our 	 sear•. 	}ears but not 	graduate 	Graduate - 
parent's education. 	 Graduate 	-General 	Professional 
Q25•FAII 1`1'`I-:UI(Al10 	1 ❑ 	' ❑ 	'❑ 	 40 	❑ 	b ❑ 	❑  
Q26. N1O I IIER's I:I)1 ( IRON 	I ❑ 	❑ 	-❑ 	-J 0 	❑ 	ñ ❑ 	7 0 
O 	Floss sell del the follo swing statenterlt% describe 'our• 
27 	personality :' 
I 	
J ~• 	•61 	L 	_ 	1. 
SH. \11 sL.LF AS someone \+ho (Please mark the 	ti r 	= 	.  L C
folIov. In`' I 	= 
 
I 	 Is RESLR \"I.0 	 I 	2 	 4 
2 	IGI.\I.R_1LL1' TRUSTING 	 I 3 	4 
3TL.A1» II  BE LAZY 1 	2 	3 4 	5 
4 	I, RI I.A\i.I). HANDLES STRESS \\ I.L.I. 	 I 	2 	3 4 	5 
5 	Has F[\\ AR I IS I I(' I\TERFSI'S 	 I 	2 	3 	4 	5 
6 	ROl I(iOI\(i.So('IAR1,F 	 1 	'_ 3 4 	5 
7 1 I:\I)S 10 I.I\1) FA1- I l S \\ I fH 0 F I ILRS 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
R 	DOES A TIIOROI. GI I JOB 	 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 
0 	(d.lS NI.R\Ol S I..•\SILT I 	2 t 	5 
10 has an A(' Il\ I-. IMAGINA I ION 	 I 	 — 2 	— 	'> 	1 	5 
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